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The smart choice in board testing

The L350 combinational board tester.

Now there's acombinational board tester that helps you
test the most challenging VLSI technologies — from highspeed VLSI and ASICs to mixed signal and scan. The
L350 has 20 MHz digital, SuperFast Analog,Tm and automated boundary scan testing. And over 3,000 test pins.
What's more, you don't have to be aprogramming
whiz to get great test results. The L350 has expert software that reviews PC board testability before you commit to artwork. Its advanced knowledge base generates
accurate, repeatable in- circuit and cluster tests. And it
analyzes test results, providing one clear repair message per fault.

is the smartest board tester.
The L350 gives you smart hardware too, with multiple dedicated processors for highest analog and digital
throughput. Now, in thirty seconds or less, you can
get 100% interconnect coverage, 100(Vo device coverage, and 100% pin- level fault coverage on dense, complex boards. Just the answer for automated and jrr
manufacturing.
Best of all, using the L350 with our Board Watch' test
quality management software is avery smart business
strategy. Because by finding VLSI faults fast, diagnosing them accurately, and using the information to
eliminate defects at their source, you'll get new,

advanced products to market more efficiently.
With brain power like this, even difficult test problems become easy to solve. You'll start testing fast
with low operating costs and highest circuit board
yields at system assembly.
So if you're thinking about anew combinational
tester, make asmart call. Contact Daryl Layzer at
617-482-2706, Ext. 2808 for more information
about the new
L350 VLSI
Board Test
System.
Circle 28

•digital ICs

•optoelectronic
devices

dinear ICs
•interface ICs
•microprocessor
ICs
•memory ICs

•transistors
•diodes or
•thyristors

flipping aPC switch
is faster than thumbing
through catalogs.
And that's why we put the IC/Discrete
Parameter Database on CD-ROM!
We're Information Handling Services—the
VSMF® people—and D.A.T.A. Business Publishing—
D.AT.A. DIGESTS. And we've been helping you
solve your product research problems for years.
Now we can help you do your component
research anew way. With software for your
IBM® AT® compatible and adatabase on CD-ROM.
•Get fingertip access to over 800,000 integrated
circuits and discrete semiconductors.
•Search for active and discontinued devices,
commercial and mil/hi-rel.
•Link to manufacturers data sheets with one
keystroke.
And, every sixty days we send out updates to keep
your data current.

The results? Time saving searching—and time is
money.

For more information write, phone, or Fax:

Information Handling Services
15 Inverness Way East • Englewood, Colorado 80150
Phone: 800-525-7052 in the U.S.A.
(303) 790-0600 ext. 59
in Colorado and outside the U.S.A.
Telex: 4322083 1HS Ul
Fax: 303-799-4085 in the U.S.A.
(303) 799-4097 outside the U.S.A.
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UP FRONT

Electronics
HOW NOT TO SELL STATIONERY

The man who turned down U. S. Memories'
business exemplifies the what-have-you-donelately syndrome that infects American executives
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Jonah McLeod

S

andy Kane, aman who certainly doesn't need any lessons in how
to run abusiness, got one anyway alittle while ago when he attempted to buy office supplies. His experience might serve as food
for thought for his fellow semiconductor-industry executives.
But first let's introduce Kane. He resigned in late spring as vice
president in charge of IBM Corp.'s General Technology Division to
become the president and chief executive officer of U. S. Memories
Inc., the consortium formed to produce made-in-the-USA parts that
will compete in the Japanese-dominated market for dynamic random-access memories (see p. 44). Kane, who clearly has his work cut
out for him, has been spending the traditional vacation months preparing to do battle with giant, well-established, well-financed corporations that have ahead start of many years. And he's doing it from
astanding start, with astaff of one (himself—even an ex-IBM vice
president needs more than that) and with only some seed money in
the bank from the seven companies that are backing U. S. Memories. For Kane, the summer has been anything but the lazy, restful
time that it is believed to be.
So Kane didn't need another reminder of that stark reality. However, that's just what he got when he tried to establish an account
for his new company at astationery store near his temporary office
in New City, N. Y. " Itold the guy that Iwanted to open an account,"
recalls Kane. "He said that was fine, but could Iprovide him with
my credit history. Iexplained to him that we were anew company,
but asked if IBM or Digital Equipment Corp. sounded familiar. He
wasn't impressed; he said that without acredit history, Icouldn't
open an account. So Iwent somewhere else."
Consider what that store official has turned down. To do that, imagine the advantages of abusiness relationship with acompany that is
expected to become abillion-dollar corporation. Weigh the strength of
its backers—in addition to IBM and DEC they are Advanced Micro Devices, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, LSI Logic, and National Semiconductor—against the risk of providing supplies to astartup and the chance
that it might go belly up. What would you do?
Therein lies the lesson. The man in the stationery store could
serve as ametaphor for the U. S. chip industry—in fact, for U. S. industry as awhole. His concern for tomorrow's balance sheet blinded
him to the opportunities that exist over the long run. As aMassachusetts Institute of Technology study [
Electronics, August 1989,
p. 55] points out, this quarter-to-quarter mentality is one of the top
reasons for the current debilitated state of American industry in
general and the memory business in this country in particular. Today's executives have got to plan for more than the day after tomorrow, because if they don't, more and more of their smart counterparts in Asia and Europe are going to be more than happy to do it
for them.
HOWARD WOLFF
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NEWSLETTERS

FEATURES

Electronics, 15
•AT&T Microelectronics buys its
way into the fast SRAM market
•A PC startup takes the
multinational route out of the
gate
•Cray Computer gets GaAs logic
chips from three sources...
• ... but Rockwell remains
cautious about GaAs commercial
prospects
•Intel's RISC-like chip for
embedded applications hits 66
mips
• ... and Heu/ikon's VME board is
one of the first to use it

COVER: Special report on U. S. Memories, 45
•Sandy Kane's $ 1billion memory puzzle, 45
Can the president of U. S. Memories turn back the clock to the
1970s, when American vendors dominated the world market
for DRAMs? What are the stakes for U. S. business?
•A market in flux, 50
The formation of U. S. Memories comes at atime when the DRAM
market—always avolatile one—is becoming less predictable
and more lucrative, as price per bit drops and applications
for memories proliferate
•DRAMs: A volatile history, 51
The 1-Kbit DRAM of the early 1970s has evolved to today's 4-mbit
memories with increasing competition from Japan for market share
•Financing: The big uneasy, 54
Several unknowns, especially the issue of pricing, could derail
U. S. Memories' finance plan, which must adhere to traditional
economic laws in raising its initial ante and in supporting
its operations
•Technology: The wild card, 61
Memory makers may be rewriting the rule book as they start
building DRAMs at 4mbits and beyond; the sheer complexity of the
task could be aboon to U. S. Memories, which already has awellcharacterized process
•Courting Congress: The next corporate wave?, 67
To the legal community, U. S. Memories is not just anew kind of
DRAM supplier; the consortium represents the culmination of a
30-year trend against enforcing U. S. antitrust laws, and, in the
face of declining U. S. global competitiveness, it could well be
ataste of things to come

Products to Watch, 21
•vmEbus board delivers arrayprocessing power at less than half
the price
•Hewlett-Packard launches a
slew of vmEbus products
•TI chip set supports modem
speeds from 300 to 9,600 bits/s
•Microprocessor board family
packs up to 340 mips in aVME
backplane
•Windows-based package builds
control-system operator interfaces
•Vortex automates LAN backups
with afail-safe system
European Observer, 41
•Philips achieves abreakthrough
in GaAs circuits
•Intermetall demonstrates aTV
picture-enhancing circuit...
• ... and is ready for volume
production of D-MAC chips
•Hughes to second-source
Marconi's radhard technology

4

The changing analog world, 73
Analog's big guns are adopting new product strategies in their tussle
with challengers—not only foreign companies but also domestic
startups—over amarket worth
billion this year
Make room for optical storage, 82
Erasable optical disks finally take off, and write-once disks gear up
for document management—but low-cost digital-audio-tape drives
may compete for storage tasks
Goodbye analog, hello digital, 89
The market is heating up as vendors unleash aflurry of products to
fill the demand for digital oscilloscopes, which are accelerating the
pace of product development
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WORLDWIDE NEWS ANALYSIS
Probing the News
Networks, 25

A firm FDDI standard has vendors
scrambling for apiece of the
action as systems integrators
finally get what they need for this
complex fiber-optic network
RISC, 27
The skirmishes in reducedinstruction-set computing took
another turn last month when
Dutch electronics giant Philips
International NV became aSparc
licensee and joined Sparc
International—apublic relations
coup for Sun Microsystems Inc.
»C., 28
By the end of the year, SGSThomson Microelectronics will
offer afamily of applicationspecific integrated circuits that
incorporate both mixed-mode
functions and mixed
technologies—specifically, bipolar
and cmos
Companies, 30

The outlook for $3billion Wang
Laboratories Inc. is fraught with
uncertainty as the computer
maker faces amountain of debt
and scrambles to come up with
restructuring plans to slash its
expenses
Test equipment, 32

A shortage of new products at
last month's International Test
Conference reflects an automatictest-equipment market that has
turned sluggish
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COMPANIES TO WATCH

DEPARTMENTS

Anadigics Inc., 135

Up Front, 3
The stationery store official who
turned down U. S. Memories'
business for lack of acredit
history serves as an example of
the what-have-you-done-lately
syndrome that infects American
executives

A gallium arsenide startup has
found its niche in asegment of
the analog IC market, where
GaAs is actually alow-cost option,
and sales are expected to double
this year, just as they did in 1988
lnmos Ltd., 136
New owners SGS-Thomson could
made all the difference to the
British semiconductor company
now that its French-Italian parent
promises an infusion of
"unlimited" funding
PEOPLE TO WATCH
David Hightower
Kazuya Shinozuka, 141

A pair of research and
development experts could
catapult Seiko to the No. 1spot in
computer-aided chip design by
leading ateam to soup up the
SX8000 design system

Letter from Delaware, 8

A recent study rates the "first
state" as the most desirable place
to manufacture in the U. S.
because of its business incentives
and the availability of askilled
work force, but the electronics
industry has all but ignored this
mideastern locale
Update, 154

The roller-coaster automatic-testequipment business settles into a
calm stretch after awildly
successful 1988 in which
American companies duked it out
with Japanese competitors, both
in the U. S. and overseas

5

Who was the second person

Capiam James Fitzgerald was the second person la break the sound barrier at Muroc Dry Lake Oil Feb._

to break the sound barrier?
Someone worked every bit as hard as
Chuck Yeager and came in second.The sad
truth is, no matter how fast you go, getting
there second isn't fast enough.
The same holds true in the marketplace.
That's why AMD concentrates on
complete design solutions that cut product
development time. So your product won't
be obsolete before it's shipped.
Take our 32-bit RISC microprocessor,
the 29ICAt 17 MIPS, it's at the heart of some
of the fastest, most powerful equipment
now being built.
And everything you need to get to
work is here.Today. From silicon to tools for
hardware and software development. From
AMD or any of 40 Fusion29IC partners.
Which makes it easy for you to go out
and get your share of the profits before anyone else gets off the ground.
Take your pick.You can work hard and
produce anonymous products.
Or take AMD and fly to market.

Advanced Micro Devices e
901 Thompson Place, PO. Box 3453, Sunnyvale. CA 94088.
For more information about the 29K. call ( 800)222-9323.
©1989 Advanced Micro Devices Inc 29K and Fusson29K are trademarks ol Advanced Micro Devices. Inc
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LETTER FROM DELAWARE

THE 'FIRST STATE' GETS LEFT OFF THE LIST
DELAWARE DANGLES INCENTIVES

WILMINGTON, DEL

C

oinpanies looking
for agood spot to
•
No state or local general sales taxes
build aplant may be
missing a bet: the
•
A regressive bank franchise tax structure ranging from 8.7% of bank net income up to
state rated most
$20 million to 2.7% for all bank net income over $ 30 million
hospitable to manu•
Tax credits on corporate income and reduction of gross receipts taxes for new and exfacturing in arecent
panded businesses
study has been all
•
Additional tax credits on corporate income and reduction of gross receipts taxes for new
but ignored by the electronics industry.
and expanding businesses locating in 30 targeted census tracts
The state is Delaware, carved out of
•
Property tax relief for new construction and improvements on existing property
the eastern half of the Delmarva Peninsula on the Atlantic Ocean, facing New
•
No personal property or inventory taxes
Jersey across the Delaware Bay, with
•
The exemption of certain investment and holding companies from corporate income
Maryland and Pennsylvania at its back.
taxation
First to ratify the Constitution in 1787,
SOURCE: DELAWARE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
Delaware is the second-smallest state in
area and home to chemical giant E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours & Co. and to 49 banks.
On the face of things, Delaware seems
"manufacturing is definitely not on the
been used. Rather, "New Castle County
to have the right stuff for manufactur- rise here," says Mark Carlson, sales man- hasn't zoned any more land for manufacing. A study by the Grant Thornton ac- ager for the Arlon Corp. in Bear, asmall
turing," Carlson says.
counting and management consultants of town near Wilmington, the state's capital
"As in many other areas, it's getting
Chicago singles out its many state-spon- and its largest city. Arlon, which emmore difficult to rezone," concurs Donna
sored business incentives, which include ploys 118 people, manufactures printedMurray, business development specialist
corporate income tax credits and proper- circuit boards and heat-sink products.
at the Delaware Development Office. But
ty tax reductions. Delaware also boasts a SHADOW DWELLER. For one thing, DelaMurray points out that Delaware has tarlarge skilled work force; as manufacturware falls in the shadow of the 40-mile geted 30 tracts that are well distributed
ing becomes increasingly technical, a corridor that joins Washington and Balti- throughout the state; companies that
state's ability to provide the necessary more, where more than 1,800 technology- build on one of them qualify for various
workers becomes more important in lur- related companies are flourishing [
Elec- credits and other incentives.
ing new business. Delaware also rates
tronics, June 1989, p. 8]. For another, in
If electronics companies haven't taken
well in terms of cost of living, with lower the northern part of Delaware, the land
advantage of Delaware's business incenhousing costs than those in the West and
available to build and expand manufactives, banks have. "Delaware seems more
the Northeast.
turing facilities seems to be in short sup- interested in trying to persuade service
Despite these favorable conditions,
ply. It isn't that all the real estate has
industries, like banks, to move to the
state," Carlson says. What cleared the
way for the influx of banks was Delaware's 1981 Financial Center Development Act, which allowed out-of-state
banks to locate holding companies in Del72
aware and removed interest-rate ceilings
MANUFACTURING EMPLOYEES (THOUSANDS)

... TO REV UP MANUFACTURING

Moving a division to
Delaware brings HP a lower
corporate tax rate

71

70

69

68

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

SOURCE: U S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
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on credit cards. Banking continues to
show strong growth, with again of 2,700
jobs since June 1988, according to the
Delaware Development Office. In comparison, 70,000 people are employed in
manufacturing, about the same number
employed in 1984.
An exception to the dearth of new
manufacturing is an upcoming move to
Delaware by Hewlett-Packard Co.'s
Avondale (Pa.) Division, which employs
700 in making gas chromatography instruments and process-control equipment. The division recently signed aletElectronics/September 1989

The Only 1 GS/sec
Digital Oscilloscope With...
Simultaneous 4 channel
digitizing:
• 1GS/sec at 8 bits for transients
• 20 GS/sec at > 10 bits repetitive
• 50k samples per channel

Logic, glitch, interval, & TV
triggering
LeCroy 7200 modularity lets you
choose 2to 4channels with 400 MHz
bandwidth. Uniquely, the 7200 never
gives up sampling rate or waveform
memory as you increase the number
of channels.
Only LeCroy makes advanced
analyses so easy! Automate voltage,
time, frequency, and even PASS/FAIL
measurements. Qualify these
measurements with histograms
and trend data. Store the
waveforms and all calculated
results on the built-in hard disk
and floppy.

2 Msample waveform storage
FFT, math, and averaging
30 pulse parameters
Statistics
PASS/FAIL decisions

Eliminate oscilloscope obsolescence...
...with the 7200, you can add plug- ins
as your needs change and as
technology advances.

vrop•<••

100 to 50,000 point FFTs!
View both the waveform and the spectrum
at the same time.

rum Ili,
Yor«,

5cl•ct Cv,e,

Accurate pulse parameter
calculations in real time. You get
answers, not just waveforms.

Display up to 8five, stored, or analyzed
signals simultaneously.

DIGITAL OSCIL _ OECOPE

Call (800) 5LECROY
or (914) 425-2000 ext. 6038
for literature or ademonstration.
LeCroy Corporation,
700 Chestnut Ridge Road,
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation

'be
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ter of intent to buy a100-acre site west of
Wilmington, half from chemical maker
Hercules Inc. of Wilmington, the rest
from the state. By 1992, the division will
move its operations from its present site
in Avondale, seven miles across the Pennsylvania border.
"We needed abigger site," says Dan
Herman, the division's community affairs
manager. "We have 54 acres [in Avondale], and we would be cramped for space
in 5to 10 years." When the decision about

whether to move or stay was being made,
are quick to point out one of the major adhe says, HP compared various Pennsylva- vantages of manufacturing in the state:
nia and Delaware business incentives; the the ease of attracting and keeping good
result was "just about awash." Still, "as
employees. They report little trouble fillabyproduct of the move, we will have a ing either executive suites or blue-collar
lower corporate income tax," he adds.
jobs, despite an unemployment rate that
The employees are divided among rehovers between 3% and 4%, still below the
search and development, marketing, and
national average.
production. Citing competitive reasons,
With the University of Delaware in
Herman declines to specify how many di- Newark nearby, software company BLS
vision employees work in R&D.
Inc. in Wilmington, for example, has had
Executives at companies in Delaware
no trouble hiring programmers versed in
C, says Brad Siegfried, director of systems development.
William Bewley, corporate economist
for Hercules, says another reason for the
abundance of talent is that apool of highly educated people is drawn by the research laboratories of Du Pont, Hercules,
and ICI Americas, the U. S. subsidiary of
British chemical giant Imperial Chemical
Industries plc. Another plus for employers is ahistorical lack of labor disputes,
says Bewley. Hercules employs about 100
workers in aplant in Middletown that
manufactures photoresist materials for
fabricating pc boards. "We could have

There's little trouble filling
jobs, either in executive
suites or blue-collar ranks

With Cursor Controls
from Measurement Systems.
Incorporate our pointing devices into your graphics display. And
you'll see cursor control performance that goes well beyond
anything you've imagined.
These sophisticated trackballs, force operated joysticks and
mouse controls make excellent use of astore of knowledge
amassed over 25 years of research on the interaction of man and
machine. They're specifically designed for maximum efficiency
and economy in abroad range of graphics display applications:
process monitoring, laboratory analysis presentation, CAD
systems design, commercial data displays and others.
Draw your own conclusions. Call or write today for our
free catalog.

/AWe
Measurement Systems, Inc.
121 Water Street, Norwalk, CT 06854 U.S.A. ( 203) 838-5561
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built the plant anywhere," he says. But
the state's proximity to transportation
hubs like Interstate 95 and the Philadelphia International Airport is an advantage for companies that ship most of
their products.
If there's any exception to the skilledworker availability, it's in clerical jobs.
"It seems as if the banks came in and
snapped up all the clerical people," says
Barbara Hines, president of Software
Services of Delaware, aGreenville software company that builds custom applications for Novell-based local-area networks. Indeed, says Bewley, " for the
first time in 75 years, we had to advertise
for secretarial positions."
To those who work there, Delaware
earns high marks in terms of quality of
life. Besides offering affordable housing,
the state is one of ahandful without a
sales tax, property taxes remain low, and
Delaware recently reduced its personal
income tax rates.
"We're 45 minutes from Philadelphia
and not far by train from New York, with
none of the big-city headaches," says
Hines. " Basically, Delaware is agood
place to be—it's growing. And there is a
wide range of businesses, which suits
what we do." But the rave reviews from
those who live and work in Delaware apparently would still be news to the electronics business.
Sherrie Van Tyle
Electronics/September 1989
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The CMOS Compatible Centigrids
•Driven directly from CMOS logic
•No amplification or buffering needed
•Fewer components/connections = greater reliability
•Both latching & non-latching versions available

ACTU\L SIZE

short pulse of power sets the relay,

That's right. These little relays
are truly CMOS compatible. You

front. Fewer components and

can drive them directly with

connections mean increased relia-

and it stays that way until it is reset.
No holding power is required.

CMOS level signals. No outside

bility. Simpler board layout, too.

That makes it ideal for applications

amplification at all. An integral

Add to that the rugged construction

where power is at apremium.

power PET driver gives you all the

and proven contact reliability that

The versatile CMOS compatible

amplification you need. A large

have made Centigrid abyword in

Centigrid. It is available in general

Zener diode protects the PET gate

the industry, and you have asure

purpose ( 116C) sensitive ( 136C)

input. And all this plus aDPDT

winner. One that's QPL approved

and Maglatch ( 122C). Call or

relay and coil suppression diode

to MIL-R-28776/7 and 8. One

write for complete information.

are packed into atiny Centigrid can.

thing more. One version of this

IrTELEDYNE RELAYS

You can see the advantages up

little beauty is also aMaglatch. A

Innovations In Switching Technology

Teledyne Relays, 12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 • ( 213) 777-0077/European Headquarters: W. Germany: Abraham Lincoln
Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden/Belgium: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe. 1170 Brussels/U.K.: The Harlequin Centre, Southall Lane, Southall, Middlesex,
UB2 5NH/ Japan: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku. Tokyo 150/France: 85-87 Rue Anatole- France, 92300 Levallois-Perret.
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AGENTLE

REMINDER ON
THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOOKING
AROUND

C

ombinational Testers. Technically speaking, it's no longer
aquestion of if or when you'll
need one. But which system to
choose.
Loyalty may take you first to the
manufacturer of your present board
testers. Logic should take you further.
Because the Zehntel 8000 holds a
number of pleasant surprises for you
—in power, flexibility, and price.

BYALL MEANS, COMPARE.

To appreciate its performance
fully, it's only fair to judge the 8000
by comparable systems: those costing
much more.
The 8000's open
architecture, for example,
can greatly reduce overall testing costs. Using
the Functional Interface
Board pictured above,

you can place your own hot-bed test
directly into the 8000 system.
The 8000 is the only combinational tester with 2,048 fully-hybrid,
non-multiplexed test
points. Each node has
adriver/receiver behind
it; each can be used for
either functional or
in-circuit testing. All of
which helps reduce the

cost of programming and implementing engineering changes.
The 8000's digital test subsystem
truly warrants the term "high performance:' with 10 MHz pattern rate,
8Kx4 RAM per node, programmable
slew rates and 1Ons programmable
edge placement.
The menu-based, mouse-driven
interface simplifies programming,
with multiple windowing capability,

integrated logic analyzer and
graphic quality analysis tools.

FREE REMINDER PAD
For your free notepad,
call ( 800) 457-8326 or
attach your business
card here and send to:
lemma

A GENTLE REMINDER
W HERE TO LOOK.
For complete information
on the Zehntel 8000, call or
write today. To help, we'll
send you aspecially-created reminder
pad for your desk, inspired by the
8000's elegant industrial design.
Circle 51

Offer expires
July 31. 1989

2625 Shadelands Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
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Laser Quality Writing-300 dpi
20 kHz Frequency Response
Automatic Self-Calibration—Traceable to NBS
Expandable to 16 Channels
Data Capture with 200 kHz Sample Rate Per Channel
Built- In Programmable Signal Conditioners
From its laser-sharp charts to its unparalleled frequency
response, this remarkable new 8-channel recorder brings
you the technology of the Twenty-First Century today!
It outperforms even Astro-Med's MT-9500, which
in 1987 was heralded as the first breakthrough in
8-channel recorders in 20 years. It has 50% more reso-

lution, 4times higher frequency response, and 8times
more memory than the MT-9500. With automatic selfcalibration traceable to NBS, expandability to 16 channels,
and ahost of other important features. We call it the
MT-95000, aproduct so unique that it is protected by
U.S. Patent No.4,739,344.
Phone, Fax or MI(

Astro-Med Industri
ode Is
Telephone (401) 828-4000 • Toll Free 800-343-4039
Telex No. 710-382-6409 • Fax (401) 822-2430
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AT&T MICROELECTRONICS BUYS ITS WAY INTO THE FAST SRAM MARKET

its market position—this time, with San Jose, Calif., memory wizard ParaA
digm Technology Corp. The five-year deal focuses on producing 20-ns 256-

T&T Microelectronics has forged still another strategic alliance to bolster

Kbit and 25-ns 1-Mbit static random-access- memory chips. AT&T will provide
Paradigm with equity and codevelopment funding, as well as access to
AT&T's 0.9-jon CMOS production facilities. In return, the Berkeley Heights,
N. J., chip maker will gain an edge in the fast-growing market for nigh-speed
SRAMs that support advanced processors such as reduced- instruction-setcomputer chips and digital signal processors. Samples of Paradigm's 256Kbit SRAMs will be available in the fourth quarter.
D

A PC STARTUP TAKES THE MULTINATIONAL ROUTE OUT OF THE GATE
ook for a multinational financing announcement soon for ATU Corp., an
ambitious Milpitas, Calif., startup that needs $30 million to design and manL
ufacture alightweight portable computer with advanced features. The brain-

child of Kamram Elahian, cofounder of Cirrus Logic Inc., ATU expects $5
million from U.S. venture capitalists, $ 10 million from Taiwan, and $ 15 million
from Japan and Europe. In Japan, support will probably be through acorporate partner. The ATU PC, which will boast such features as handwriting recognition, is slated for arrival by mid- 1990. ATU's operations will be as international as its financing. Manufacturing will be done in Taiwan, components will
come from Japan, and design will take place in the U. S.
D
CRAY COMPUTER GETS GaAs LOGIC CHIPS FROM THREE SOURCES...

Salternate sources to supply gallium arsenide logic chips for the forthcoming
Cray- 3 supercomputer. " We've got parts in house now from Gigabit Logic
eymour Cray's new company, Cray Computer Corp.. is busily bringing on

[Cray's original GaAs supplier], Rockwell, and sample parts have , ust arrived
that look promising from Fujitsu," says Neil Davenport, chief operating officer
for the Colorado Springs- based company. Each of the Cray-3's 16 processors
will require 4,096 digital logic chips—each equivalent to about 500 gates and
built in diode-transistor- logic GaAs technology. The company has been receiving chips regularly from Rockwell for the past six months, and process
debugging with Rockwell looks promising, Davenport says, and the first Fujitsu chips also look good. " The availability of GaAs doesn't look to be an issue," he says. Davenport adds that the GaAs- based Cray-3will start shipping
in 1991. The peak rate for afull-blown Cray-3 is projected to be 16 billion
floating-point operations per second.
0
... BUT ROCKWELL REMAINS CAUTIOUS ABOUT GaAs COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS

DCorp., Rockwell International Corp. is still taking await-and-see attitude
when it comes to commercial digital GaAs integrated circuits. "The GaAs

espite its new link as agallium arsenide chip supplier to Cray Computer

market is still fairly problematic in terms of standard products," says Fred
Cnerrick, director of marketing and sales at Rockwell's Microelectronics Technology Center in Newport Beach, Calif. He acknowledges that there are
opportunities in meeting the custom digital GaAs needs of big computer, communications, and military suppliers—the Cray Computer link is an example—
but adds that Rockwell isn't taking anything for granted. Winning GaAs sockets in the Cray-3will be " avery competitive situation," Cherrick says. " Ithink
alot of people would like to supply them." He notes that although Rockwell is
known primarily as amilitary supplier of GaAs ICs, it also has acommercial
digital circuit development effort under way with IBM Corp.
D
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INTEL'S RISC— LIKE CHIP FOR EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS HITS 66 MIPS...
ntel Co'-p. this month introduced its second-generation 32- bit embedded

iprocessor, the i960CA. The chip is built around what the Santa Clara, Calif.,
company calls a 32- bit " RISC- like" core that executes up to three instructions
per clock cycle to perform up to 66 million instructions per second. It derives
its speed from a highly pipelined architecture in which the CPU execution unit
operates in parallel with a number of on-chip coprocessors, including a 64- bitwide floating-point unit, a multiply-divide unit, and an input/output coprocessor
with a 128oitwide bus.
0

... AND HEURIKON'S VME BOARD IS ONE OF THE FIRST TO USE IT

A

single-board computer for VMEbus systems that builds around Intel
Corp.'s new i960CA embedded processor may be a showstopper at
Buscon East, to be held Sept. 12-14 in Marlboro, Mass. The HK80/960E
from Heurikon Corp., Madison, Wis., takes aim at real-time applications,
including intelligent input/output operations, communications, embedded control, and image processing. Besides the ample memory addressing inherent in
the i960CA, the board also uses Intel's 32- bit 82596 Ethernet LAN processor
and supports the TCP/IP protocol and Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Network File
System. Heurikon says the board will sell for less than $ 2,800, giving it the
best price/performance ratio of any single board CISC or RISC CPU.
CI

GSS, NEC TEAM UP TO ACCELERATE WINDOWING APPLICATIONS

wo

T

display controllers developed by Graphic Software Systems Inc .,Bea -

verton, Ore., and NEC Home Electronics Inc., Wood Dale, III., rev up
graphics applications using Microsoft Windows, Presentation Manager, and X
Windows. The GSS AT1000 is designed for the IBM Personal Computer AT
and the MC1000 for the Micro Channel architecture; both controllers offer a
resolution of up to 1,024 by 768 pixels and improved performance for AutoCad, Ventura Publisher, and more than 1,000 other PC application programs.
GSS-designed custom hardware called PFM, for pixel-fill multiplier circuitry,
assists the graphics processor to speed such functions as text writing, line
drawing, and area fills, running them more than three times faster than on an
unassisted Texas Instruments TMS34010 graphics processor. The controllers
drive NEC MultiSync monitors; they'll be sold as the NEC MultiSync Graphics
Engine. GSS is licensing the hardware designs, firmware, and software to PC
vendors for private- label manufacturing.
1:1

OBJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP EXPANDS ITS MEMBERSHIP ROLLS

The

Object Management Group Inc., formed in April to create and promote
standards for object-oriented programming, has added 11 members, expanding its roster to 29 companies. Object-oriented programming promises
rapid software development and a means for making computer systems and
software from different manufacturers work together. OMG also is forming a
technology committee " first to establish a process for working together on
distributec object- management standards," says Christopher M. Stone,
OMG's executive director. " We are on track to produce specifications within
12 months for an operating environment that is an independent layer that all
software developers can write to." The committee, led by Phil Sakakihara, research and development manager of Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Santa Clara
(Calif.) Information Systems Division, has a mandate to propose extensions to
the core technology base, foster the adoption of standard tools and applications, provide a way to certify compliance with standards, and represent OMG
in other standards- making organizations and consortia.
D
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MAKE LAMBDA YOUR
PARTNER IN MANAGING YOUR
POWER SUPPLY INVENTORY.

Let Lambda be part of
your power supply MRP/JIT
system. We understand
your production schedules change in
order to meet your customers needs. So you either end up with too much or too little inventory.
That's why Lambda maintains aworldwide stock of power supplies. We assure at least 90%
of our catalog models are always on the shelf. Our on-line order entry system
enabies us to meet all your power supply needs. We have the flexibility to provide fast,
one-day delivery or react to your changing scheduling requirements.
That way, your MRP/JIT system can operate the way it should. You'll save
substantially in warehousing and inventory costs—and be able to respond quickly
to the needs of your customers.
When it comes to profitable power supply inventory management,
you've got apartner with Lambda.

LAMBDA
Electronics

Lambda Group of Unitech plc
515 Broad Hollow Road, Melville, N.Y. 11747 ( 516)694-4200
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Improve test development productivity with color graphics, multi-tasking
windows, mouse-driven pull-down
menus, and software that acts as an
advisor to guide programmers.
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Speed development of AS IC test
software with open CAE interfaces
that give you access to simulation
data bases.

Test today's fast microprocessors at
speed with clock rates to 40 MHz
and vector rates to 12.5 million
patterns per second.
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Test mixed-signal devices with ease
_ through synchronized analog and
digital test subsystems.
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low one tester does it all.
Simplify programming and get top
performance in complex timing situations with per-pin control of test
parameters. Vary drive and receive
voltage levels, slew rate, and timing
placement of each pin .— individually.
Achieve the highest possible performance at the device under test with a
patented fixture that uses 1" wire
lengths at critical nodes.
Get hundreds of thousands of test
vectors without segmenting tests or
reloading via HP's Vector Processing
Unit architecture. And simplify
duster-test diagnostics with automatically generated backtrace trees.
Expand to 2592 nodes for large
boards, and adapt the tester to new
technology via aflexible modular
architecture.

Here's the advanced tester you've
been looking for. With no compromises. It's the new HP 3070
AT-Series. A new generation with
new technology, new architecture,
and new software. At aprice that
could change your whole perspective
of board testing.
Take pin electronics. Now you can
control each pin individually. Drive
and receive 12.5 million patterns
per second. Get ± 5ns typical edge
placement accuracy. And 40 MHz
clock signals... at the pin. System
architecture is new too. A flexible
modular design lets you expand to
more than 2500 nodes. And gives
you apractical way to keep pace
with changing technology.
Then there's fixturing. The new
HP Simplate Express Fixture is an
integral part of the solution. It actually lowers your fixturing costs.
And gives you system performance
where it counts... at the DUT.
Wrap it up with IPG Ust Consultant
software, which guides and advises
programmers in test development,
and you have good reasons to take
afresh look at board testing.
So don't wait. Call 1-800-752-0900
today. Ask for Ext. 501D to get our
detailed information packet ... before
you get another board tester.

There is abetter way.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Circle 23

Generations from now, when today's state-of-the-art
fighting systems have taken their place in armament
LAND SYSTEMS

Our power supply
is built to
outlast the tank.

hstory books, today's Abbott power supplies will still
be operating reliably.
Outfitted for Enhanced Reliability, for example, our
new 60 Watt triple-output switching DC- DC converter
achieves an MTBF rating up to 600,000 hours; more than
68 years. A single-output model is rated even longer.*
Yet this compact package is fully self contained. It meets
the tough EMI limits of MIL-STD-461C. And the punishing
environmental specs of MIL-STD-810C and MIL-S-901C.
While the BC60 is brand new, this is no " developmental"
power supply. Its topology is identical to our field proven
BC100 and BC200 models. Its design integrity is verified
through rigorous ESS testing.
We're delivering power supplies for projects critical to
America's defense, including MILSTAR, the EH101 helicopter, the TOW missile, INEWS and the F/A-18 Hornet.
For acopy of our 1988 Military Power Supply Product
Guide, write us at 2721 S. La Cienega Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA 90034. (800) 556-1234 XT9; CA (800)
441-2345
9.
• MTEIF FIGURES CALCULATED PER MIL-HDBK-217E GROUND
Versatile new 60 Watt svvitcher
measures 5x4 x 1.5 inches. Provides
outputs of 5, 12, 15, 24 or 28 Vdc, from
inputs of 18 to 36 Vdc. Operating temperature from — 55°C to + 100°C.
Overvoltage protection & short circuit
protection standard.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE.T'
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now one tester does it all.
Simplify programming and get top
performance in complex timing situations with per-pin control of test
parametersaystry*ive and receive
voltafte itvcalls, slew rate, and timing
placement of each pin...individually.
Achieve the highest possible performance at the device under test with a
patented fixture that uses 1" wire
lengths at critical nodes.
Get hundreds of thousands of test
vectors without segmenting tests or
reloading via HP's Vector Processing
Unit architecture. And simplify
cluster-test diagnostics with automatically generated backtrace trees.
Expand to 2592 nodes for large
boards, and adapt the tester to new
technology via.a flexible modular
architecture.

Here's the advanced tester you've
been looking for. With no compromises. It's the new HP 3070
AT-Series. A new generation with
new technology, new architecture,
and new software. At aprice that
could change your whole perspective
of board testing.
Take pin electronics. Now you can
control each pin individually. Drive
and receive 12.5 million patterns
per second. Get ± 5ns typical edge
placement accuracy. And 40 MHz
clock signals ... at the pin. System
architecture is new too. A flexible
modular design lets you expand to
more than 2500 nodes. And gives
you apractical way to keep pace
with changing technology.
Then there's fixturing. The new
HP Simplate Express Fixture is an
integral part of the solution. It actually lowers your fixturing costs.
And gives you system performance
where it counts... at the DUT.
Wrap it up with IPG Test Consultant
software, which guides and advises
programmers in test development,
and you have good reasons to take
afresh look at board testing.
So don't wait. Call 1-800-752-0900
today. Ask for Ext. 501D to get our
detailed information packet... before
you get another board tester.

There is abetter way.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS LAND SYSTEMS

Our power supply
is built to
outlast the tank.

Generations from now, when today's state-of-the-art
fighting systems have taken their place in armament
history books, today's Abbott power supplies will still
be operating reliably.
Outfitted for Enhanced Reliability, for example, our
new 60 Watt triple-output switching DC- DC converter
achieves an MTBF rating up to 600,000 hours; more than
68 years. A single-output model is rated even longer.*
Yet this compact package is fully self contained. It meets
the tough EMI limits of MIL-STD-461C. And the punishing
environmental specs of MIL-STD- 810C and MIL-S-901C.
While the BC60 is brand new, this is no " developmental"
power supply. Its topology is identical to our field proven
BC100 and BC200 models. Its design integrity is verified
through rigorous ESS testing.
We're delivering power supplies for projects critical to
America's defense, including MILSTAR, the EH101 helicopter, the TOW missile, INEWS and the F/A-18 Hornet.
For acopy of our 1988 Military Power Supply Product
Guide, write us at 2721 S. La Cienega Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA 90034. (800) 556-1234 XT9; CA (800)
441-2345
9. - MTBF FIGURES CALCULATED PER MIL HDBK 217E GROUND
Versatile new 60 Watt switcher
measures 5x4x 1.5 inches. Provides
outputs of 5, 12, 15, 24 or 28 Vdc, from
inputs of 18 to 36 Vdc. Operating temperature from — 55°C to + 100°C.
Overvoltage protection & short circuit
protection standard.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE.'
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
VMEBUS BOARD DELIVERS ARRAY- PROCESSING POWER AT LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE

MEbus platforms such as Sun Microsystems Inc. work stations will be able
to deliver up to 100 million floating-point operations per second thanks to
a new series of add-on boards from Transformation Systems Inc. The New
York company's Racer series, based on AT&T Co.'s 32- bit DSP32C digital
signal processor running at 50 MHz, is targeted at military and commercial
applications in image processing, graphics, robotics, process control, and
voice recognition. A 100-megaflops system, including work station, costs
about $40,000—some $60,000 less than a comparable array- processing system. Transformation Systems also offers an applications library and a complete set of development tools, including C language support, an assembler, a
linker, and a simulator and linker. The firm's single- processor, 25-megaflops
board costs $6,885; the four-processor, 100-megaflops version costs $8,500.
The software suite for a Sun work station costs $3,800.
III

V

HEWLETT-PACKARD LAUNCHES A SLEW OF VMEBUS PRODUCTS

H

ewlett-Packard Co. continues to add to its line of VMEbus Extended
Interface products. Its latest offerings include B-size and C-size VXIbus
mainframes, switches, instrumentation, and embedded computers. With its
HP75000 family, the Palo Alto, Calif., company is responding to the growing
popularity of VXI modular instruments, which are based on the VMEbus
standard. HP is introducing 29 products, ranging from digital multimeters and
synthesized function sweep generators to counters and multiplexers. All but
three are available now, and the rest are expected by year's end. The
system's firmware is HP's test-and- measurement-systems language, and the
E
software is HP's Interactive Test Generator.

TI CHIP SET SUPPORTS MODEM SPEEDS FROM 300 TO 9,600 BITS/S

A

noperation started by Texas Instruments Inc. in Japan to sup* complete
systems solutions has yielded its first dividend. The System Business
Division of TI Japan Ltd. in Tokyo has introduced a three-chip modem system
that outguns existing modem chip sets, the company claims. The set comprises a semicustom version of TI's TMS320C25 digital signal processor, a
standard TLC32040 analog interface, and a TMS3498 8- bit microcontroller.
While competing sets support only one or two modes at 2,400 through 9,600
bits/s, the new TI chip set supports all modes from 300 to 9,600 b/s for twowire standard telephone lines and four-wire leased- line data communications.
TI Japan developed the chip set jointly with NU Data Communications System Corp., also of Tokyo, which will market the set.
E

MICROPROCESSOR BOARD FAMILY PACKS UP TO 340 MIPS IN A VME BACKPLANE

A

family of microprocessor boards offers processing speeds of 34 million in structions per second in pairs and up to 340 mips when the maximum 10
pairs are plugged into a VME backplane. The 32-bit CPU-8X series from
Force Computers Inc., Campbell, Calif., is based on the 20- MHz Motorola
88000 reduced-instruction-set-computer chip. It is aimed at high-level real-time
computing and transaction-processing systems, which are usually served with
much larger and more expensive boxed systems. Priced at $9,900 in single
quantities, the CPU-80 has one 88100 CPU, two 88200 cache- memory- management units (CMMUs), 4 Mbytes of dynamic random-access memory, and
a VMEbus and Small Computer System Interface. The $9,990 CPU-81 includes a VME Subsystem Bus interface instead of SCSI. The $8,900 CPU-82,
designed to work with either of the other boards, has one CPU, two or three
CMMUs, and 8 Mbytes of DRAM.
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
WINDOWS-BASED PACKAGE BUILDS CONTROL-SYSTEM OPERATOR INTERFACES

D

evelopers should have an easier time creating and running control-system
operator interfaces with a new offering from Wonderware Software Development Corp. The Irvine, Calif., startup's package, called Intouch, runs under
Microsoft Windows and uses all of Windows' multiprocessing functions. Intouch includes two components: Windowmaker, which offers an easy graphical approach to developing user interfaces, and Windowviewer, a graphicsoriented system for operators running control systems. Because it uses the
Windows technology on IBM Corp. and compatible PCs, Intouch is device
independent. It accepts input from a mouse or touch screen and accommodates displays at any available resolution. Intouch is aimed at big control
systems, including those built with programmable logic controllers, distributedprocess control systems, microprocessor- based single-loop controllers, and
special-purpose controllers. Early users of the system include semiconductor
companies in their fab-line control systems. Intouch's development system is
priced at $6,995; the run-time system costs $ 1,495 to $2,995.
0

VORTEX AUTOMATES LAN BACKUPS WITH A FAIL-SAFE SYSTEM

A new local-area-network backup system from Vortex Systems Inc. prom Mises rapid and seamless data recovery for LAN users. The Pittsburghbased company's Retrochron system employs avirtual disk drive for continuous backup rather than backing up periodically with schemes such as disk
mirroring. The system continuously inscribes data on an optical disk; meanwhile, it generates tables that consolidate these transactions into a reference
map. When a data loss occurs, the system operator can create avirtual drive
by accessing the map and recreating the data exactly as it existed at the time
of failure. Since the Retrochron system records only the changes made to a
data base, it does not degrade network operation. Retrochron, which is
packaged as a standard IBM Corp. PC AT card, supports a data transfer rate
of 2.5 Mbits/s. The board contains a 10- MHz Intel 80186 processor and
features 1 Mbyte of local memory. Peripherals are interfaced through three
Small Computer System Interface controllers.
G
BURR-BROWN UNVEILS AN INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH PERSONAL COMPUTER

B

urr- Brown Corp. says its new industrial-grade personal computer provides
avariety of embedded applications. The VIPc from the Tucson, Ariz., company is fully compatible with the IBM Corp. PC AT and features shock- mounted disk drives, EGA graphics, and communications ports. Mounting options
allow installation in a variety of locations, including on a standard 19-in, rack,
on a desktop, under afactory conveyor, or on awall. The VIPc comes in four
basic model configurations ranging in price from $3,995 to $ 7,435. The topof-the-line models come with 2 Mbytes of memory, a40-Mbyte hard disk, and
a monitor. The lowest-priced system has no monitor, no hard-disk drive, and
512 Kbytes of memory. All models are slated to ship this month.
D

FALL COMDEX TO FEATURE $800 GRAPHICS BOARDS

W

atch for the Fall Comdex show, to be held Nov. 13-17 in Las Vegas, to
serve as a springboard for graphics boards in the $800 price range.
That's the word from Texas Instruments Inc.'s Semiconductor Group, which
produces the popular TMS34010 graphics microprocessor. That chip will form
the heart of the boards, which will deliver a resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels.
The keys to lowering the current $ 1,200-to-$2,500 price are TI's conversion of
some glue logic to application-specific integrated circuits and the use of TI's
low-cost 1-Mbit dynamic random-access memories.
D
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HOW TO PIN POINT
THE RIGHT PIN, RIGHT AWAY

Tired of hunting down parts
through aclutter of catalogs?
Then discover the Mill- Max®
catalog. Take asnoop through it
to uncover America's largest selection
of interconnect components; including
hundreds of pin receptacles, PCB pins,
solder terminals, wrapost receptacles and terminals —
all neatly organized and indexed, complete
with specs and drawings as vivid as a
good set of fingerprints.
Along with our catalog, we'll
send you product samples for your
close scrutiny. Go ahead, use your
magnifying glass. We're detectives
for defects and our tolerances are tight.

The solution to all your interconnect component
needs is quite elementary: It's Mill- Max, the kingpin of
pins. For our free catalog, write, or call (
516) 922-6000.
r
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a Clue me in on the Mill-Max catalog.

Circle 18

TAKING THE LEAD

ZIP

PHONE

Mail to:
Mill- Max, 190 Pine Hollow Rd_ Oyster Bay, NY 11771 ,
—J

Itrodueing the PR'-1980A/PC...
The Pritchard* Photometers: Staying tuned to your light measurement needs.
Poised on the threshold of high definition television and reflecting on broadcast TV's first half
century, the world seemed black and white back then in comparison. But the next ten years will
bring even more exciting changes.
The Pritchard name has always been synonymous with the ultimate in precision and
convenience in light measurement. The PR-1980A/PC, the next generation Pritchard, is packed with
features thatwill take you well into the next decade. Here are some of the things it can help you do:
Control operations with an IBM* PC/XT/AT or compatible computer, also available separately
for use with existing PR- 1980A Photometers.
Make manual computations athing of the past with the PR-1980A/PC software and hardware.
It provides computer-controlled measurements, automatic calculation of CIE x, y, u: y' and
correlated color temperature.
On-site installation. No recalibration required— field retro-fittable.
PR-1980A/PC systems take full advantage of PR- 1980A features such as:
Corrected readings regardless of filter or aperture positions with AutoCome
Optimum direct reading over any four ranges using AutoRange, which automatically adjusts
sensitivity without any operator adjustments.
Prevent damage from excessive light flux with overload protection circuitry which clamps
current at asafe level and activates an audible alarm.
In addition to the many standard features which make these benefits possible, afull line of
options is available, too— including apertures, filters, special calibrations, software, lenses and
carrying cases.
Call us for aproduct demonstration.

PHOTO RESEARCH®

q.

The Light Mea.mirente it Pe )ple
Division of ICOLLMORGENI
9336 DeSoto Avenue, P.O. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: ( 818) :341-7070 TLX: 69-1427 Cable: SPECTRA

International Sales Representatives: AUSTRALIA LASEREX SCIENTIFIC, Ph: (08) 2717966 CANADA OPTIKON CORPORATION, Ph: ( 519) 885-2551
FRANCE INSTRUMAT S.A. Ph: ( 1) 69-28-27-34 HOLLAND INTECHMIJ It V., Ph: ( 20) 56-96-611 WEST GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEERING GmbH,
Ph: ( 49) 212-67-352 JAPAN K1OKKO TRADING C'OMPANÏ. Ph ( 03) 5813-25I ILK. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD, Ph: (02) 02-841261 INDIA PHOTONICS
INTERNATIONAL. Ph: ( 91) 32235M ISRAEL DELTA HIGH-TECH TECHNOLOGIES, Ph: ( 52) 52.1874 ITALY ELETTRONUCLEONICA SPA, Ph: ( 2) 49-82-451
SWEDEN SAVEN AB, Ph: 58)79-21-100 EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS PHOTO RESEARCH, LUZERN, SWITZERLAND, Ph: ( 041) 316194

Corporation
Please Send Literature Circle No. 106

IBM is aregisterfd trademark of Internationa. Business Machines Corporation All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen

Please Have A Salesman Call Circle No. 4
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A FIRM FDDI STANDARD HAS VENDORS
SCRAMBLING FOR A PIECE OF THE ACTION
Systems integrators are final ygetting what they need for this complex fiber-optic network
BOULDER, COLO.

"'
A fter two years of hype and hoopla,
systems integrators are finally starting to get what they need from the Fiber
Distributed Data Interface: afull complement of products from agrowing crowd
of network equipment vendors.
By early next year, the complete 100Mbit/s FDDI network standard may well
be in place, buttressed by interoperable
network bridges and routers, VMEbus interface boards to systems on the network, and function-rich network-management protocols. Original-equipment manufacturers can even look forward to
FDDI chip sets that will compete with Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s SuperNet
set, which kicked off the hype when it
was introduced in 1987.
The American National Standards Institute firmed up FDDI's network-management protocols at its X3T9.5 committee meeting in Boulder last month. Just
as important, the Advanced Networking
Group, atrade organization spearheaded
by AMD, simultaneously held its first
meeting, also in Boulder. The 35 member
companies brought with them expertise
in the broad range of technologies needed
to transform FDDI from achip set looking for asystem to join to amultivendor
nuts, bolts, and fiber system.
NOT JUST ANOTHER LAN. The FDDI standard is based on the use of fiber-optic cable as atransmission medium. An FDDI
network is configured as two active,
counter-rotating rings; each ring can be
up to 100 km in circumference, and stations can be up to 2km apart. The cost of
an FDDI-to-Ethernet connection, which
only ayear ago was $25,000, plummeted
to about $12,000 last month when Fibronics International Corp. of Hyannis, Mass.,
introduced arouter product that offers
dual local-area-network interfaces.
"FDDI is asystems product," says John
Mazzaferro, director of marketing for InNet Corp. in San Diego. "It's too big, too
fast, and too expensive to be considered
just another LAN."
Two vendors—In-Net and Fibronics International—already boast wide FDDI
product portfolios, but the competition is
closing in fast. In the internetworking
arena, Proteon Inc. of Westborough,
Electronics/September 1989

Mass., is developing an FDDI interface
for its p4200 router. The company will
demonstrate the interface and router later this year, says Diane Rahe, product
manager for high-speed networks. Using
the router, systems integrators can connect an FDDI backbone with IEEE 802.3
Ethernet and 802.5 token-ring LANs, as
well as with Ti telecommunications lines.
But Rahe sees abumpy road ahead for
FDDI in the short term. Interoperability
testing for FDDI products is not yet in
place, she says, and neither is testing of
large networks of 100 or more nodes. "Interoperability is not going to come rolling
out of the pipe," she says, referring to the
inevitable incompatibilities that crop up
when different vendors implement any
standard. The Advanced Networking
Group will eventually address the interoperability problem with its testing center, Rahe says.
Testing large networks is amore difficult knot for the Advanced Networking

Group to unravel, mostly because there
are not many large FDDI networks in operation. Proteon sees amarket opportunity in that area, says Rahe. Its proprietary
fiber-optic 80-Mbit/s ProNet 80 network
has more than 2,000 nodes installed and
lots of operating experience. Proteon will
provide aclear migration path to FDDI
for customers choosing ProNet 80, she
says, plus apartial rebate of their initial
ProNet 80 costs.
Internetworking includes the thorny issue of network management. Here, FDDI
starts off with a big advantage—its
ANSI standard will incorporate arich set
of management functions. The Station
Management (SMT) protocol will allow
the network to be managed apart from
any system on the network, says Bruce
McClure, president of Synernetics Inc., a
North Billerica, Mass., startup. Synernetics will field an FDDI network-management product that McClure hopes will
play arole similar to that of Phoenix
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By early 1990, systems integrators will be able to put together total FDDI systems that include
VME interface boards, bridges, routers, and concentrators.
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Technologies' BIOS in IBM Personal
Computer compatibility. Other companies
with that aspiration include In-Net and
San Diego-based Cumulus Corp.
In the FDDI scheme, management
functions are divided into four basic
types. "Get" functions let the network retrieve network data, such as statistics
from each attached device concerning the
number of packets it is processing and its
error rate. "Set" functions allow network
managers to handle such operations as
setting FDDI's parameters and configuring machines on the network. "Action"
functions direct acomputer or other system on the network to run diagnostics on
itself. " Event" functions can tell systems
on the network to trigger some action on
aparticular event. "If amachine sees its
data exceeding a certain error rate
threshold," explains McClure, "it can report to the network manager. You don't
want to poll for that kind of information
all the time."
FDDI is also blazing new trails with its
Express Transport Protocol, or XTP. The
network's raw speed means that software implementation of protocols that
isolate user applications from the LAN—
such as the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol—may slow the network down. To sidestep this problem,
XTP is being designed to be implemented

in silicon. The developer, Protocol Engines Inc. of Santa Barbara, Calif., is being funded by agroup of companies with
FDDI products.
At the board level, more than ahalf
dozen VMEbus manufacturers—including Rockwell International's CMC Division, Ferranti, Interphase, Martin Marietta, and Xylogics—are hoping to gain the
upper hand. "Don't expect FDDI to take
off until the end user can take full advantage of its data bandwidth, and you're not

Jack Freeman, senior analyst for data
communications at the Yankee Group, a
market researcher in Boston. Plessey
Semiconductors of Scotts Valley, Calif.,
and Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard,
Mass., already have teamed up on achip
set. AT&T Microelectronics, Motorola,
and Texas Instruments are other likely
competitors. Freeman is particularly high
on TI, whose communications design
group just finished its IBM-compatible 16Mbit/s token-ring chips.
The chip sets will probably use Plessey's bipolar chips as the front end to imFDDI starts off with a big
plement the physical layer of the FDDI
protocol and concentrate on CMOS impleadvantage: a rich set of
mentations for the data-manipulation
management functions
functions. Plessey's chips are not compatible with AMD's SuperNet chip set.
For its part, AMD seems finally to have
going to do that with the cards out there
exterminated the bugs in its 16-bit Supertoday," says Bruce Sacks, director of sysNet chip set. The last revision—slated to
tem engineering at Burlington, Mass.be ready in early 1990—will correct a
based Xylogics.
problem in the 79C81A random-accessAchieving FDDI's 100-Mbit/s speed
memory controller integrated circuit that
will require full utilization of VMEbus's
forced users into a software work32 Mbytes/s; that utilization is only being around, says Tom Medrek, product maroffered by VMEbus specialists, Sacks
keting manager for the Sunnyvale, Calif.,
says. Xylogics attains its power with a chip maker.
proprietary custom chip set.
AMD is turning its attention now to reIn the realm of chips, by the mid-1990s
ducing the cost of the $645-per-set ICs.
AMD's SuperNet chip set will be in a One plan is to move the three CMOS chips
fierce scrap for market share, predicts
from expensive pin-grid-array ceramic
packaging of 144 pins to plastic. A plastic
version of the 79C83 media-access-controller IC, which should be ready early
next year, will serve as aprototype for
the other chips, AMD says.
INTERNATIONAL ACCORD. Optical components are just as critical as chips to FDDI.
To solve compatibility problems, three
electronics giants—AT&T, Hewlett-Packard, and Siemens—announced last month
an international multisourcing agreement. The companies have agreed to define acommon package and pinout for
FDDI transceiver components. Another
major player in the FDDI optical compofor the connector block in 3I1fs innovative telephone cross-connect
nent market is British Telecom & Du
cabinet—the only unit of its kind and size designed in plastic
instead of metal.
Pont Technologies Inc. of Wilmington,
Specified for outstanding
Del. BT&D has just announced atranchemical resistance, plus
ceiver that is fully FDDI-compliant. It
long-term dimensional
will be available in early 1990.
stability and creep resistance
Analyst Freeman predicts the FDDI
to maintain tight tolerances
market will blossom quickly, but adds
without warping. Application.
that accurate estimates of FDDI's
tailored performance
growth are not possible now because of
and product development
the current high cost and lack of systemssupport—only from GE.
For more information, call:
integration products. "It will take about
12 months before we can get agood fix
(800) 845-0600
on the market," he says.
Freeman also contends that the FDDI
standard will eventually be eclipsed by
the gigabit-per-second Synchronous Optical Network. " Sonet was conceived by
long-distance carriers to manage their
bandwidth requirements," he says, "but
hardware makers are already beginning
to design for those bandwidths right to
GE Plastics
the desktop."
Jack Shandle

Exceptional Toughness
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RISC

SUN'S SPARC COUP: THE PHILIPS CONNECTION
EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS

T

RISC wars took another turn last
month when Dutch electronics giant
Philips International NV became aSparc
licensee and joined Sparc International,
the industry group set up to promote the
Sparc (Scalable Processor Architecture)
reduced-instruction-set computing architecture. The move worked apublic relations coup for Sun Microsystems Inc. of
Mountain View, Calif., creator of Sparc,
and gives Europe's No. 1semiconductor
producer aRISC architecture for its embedded systems business.
Philips is the last of the big three European semiconductor makers to join the 32bit RISC systems battle. The ItalianFrench combine SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Europe's No. 2player, has put its
weight behind the Transputer, developed
by its recently acquired affiliate Inmos
Ltd. of Bristol, England (see p. 134). And
Siemens AG of West Germany, the thirdranked vendor, stirred waves earlier this
year when it announced that it would
manufacture the MIPS chip from MIPS
Computer Systems Inc. of Sunnyvale,
Calif., Sparc's main competitor [
Electronics, May 1989, p. 70].
In light of the Siemens-MIPS link, Sun
needed aEuropean ally in its efforts to
promote Sparc for competitive advantage
in the European market, says Dean
McCarron, vice president of technology
at market research firm In-Stat Inc. in
Scottsdale, Ariz. Indeed, at the press conference announcing the pact early last
month, Scott McNealy, president of Sun,
summed up the PR victory by stating that
there is now major Sparc development in
Europe as well as in the U. S. and the Pacific Rim. Through its licensees and Sparc
International, Sun has been working vigorously to establish Sparc as astandard.
MORE HEAT. If the agreement gives Sun
more presence in Europe, it also means
increased competition for the semiconductor makers that are already building
the Sparc chip, says Michael Slater, editor
and publisher of the Microprocessor Report newsletter in Palo Alto, Calif. Besides Philips, these vendors include Fujitsu Microelectronics of Japan along with
U. S. manufacturers Bipolar Integrated
Technology, Cypress Semiconductor, LSI
Logic, and Texas Instruments.
Demand for RISC devices is small considering the number of companies vying
for market share. The work-station market is currently consuming tens of thousands of RISC chips per month, says
McCarron. By contrast, hundreds of
thousands or even millions of 80386 and
68030 complex-instruction-set chips from
Intel Corp. and Motorola Inc., respectivehe
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ly, are gobbled up monthly, he notes.
But the RISC numbers are rising rapidly, according to analysts at Munich-based
Siemens. The 32-bit processor market
should reach about $500 million worldwiee this year and keep growing at 33%
annually into the early 1990s, Siemens
says. Within that market, the 32-bit RISC
segment should register amuch steeper
climb; the current growth rate is about
100% ayear, according to Siemens. By
the early 1990s, the RISC devices should
account for roughly half of all 32-bit processor sales, the Siemens marketers believe, compared with about 5% now.
"This important product area represents by far the largest growth potential
of all microprocessors," says Peter Draheim, director of the integrated circuits
business unit at Philips's Components Division in Eindhoven. The Dutch company
settled on Sparc because of its high performance, open architecture, and scalability, Draheim says. "We feel that Sparc is
becoming astandard for RISC technology," he declares.
The division, which achieved $5.2 billion
in sales last year, will develop Sparc pro-

cessors for use in application-specific embedded controllers for industrial, communications, consumer, and military applications. Philips will also supply Sparc chips
to other divisions within the $28 billion
company, and it may develop Sparc processors and components for arange of
data-processing equipment, including
general-purpose Sparc computers.
Despite these hints that Sparc may become the microprocessor of choice for the
Philips Data Systems Division, some
U. S. observers believe that that business
is still up for grabs. Among them is Jeff
Nutt, microprocessor marketing manager for Motorola Inc. in Austin, Texas,
which has its own 32-bit RISC entry, the
88000. Nutt, who declines to say whether
Motorola is pursuing aPhilips connection, notes that the Sun deal is an agreement with the Components Division only.
But aPhilips spokesman indicates the
Sparc commitment is company-wide.
"Theoretically, the Data Systems Division can buy RISC chips from companies
other than Philips, but that would be unwise," he says.
Philips's licensing agreement with Sun
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coincides with its alliance with Sparc International, the worldwide consortium
committed to establishing Sparc as a
RISC standard. The Dutch company is
now represented on the board of Sparc
International, an independent, nonprofit
organization founded last February and
based in Sunnyvale. The group's aim is to
work with AT&T Co. on development of
an application binary interface for the
Sparc architecture and AT&T's Unix System V, release 4.
The Sparc chip will become Philips's 32bit CMOS microcontroller series, joining
its existing 8-bit 84CXXX and 16-bit
90CXXX families. Around the Sparc core
processor will be alibrary of cells used to
build microcontrollers aimed at specific
vertical markets. Draheim says it will be
two years from now before the Sparc
core finds its way into final products.
In developing the Sparc devices, Philips
will use its CMOS and advanced biCMOS
processes. Most of the development work
will be in Europe, with manufacturing
and sales to be handled at facilities
around the world. In the U. S., that includes the Philips affiliate Signetics
Corp., based in Sunnyvale.

With Siemens backing MIPS,
Sun needed a European ally
for Sparc development

Sparc has "aclear advantage over other RISC architectures in the availability
of design tools," Draheim says. Also convincing Philips that Sparc will remain the
leading RISC solution is its powerful system software, including the SunOS and
Unix System V release 4operating systems and Open Look graphical user interface, along with alarge selection of application software. The widespread acceptance of the Sparc standard has resulted
in the development of more than 750 software applications, more than for all other
RISC platforms combined, Philips says.
With Philips soon to offer Sparc etmponents, non-European companies manufacturing in Europe can commit themselves to Sparc and thereby comply with
the " European contents" requirement
that will be in force in 1992, when Europe's Single Market is established. At
that time, products sold by non-European
firms within the European Community
must contain components made in an EC
member country.
The MIPS alliance brings the same
benefits to Siemens. Also lined up behind
the MIPS implementation are International Device Technology, [SI Logic, and
Performance Semiconductor in the U. S.
along with NEC in Japan. John Gosch,
with additional reporting by Jonah
McLeod
28

ASICs

SGS-THOMSON WEIGHS IN
WITH MIXED-MODE ASICs
AORATE BRIANZA, ITALY

F

or several years, systems engineers
have enjoyed the convenience of having mixed analog and digital functions on
the same chip. Now they are about to get
their hands on application-specific integrated circuits incorporating both mixedmode functions and mixed technologies—
specifically, bipolar and CMOS.
A series of biCMOS standard cells from
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, Europe's
No. 2semiconductor maker, will make such
ASICs possible. The Italian-French chip
maker is now designing the first circuits
using cells from the new family and will
make them available before year's end.
SGS-Thomson says the new STKM2000
cell family grew out of the company's efforts to meet user needs for greater latitude in ASIC design. The family's mixedtechnology feature "allows designers to
pick cells using atechnology that best
suits the application," says Daniel Aufaure, manager of the business unit for
analog cells and arrays at SGS-Thomson's
development facility in Grenoble, France.
In the new approach, aCMOS cell provides the low power consumption and
high density desirable in filters, amplifiers, and digital signal processors, while a
bipolar cell provides the high speed needed for converters and video amplifiers
and the high drive currents needed for
output amplifiers. A single chip can, for
example, contain all the circuitry—such
as input and output amplifiers, filters,
converters, and DSPs—between an external sensor and actuator in any application
requiring analog signal processing.
ASIC FOCUS. The STKM2000 family underscores SGS-Thomson's focus on dedicated ASICs. Dedicated ASICs are the
company's biggest market, making up
36% of its sales last year. SGS-Thomson's
strong presence in ASICs "goes with our
mission of establishing close customer relationships with exclusive products,"
says Carlo Ottaviani, vice president of
communications at the company's facilities in Agrate Brianza, near Milan.
The biCMOS technology featured in the
STKM2000 series is applicable at 10 V, an
unusually high voltage that makes for improved noise immunity. The series also offers acomprehensive library of analog and
digital functions. Computer-aided-design
support includes what the company believes is the first compiler for analog functions, allowing designs to be done at the
system rather than the transistor level.
With the compiler, adesigner can work
with an infinite number of functions rather
than afinite number of library cells. Using

aset of attributes at schematic capture, designers have access to such electrical parameters as gain-bandwidth product, phase
margins, bias currents, supply voltages,
and threshold level.
The cells are made with SGS-Thomson's HF2CMOS process, a2-gm, doublemetal, double-polysilicon process. The
company started developing the process
two years ago; it is being used for the
first time in production this year. The two
metal layers make for high density on the
digital side, and the double-polysilicon
step provides accurate capacitors for analog functions.
For CMOS circuitry, the HF2CMOS
process behaves like ahigh-performance
n-well technology, enabling high-speed
isolated n-MOS transistors to be made.
The process allows the design of bipolar
npn transistors with atransition frequency up to 6GHz and vertical pnp transistors working at 2.5 GHz.
SGS-Thomson's library will initially encompass 60 CMOS digital cells and 80 analog cells, which use either CMOS, bipolar,
or biCMOS circuitry. All cells can operate
in apower-down mode to minimize power
consumption. The company plans to expand the library regularly, Aufaure says.
FULL LIBRARY. The analog library includes cells performing as op amps with
gain-bandwidth products as high as 50
MHz, transconductance amplifiers for up
to 25 MHz, and comparators with propagation delays as low as 100 ns. It also incorporates cells for such advanced functions as voltage generators, oscillators,
switched-capacitor filters up to 15th order, and analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog converters with aresolution of 15
bits, aprecision of ±% least significant
bit, and operation at up to 500 KHz.
The digital library permits the design
of complex circuits with up to 10,000
gates. Designs may incorporate not only
basic flip-flops, counters, and registers
but also memory blocks such as static
random-access memories, read-only memories and, in the near future, electrically
erasable programmable ROMs.
The high performance of the CAD tools
provides several advantages, Aufaure
says. From the basic library of functions,
users can derive apractically unlimited
number of new cells by specifying the requirements as aparameter. The " soft
macro" facility automatically generates
virtually any type of digital function. The
analog compiler offers such design features as afilter compiler, automatic biasing, programmable cells, and multiple
power supplies.
John Gosch
Electronics / September 1989
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COMPANIES

CAN A DEBT-SADDLED WANG
CLIMB OUT OF ITS HOLE?
LOWELL, MASS.

V

isitors approaching Lowell on Interstate 495 see the Wang towers—the
headquarters of computer manufacturer
Wang Laboratories Inc.—long before
any of the area's old red brick factories
come into view. Wang's rise to the Fortune 500 has paralleled the rebirth of
Lowell, aonce-thriving textile city, as a
technology center. Now, however, the
outlook for Wang is fraught with uncertainty. The $3billion company's very survival is at stake in the wake of its latest
fiscal woes.
Last month, the roof fell in at Wang.
The company reported aloss of $424 million in the year ended June 30—almost
$375 million of it coming in the fourth
quarter of Wang's fiscal 1989—and announced asweeping restructuring plan
calling for yet more layoffs.
Then, aweek after Wang announced
its losses, president and chief operating
officer Frederick Wang resigned. He has
been replaced by Richard W. Miller, formerly head of the consumer-electronics
operations at General Electric Co. and
RCA Corp., and the man who consolidated
the consumer operations of GE and RCA
after GE purchased RCA. He left GE after the company made a deal with
France's Thomson SA in which Thomson
got the consumer business.
The hiring of Miller is an important
step that receives high marks from Wang
watchers, as much for the speed with
which it was taken as for the person who
was named. Also earning approval was a
major debt-restructuring move accomplished just two days before the appointment of Miller. After scrambling for
weeks to come up with aplan to repay
$962 million in short- and long-term debt,
Wang's board of directors announced
that it had negotiated an agreement with
its banks that would permit the company
to borrow $575 million.
WHAT NEXT? But before the bank-loan
agreement and the appointment of anew
president were announced by Wang, all
that bad news had Wang watchers buzzing and speculating on the future of the
beleaguered company. Tom Willmott,
vice president and the main Wang analyst
at the Aberdeen Group, aBoston-based
market researcher, foresees Wang eventually withdrawing from head-to-head direct sales competition with Digital Equipment Corp. and IBM Corp. in favor of
heavy emphasis on sales to systems integrators and value-added resellers.
Adopting that strategy would be only
one of numerous changes that have been
30

forced by sagging sales and profits. Fiscal 1989 revenue was $3.02 billion, down
from the $3.06 billion Wang recorded the
previous year. The $424 million loss follows aturnaround year in which Wang
made $92.7 million. In 1987, the minicomputer maker lost $70.7 million. Even before reporting the shocking 1989 results,
Wang had laid off more than 2,000 workers in recent months to cut costs, amove
that was far too little and too late.
At the same time Wang released its
1989 numbers, Fred Wang announced a
restructuring plan intended to cut expenses further. The plan includes layoffs
of several hundred employees, the shutdown of amanufacturing facility in Stirling, Scotland, the sale of portions of
Wang's business not related to its core
computer lines, and the possibility of a
badly needed cash infusion by selling a
minority interest in the company.
That Fred Wang won't be around to
oversee the restructuring after his
abrupt resignation is attributed by a
number of analysts to adecision by his
father, An Wang, the company's founder,
chairman, and chief executive officer.
However, some observers contend that
the company's bankers demanded the
move.
How did Wang get so deeply in debt?
The reasons are varied, but some of the
company's problems are paralleled in the
current malaise of its Boston-area neighbors—veteran minicomputer companies

including Data General Corp. of Westboro and Prime Computer Inc. of Natick
[Electronics, June 1989, p. 36]. Wang has
relied too long on its proprietary VS minicomputer and operating system. The
company was late getting into personal
computers and hot technologies—such as
the Unix operating system and reducedinstruction-set computing. Further,
Wang failed to trim its sails soon enough
in response to shifting market winds,
while its neighbors have made tough
moves to cut expenses.
IGNORED CHANGES. "
For some time, Dr.
[An] Wang, Fred, and Wang management were unwilling to accept that the
market had changed," offers Willmott.
Although the company made asuccessful
transition from heavy reliance on wordprocessing systems to the minicomputer
business, Wang failed to move into the
PC business soon enough to snare any
significant market share, he adds.
"Wang felt the dramatic growth rates
of the early 1980s would return," Willmott maintains. "It chose to borrow from
equity instead of biting the bullet by
downsizing the company."
"Wang didn't believe what was going
on in the market," observes David Steadman, president of Atlantic Management
Associates, aBoston-based company that
specializes in managing efforts to turn
around embattled firms. " It didn't get
into Unix systems soon enough. And its
closed strategy has hurt."
Paul Henning, director of investor relations at Wang, acknowledges that expenses "were much higher the last couple
of years than the revenue base warranted" after the company's growth rate
slowed suddenly in the minicomputer
slump. Henning argues, however, that

The Wang towers dominate the approach to Lowell from Interstate 495. The troubled
computer maker's woes are a hot topic in the computer business.
Electronics / September 1989
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Entry Price Redefined
for Hardware

The industry's lowest prices for logic and fault simulation
accelerators have been announced by Zycad Corporation.
Bundled as acomplete system, the MagnumTM Series of simulation accelerators delivers 16,000 gate modeling capacity, serial fault
simulation, and ZILOSTm software interface for $55,000.

Accelerators

One Million Gate
Barrier Broken

Behavioral Simulation
Speed Triples for
Accelerator

Large system designs of up to four million gates can now benefit
from the performance of hardware acceleration. Zycad's System
EvaluatorTm combines 128 custom, parallel processors to
produce 320 million event per second simulation speeds. Over 6,000
times faster than simulations running on 10 MIP workstations, the SE
makes virtual prototyping of entire computer systems areality.

Behavioral simulation speed has been increased for Zycad's
MACHTM Series hardware accelerators. The MACH 1500Tm,
with its new UNIXTM front-end processor, performs logic and
fault simulation two to three times faster than previous models. Integration of the processor with the simulation acceleration hardware ensures
that added processing performance translate directly into faster simulations. Total simulation throughput, including netlist compilation and
output processing, also benefits from increased processing performance."
MACH accelerators are available from only $60,000.

Fault Simulator Sets
Speed and Capacity
Record

One million gate designs can now be fault simulated on Zycad's
MACH 2000TM hardware accelerator. A new parallel-concurrent
fault simulation algorithm increases the accelerator performance
by processing up to 64,000 faults in asingle simulation pass. A new front
end processor delivers 10 MIPS of behavioral-level simulation, netlist
compilation and output processing performance.

VHDL Simulator Solves
Complex Problems

Zycad's System VHDLTM simulator, afull implementation of
the IEEE 1076 standard, is now in use for the verification of
complex designs. From analyzing the design of military computers to verifying the correctness of synthesized logic, this new simulator
has demonstrated the speed, power and capabilities of the Zycad VHDL
product. The industry's first VHDL source-level debugger comes
standard with the Zycad System VHDL. The state of simulation variables
is displayed as each line of VHDL code is executed, thus simplifying
the development and verification process. Zycad System VHDL is
available now and runs on ApolloTm and Sun' workstations, and VAXTM
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computers.
Apollo,. Sun, UNIX, VAX and ZILOS are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
MACH Series, Magnum Series, System Evaluator and System VHDL are trademarks of Zycad Corporation.
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the VS minicomputer line remains one of
Wang's strengths. "You can't underestimate the strength of an installed base,"
he says. "With more than 50,000 [VS machines] in place out there, customers will
find that they need to upgrade. And while
the minicomputer market has slowed
down, the VS can be aserver in aPCbased local-area network or in amultivendor network environment."
Henning adds that Wang's push into
VS-based integrated imaging systems
[Electronics, April 30, 1987, p. 83], which
integrate images with text in adesktop
work station, is beginning to pay off in
sales. Wang derived $112 million from its
imaging systems in fiscal 1989 and will
double that performance in 1990, Henning projects. Other promising developments, he says, are a25% boost in PC
sales in 1989 as well as the company's
move into PC LAN products—an industry
growth segment.
Henning points out that Wang's wellreceived Freestyle product also runs on
all major PC LANs. Freestyle is aPCbased system intended for people who
don't want to use keyboards [
Electronics, December 1988, p.132]. It allows PCs
to accept handwritten notes and voice input, combine this information with representations of pages on the PC display,
and then ship the combined information
package to similarly equipped computers
in anetwork.
MORE LIGHTNING BOLTS. In addition to a
new president, Wang also needs afresh
product strategy, says Aberdeen's Willmott. " Wang has had acouple of lightning bolts in its imaging systems and in
Freestyle," he says, "but Freestyle isn't
going to drive a $3billion company. Its
imaging systems are dandy products, too,
but if they account for $112 million in revenue, they're not going to save 26,000
jobs." That's Wang's approximate head
count goal after completing its current
round of layoffs.
Willmott suggests that Wang's established beachhead in imaging systems
could be part of astrategy for the company to move much more strongly into indirect sales through systems integrators
and value-added resellers, rather than
slugging it out with IBM and DEC in direct sales. "My sense is that Wang is still
aviable business but is likely to become a
systems-integrator kind of company,"
Willmott says.
Atlantic Management's Steadman isn't
so sanguine. " Once aproduct line has
gone awry, computer companies are
tough to turn around because it's difficult to get products up to date," he observes. "The banks may force aturnaround specialist on Wang. That person
may look for acompany that has good
products but weak marketing and marry
it with Wang, which has good marketing,
sales, and service." -Lawrence Curran
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TEST EQUIPMENT

A SLOW YEAR TRANSLATES
TO A SLUGGISH SHOW
WASHINGTON

kindest thing to be said about the
automatic test equipment business is
that it's flat. The 30% rise that the ATE
market enjoyed last year has leveled off
(see p. 150); the sluggishness is reflected
in the shortage of new product announcements at the International Test Conference, held last month in Washington.
Still, anumber of ITC exhibitors did
generate excitement with new systems
for testing scan designs, while chip makers showed integrated circuits for implementing boundary scan on printed-circuit
boards. And manufacturers of logic test
systems displayed devices that add analog test functionality to digital schemes.
Such mixed-signal testers will not be affected by the market slump, according to
market watcher VLSI Research Inc. in
San Jose, Calif.
Makers of board and chip testers are
building systems to accommodate the
emerging Joint Test Action Group scan
test standard for testing digital ICs and
pc boards. JTAG, one of many scan testing models, has been adopted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers P-1149.1 Test Standards Committee. Boundary scan techniques such as
those embodied in JTAG relieve the problem of testing surface-mount, double-sided pc boards with fine pitch traces. Such
boards cannot be easily tested with bedof-nails, in-circuit testers.
JTAG specifies the adding of scan cells
on every input/output pin of an IC. During operation, ascan controller on the pc
board serially shifts atest pattern, scanning cells on the input pins of each chip to
set an initial state. Applying aclock to the
chips latches the results of the stimulus
in the output pins' scan cells. These results are then shifted out of the chips and
evaluated. JTAG specifies the test bus
that links all chips on apc board so that
test patterns can be serially shifted in and
results shifted out at I/O pins on the card
edge connector.
Texas Instruments Inc. in Dallas, aleading proponent of JTAG, rolled out three IC
devices for building JTAG control circuits
onto pc boards. TI's ACT8990 test-bus controller IC accepts commands from an external computer or test system; it creates the
serial bit stream shifted to the input scan
cells and reads the response from the output scan cells. The ACT8997 and ACT8999,
which sit on aprimary scan ring of apc
board, select one or more of the multiple
scan paths on the board.
Driving the scan rings on apc board
will likely be new board testers such as
The

the L300 combinational in-circuit functional board test family introduced in
June by Teradyne Inc. of Boston. The tester comes with two subsystems for delivering long serial test patterns at high
speed to the pc board.
At ITC, Integrated Measurement Systems Inc. of Beaverton, Ore, rolled out a
fully integrated scan test module for its
Logic Master XL series of applicationspecific IC verification systems. The module supports scan test implementations
including JTAG, scan path, scan set, random-access scan, boundary scan, and level-sensitive scan designs.
While boundary scan increases the
testability of boards, scan techniques like
level-sensitive scan design increase the
testability of ICs. Adding scan circuits to
an IC gives the engineer test points to
probe inside the chip, areas that cannot
be reached with test vectors from the
chip's I/O pins.
HEAVY ALLIANCE. Gillytron Inc. of San
Jose has added to its ScanMaster DV8005 test system capability to support the
P-1149.1 standard. In late May, Motorola
Inc. of Phoenix, Ariz., announced an alliance with Schlumberger Technologies
Inc. ATE Division of San Jose to develop
anew type of test system to reduce the
cost of testing ICs with high pin counts.
The system will be based on aMotoroladerived overall test strategy incorporating conventional scan design to access internal nodes of a chip. The machine,
which will be able to test devices with up
to 1,024 pins, will be priced at $1.3 million
to $1.5 million, says Fred Berneche, ASIC
test development manager at Motorola.
That's abargain considering a512-pin
tester now costs $3million to $5million.
The continued development of mixed-signal testers also made news at ITC. Integrated Measurement Systems introduced
its Logic Master XL Mixed-Signal Verification System. With aprice tag of $120,000,
the system has 176 digital and 16 analog
I/O channels, which can be configured with
avariety of analog instruments complying
with the IEEE 488 standard.
Other test makers unveiled systems that
included some degree of analog testing capability. For example, the Trillium Division
of LTX Corp. of San Jose announced it was
adding an analog pin card to its line of logic
testers. The card has a16-bit digital-to-analog converter on-board to allow testing 12bit DACs and analog-to digital converters,
says Dennis Petrich, director of marketing.
Trillium also announced aDAC testing option for chips with an on-board DAC, such
as video RAMs.
Jonah McLeod
Electronics/September
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CONSUMER

TV CIRCUITRY IS PICTURE PERFECT IN BERLIN
WEST BERLIN

U

nlike the American TV market, which
U. S. manufacturers have all but abandoned to the Japanese, the market in Europe is still in the hands of native companies. In fact, with their allies in the chip
business, European set makers have
turned their market into ago-go world
where innovations abound and one-upmanship in receiver design and performance is
the order of the day. For proof, just look at
the International Audio and Video Fair,
Aug. 25 to Sept 3, in West Berlin.
Among the latest advances in TV circuitry being demonstrated are apicture-insertion processor from Siemens AG and atwochip set from Intermetall GmbH that enables areceiver with today's 4 : 3horizontal-to-vertical picture format to display the
new 16 : 9format—or vice versa.
The Siemens circuitry, developed at the
company's Semiconductor Division in Munich, represents alow-cost way to blend a
small picture into the display's normal
picture, not only with digital sets but also
on conventional analog receivers. The inset lets viewers check what's on another
channel dthout switching off the program to which the set is tuned.
TV PIONEER. With the Intermetall chip set,
the number of lines in the TV picture remains the same whether the receiver is old
style or the new 16 : 9format-625 horizontal lines for the European transmission
standard and 525 lines for that used in the
U. S. and elsewhere. The Freiburg, West
Germany, company—which pioneered the
circuits for digital TV in the early 1980s—
has built its chips into acolor receiver and
is putting them through their paces in ahotel presentation at the fair.
Picture tubes with a16: 9ratio are getting aclose look as part of the Eureka
EU95 project, apan-European endeavor
to establish high-definition TV standards
for the 1990s. This format is also favored
by the Japanese in their HDTV efforts
and will probably be adopted in the U. S.,
making it the likeliest candidate as a
worldwide standard.
One reason TV experts are favoring a
16 : 9display is that it adapts well to human
vision. A person's field of view is much wider across—nearly 180—than it is up and
down. What's more, a16 : 9display conforms to today's wide-screen movie format
Intermetall came up with its formatprocessing scheme in response to industry demands, says Ulrich Sieben, manager of the company's Concept Engineering
Department. "Producers were clamoring
for anew sales argument for their sets.
So with the industry's cooperation we developed the chip set"
The time seems ripe for the new concept
Electronics/September 1989

Picture tubes with the 16 : 9format are alIn either case, the savings in compoready appearing on the market, albeit in
nents are enormous, says Rolf Deubert,
expensive receivers. But with the advent of who heads Siemens's activities in semiHDTV, sales of wide-screen TV display
conductors for entertainment electronic
tubes should take off fast. At the same
applications. That's because the 9088
time, conventional 4 : 3tubes will be around
combines the picture memory, control cirfor some time, especially in countries
cuits, digital signal-processing stages,
where the swing to HDTV is slow.
and digital-to-analog converters all on
The Intermetall chip set is designed for one chip, thereby replacing as many as
receivers using digital signal processing,
eight ICs. Also, both the 9088 and 9087
as is implemented with the company's
can be installed on aboard that's up to
Digit 2000 circuitry. The set consists of four times smaller than would normally
the DMA2285 descrambling integrated be required. As aresult of the small comcircuit and the DTI22,50 digital transient ponent count, set makers can realize the
improvement processor.
picture-in-a-picture function in TV sets
The 2285, a DSP that packs some
and video recorders at low cost and with
300,000 transistors on a61-mm2chip, is a excellent reliability.
real-time descrambling circuit for signals
FINE-LINE. The picture-in-a-picture funcof the D-MAC and D2-MAC as well as the
tion is not new. But previous implementaupcoming HD MAC standards. Installed
tions did not find wide acceptance in conin the receiver's video channel, the circuit sumer electronics because costs were
descrambles the MAC TV signals and inkept steep by the high price of the picture
terpolates the 16 : 9MAC pictures to the
memory and the peripherals needed for
conventional 4 : 3format. In effect, the
the ADCs. Siemens managed to push
circuit cuts out a4 : 3picture from the
costs down to acceptable levels by using
16 : 9format and puts it on the screen.
the fine-line semiconductor technology
The DTI2250, an IC with 80,000 transis- and expertise acquired as part of its
tor functions on a14-mm2chip, presents a Mega high-density-memory project.
picture in the standard 4 : 3format withWith the 9088, the sources for both the
out distortion on new TV tubes with the
smaller, blended-in picture and the larg16 : 9-format screen. The leftover screen
er, or normal, picture may be entirely difspace can be used to display videotext or ferent regarding transmission standards
receiver settings.
and synchronization. The chip's prime
As for the new Siemens picture-in-atask is to miniaturize the picture from the
picture concept, the company implementsecond source and synchronize it with the
ed it with its picture-insertion processor,
larger picture.
the SDA9088, the only IC needed to obTwo formats for the blended-in image
tain the blend-in feature on adigital reare available: 1
4 and A6 the area of the
/
ceiver. With aconventional analog receivlarger picture. The image can be posier, all that's required in addition is the
tioned in any of the screen's four corners.
company's triple analog-to-digital conFine-positioning in 16 horizontal and 16
verter, the SDA9087.
vertical steps is possible.
John Gosch
1

TRAFFIC CONTROL

EASING LONDON'S TRAFFIC,
WITH THE HELP OF AUTOGUIDE
LONDON

been talking for decades
Mr about vehicle-navigation systems
based on technology ranging from buried
cables to radar to on-board displays of
road maps. Now it appears that England
is going to get such asystem—Autoguide, set to start up in London in the early 1990s.
To be run by aconsortium headed by
the UK's General Electric Co. plc, the system will rely on areal-time on-line data
base continuously supplied with information on traffic conditions throughout the
metropolis. The GEC group has just

bagged agovernment license to operate
the system commercially.
With Autoguide, amotorist will drive
into the zip code of his intended destination with the help of the system, which
will point out the most efficient route by
feeding turn directions and recommendations for speed and which lane to use on
multilane highways. Directions may be
given by asynthesized voice unit or displayed on asmall liquid-crystal display.
As traffic conditions change because of
weather, road work, accidents, or volume,
the system will modify the route it has
preselected for aparticular journey to
32A

Now FROM NMB TECHNOLOGIES

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR

FutureFast high speed DRAMS are available in 256K x1, 1Mb x1and
256K x4organizations, and all popular packages.

Hy- Pack thick film hybrid ICs combine high quality and
high reliability with low cost.

Not just any components. Components that
embody the leading edge of technology, and atotal
commitment to quality. Components that deliver top
performance and reliability. At competitive prices. All
from asingle, reliable source.
There isn't any magic to it. Just dedication. And
know-how. It starts with vertical integration. That
gives us absolute control of quality from the ground
up. We design and build all our own precision
tooling. Our automated production facilities help
hold costs down. We rigorously control production
environments. And we train all critical personnel at
pre-production sites.
Why do we do it? Simple. We want to be your
single source for technologically advanced
components. Like the ones shown here.
Right Touch keyboards operate with IBM
PC/XT/AT and PS2 systems. They feature smooth,
quiet full travel and ultra-reliable operation. And we
can deliver them in quantity from local stock.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

FutureFast high speed DRAMs are faster than
anything else in the world at 256K and 1Mb. Access
times are just 60/70/80ns. They make true high
speed, zero wait-state systems apractical reality.
Boxer axial-flow cooling fans are efficient,
reliable and quiet. They're available in more than 100
models. In all popular sizes and capacities from 8to
215 CFM. And anew super-quiet series cuts noise
levels to 20dB!
Hy-Pack thick film hybrid ICs feature double-sided
component mounting, chip-on-board capability and
high density circuitry. They exemplify the latest in
automated production techniques.
AstroSyn precision stepping motors have a
worldwide reputation for quiet, dependable
operation. They're available in step angles from 0.8°
through 18°. And the new AccuStep PM series boasts
smaller packages and 30% higher torque than
comparable motors.
Hi-Res piezo buzzers and transducers are made of

high density, extra tough material. They are compact
and thin, with outstanding acoustic pressure
performance and high reliability.
Exceptional performance and reliability have
made each of them atrue Mark of Excellence. Right
Touch, FutureFast, Boxer, Hy-Pack, AstroSyn and
AccuStep, Hi-Res. Just afew of the quality products
we offer. And they're all available from NMB
Technologies—your single source for advanced
technology components.
Call or write today for our new series of
descriptive product catalogs.

NMB TECHNOLOGIES
NMB Technologies Incorporated
9730 Independence Avenue • Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: 818.341.3355 • FAX: 818.341.8207 • TLX: 651340
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plementation will serve about 1,000 vehisteer the driver around congestion.
The system's sponsor, the UK Depart- cles. A full commercial service will follow
ment of Transport, expects Autoguide to
shortly after. Costs to users would be
minimal, the company says, with an annuhelp speed traffic throughout the city.
Currently, traffic creeps along at peak
al fee for individual drivers of around
times in parts of London at an average $100 on top of the hardware cost. Later
speed of barely 6miles per hour. Besides
versions will incorporate speech-recognibeing frustrating, the slow crawl can be
tion units, developed by Marconi Secure
expensive to businesses. For example,
Communications Ltd. at Portsmouth, so
the British Post Office says that traffic
that drivers can ask for additional inforcongestion costs it more than $18 million
mation if they need it.
ayear, while one company that operates
A GEC spokesman says that the comalarge fleet of cars in London figures
pany also plans to sell data-base space to
that an increase in average traffic speed gasoline companies, banks, restaurants,
of just 1.4 mph would save it $13 million
and the like. When linked with mobile
in ayear.
communications systems, the Autoguide
Two years ago, the Department of unit could be programmed to respond to
Transport asked industry to come up
verbal inquiries such as "Direct me to the
with proposals and bid for alicense to operate avehicle-navigation system. The
NETWORKS
GEC consortium that won out includes
the Royal Automobile Club, Logica Communications and Electronic Systems Ltd.,
and traffic-flow consultant W. S. Atkins
Consultants Ltd. Only one other group
bid for the business—ateam made up of
Plessey Co. plc and Siemens AG of West LONDON
Germany. The Plessey-Siemens proposal,
istory will be made when trains start
Aguide, is based on asimilar system that
rolling in 1993 between England and
Siemens is running in Berlin.
France through a26-mile tunnel beneath
ROADSIDE BEACONS. With Autoguide,
the English Channel. At the same time,
drivers will equip their vehicles with $400 what is probably the first private telein-car units consisting of an LCD screen
communications network linking the puband atwo-way infrared transmitter-relic networks of two nations will start hanceiver. These units will gather informa- dling the total communications infration from aseries of roadside beacons,
structure of the tunnel.
which in turn will be interconnected by
Six months before opening day, Racalland lines to acentral computer control
Milgo Ltd. of Hook in Hampshire, UK,
network. Beacons will interrogate the ve- expects to have the $30 million integrated
hicle transponders as they pass to deter- voice and data network operational. It
mine their current intended destination,
will take care of all switched voice and
and will update the dashboard display as
data traffic for the tunnel's administranecessary. An icon display will make rection, emergency services, environmental
ommendations indicating the direction a monitoring and control, signaling, publicdriver should take at junctions, the disaddress systems, and track-to-train comtance to an intersection, the best speed at munications.
which to drive, and, on major roads,
The system will be based on eight
which lane to use. Synthesized voice mes- Northern Telecom Meridian digital prisages will back up the potentially disvate-branch-exchange switches, two of
tracting visual displays.
which will be dedicated to emergency serAutoguide will monitor the progress of vices. The switches feature transparent
avehicle as it passes from beacon to bea- integrated voice and data services. Since
con, providing data on the average speed
they will be required to work to French
of traffic section by section. When con- and UK standards for the integrated sersolidated with data collected from static vices digital network, they will be made
traffic systems already in place in LonISDN-ready by means of asignaling sysdon, along with preloaded information on
tem based on the draft Q.931 internationroad-repair projects, traffic accidents,
al standard.
FIBER OPTIC LINKS. Transmission links
weather conditions, and the like, it will offer on-line recalculation of adriver's most will be almost totally fiber optic for maxiefficient route.
mum immunity to electrical noise and to
The dual effect, the Department of provide for future expansion. The sysTransport hopes, will be to speed adriver tem's backbone will comprise triplicated
on his way while diverting traffic flow
140-Mbit/s " through-tunnel" transmission links and 37-Mbit/s drop-and-insert
from the most congested spots, thereby
evening out road usage.
fiber links to 400 multiplexers.
More than 300 of the multiplexers will
GEC says that it could have apilot
scheme running in London early in 1992,
be installed in aseries of signaling and
complete with with 300 beacons and their communications control rooms located in
supporting infrastructure. This initial imspur galleries connecting the central-ser-

nearest cash dispenser" or gas station or
parking lot, he says.
Now the company has to wait for the
passage of the new Road Traffic Bill,
which is awaiting Royal Assent on its progress through Parliament. That provides
for the introduction of the Autoguide service and empowers the Secretary of State
for Transport to license and regulate
commercial operators. Significantly, the
measure prohibits the gathering of information from the in-car units that would
identify an individual vehicle and prevents the identity of avehicle from being
retained within the system.
The Department of Transport says it is
willing to consider similar licenses elsewhere in the country.
-Peter Fletcher

ENGLISH CNAME LTUNNEL
WILL SPORT TELECOM LINKS
H
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vices tunnel with the two main rail tubes
at 2,500-ft intervals along the tunnel. Additional fiber links, working at 2Mbits/s,
will interface with the PBXs and connect
to other networks, including French and
UK public telecommunications networks.
Radio communications in the tunnel will
be served by coaxial cable systems. Installation will start next March. Although
the network is complex and sophisticated,
it will be assembled from tried and tested
equipment and systems.
50 BIDDERS. The competition for the contract was stiff. It was awarded by Transmanche Ltd., main contractor for the tunnel, and there were more than 50 bidders,
says Tim Holley, deputy chairman of Racal Data Communications Group. "RacalMilgo was selected from ashort list of
four," he says, beating Siemens AG of
West Germany, Alcatel SA of France,
and aconsortium comprising the UK's
GEC Plessey Telecommunications Ltd.
and France's Jeumont Schneider SA.
Racal will act as prime contractor, taking overall responsibility for system design, project planning, and program management. Hardware and installation services will be provided by ateam of subcontractors put together by Racal so that
the work is evenly shared by British and
French companies.
The team includes major subcontractors
Costain Telecommunications and Systems
Ltd. of the UK, Compagnie Génèrale de
Travaux et d'Installations Electriques of
France, and Northern Telecom Meridian,
the Paris-based subsidiary of the Canadian
telecommunications giant. They will be
backed by Eurotel Ltd., which will supply
2-Mbit/s multiplexers, Société Anonyme de
Telecommunications, to supply multiplexers working at higher speed, and Whitely
Electronics Ltd., which will be responsible
Electronics/September 1989
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MONTPELIER MONTPELIER STATION. VA

PRESERVATION... PLAN ON IT
Planning on restoring ahouse, saving alandmark, reviving
your neighborhood?
Gain awealth of experience and help preserve our historic
and architectural heritage. Join the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and support preservation efforts in your
community.
Make preservation ablueprint for the future.

Write:
National Trust
for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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Meet the Family
32-bit IEEE Floating- Point General Purpose DSP
1.2 pCMOS 450K Transistors

100PS 10K Gate ECL Gate Array
with Pin Fin Heat Sink

KBiCMOS Gate Array
with Cooling Tor

Ultra High Speed ECL
(1.5 GHz typical)

24- hit Floating- Point General Purpose DSP
1.2 pCMOS I35- PGA

1.5 p3000 Gate CMOS Gate Array
SCSI Protocol Controller
with On- Chip Drivers,
48 Pin Plastic Flat Pack

Enhanced 6845 CRT Controller
Fujitsu Part No. MB89321

Getting ahead is always easier when you have the support of your family
Which is precisely why the Fujitsu Microelectronics family of ASIC and standard
memory products gives you all the support you need every step of the way.
Our wide selection of memory and logic products, for example, is among the
most complete in the industry Which means you can choose from every product
in the book. Including static and high-speed ECL RAMs, ROMs, PROMs and EEPROMs,
ultra high-speed ECL RAMs, SRAMs and DRAMs.
When it comes to ASICs, we've got everything you need to develop your own.
Like powerful workstation software tools.
Abroad ASIC product offering in bipolar, CMOS and BiCMOS technologies.
And products that include high-speed ECL and BiCMOS arrays. CMOS sea-ofgates devices with over 100,000 gates. As well as standard cell capability to support
up to 60,000 gates.

MB86220 DSP Emulation Processor
for Engineering Development

C2600AV 1.8 Ii 2600 Gate
CMOS Gate Array
GMICRO 32-hit Microprocessor
"Super C1SC"

Self-Timed RAM, 1K x4
Latched Input, Latched Output
28 Pin Side- Brazed Package

1.5 la I2K Gate
CMOS Gate Array
with 152 I/O

24-bit Floating- Point General Purpose DSP
1.2 µCMOS 80 Pin Flat Package

High Density 1Mb, 200ns
128K x8EPROM Ceramic DIP

4Mb DRAM
300 MIL Wide, SOJ Package

Ultra High Speed ECL
2 - Input, D - Flip-flop
(3.0 GHz typical)

1.2 µCMOS Sea-of-Gates
with RAM 75K Gate Equivalent
401 Pin PGA, Cmity Down

On top of that, our microcomputer products let you choose from 4-bit microcontrollers, 8-bit to 32-bit microprocessors and SCSI controllers.
And our wide range of telecommunications products includes digital signal
processors, prescalers and phase-locked loop devices.
All of which means that no matter what your needs, you've got the family
behind you.
To find out more, can-800/642-7616. Just tell us you'd like to meet the family
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FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS, INC.
Integrated Circuits Division
3545 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134-1804. 1-800/642-7616.

Every step of the way.'
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for public address systems.
As technically complex as the network
will be, that's nothing compared with the
regulatory issues it will raise. The net will
be unique in being aprivate network that
interfaces—and thus interconnects—two
national public networks. In addition, there
has to be provision for interworking the
network on either side of the Channel with
third parties.
VERY CONFUSED. Among them: customs
and excise and immigration, the powergenerating companies, railway operators,
and emergency services. Add to that the
need to access data bases and provide value-added services originating on either side
of the Channel and the situation could get
very confused. "Fortunately, those problems will be for the network's owners to
sort out," Holley says.
However, Racal has not totally escaped
the administrative complexities of building anetwork that straddles national
boundaries. The company's accountants
have yet to come to grips with the differing rates of value-added tax in force15% in the UK, 18% in France. The problem is defining at what point along the
tunnel the VAT rate changes. For example, officials must wrestle with problems
like this one: Does equipment hauled in
from the UK but installed beyond the
halfway mark get taxed under British or
French rates?
-Peter Fletcher

TAKEOVERS

GEC-SIEMENS BID FOR PLESSEY
MAY BE REALIZED AT LAST
TPlessey
seemingly interminable battle over
Co. plc may finally be drawing

LONDON
he

to aclose. GEC Siemens plc, the joint venture set up by the UK's General Electric
Co. plc and Siemens AG of West Germany,
plans to make afresh bid to take over Britain's second-largest electronics company—
abid that most analysts expect to succeed.
The new offer will be set at about $4.25 per
share, bringing Plessey's total value to
about $3.15 billion. Lord Arnold Weinstock,
chairman of GEC, asserts that the new offer "is final and will not be increased under
any circumstances."
If the bid is indeed approved, GEC and
Siemens will carve up Plessey's businesses
between themselves. Plessey's naval systems and avionics holdings outside North
America will become wholly owned by
GEC. In addition, GEC will take over Sippican Corp. of Marion, Mass., and Leigh Instruments Ltd. of Ottawa, Ontario. Meanwhile, Siemens will gain Plessey's radar
and defense-systems operations, including
military communications and Plessey's
Australian defense plants.

IEEE-488
'488 (GP-IB, HP-IB) control for your PCIXTIAT
Control instruments, plotters, and printers.
Supports BASIC, C, FORTRAN, and Pascal.
Fast and easy to use. High-speed DMA.
Software library included so you spend
less time programming.
Thousands sold. Risk free guarantee.
Hardware and software - $395.
Product literature 1-800-234-4CEC
Technical assistance 617-273-1818

Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
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Several Plessey divisions will be owned
jointly. GEC will own 75% of Plessey Electronic Systems Corp. of Wayne, N. J., formerly the Electronic Systems Division of
Singer Corp., with Siemens controlling
the remaining 25%. Other divisions to be
jointly owned include Plessey Semiconductors, Plessey's aerospace and engineering division, and its research centers.
In semiconductors, says Weinstock, "it is
intended that the existing management
should remain in place," but under the
control of Siemens.
HOPES DASHED. GEC Siemens, formed
specifically to acquire Plessey, made its
first bid for the company last November.
At that time, the two partners expected
to spend $2.75 billion on the deal. Plessey's management, however, engaged in
aseries of maneuvers in an attempt to
foil the bid. Its biggest tactical victory
was getting the proposed bid referred to
the UK's Monopolies and Mergers Commission. With the UK Ministry of Defence on its side, Plessey's management
expected the takeover bid to be quashed.
But those hopes were dashed in April,
when the MMC recommended that the bid
be allowed to proceed.
Since then, GEC Siemens has been
locked in negotiations with the Ministry
of Defence to hammer out an agreement
to end the stalemate. The ministry wants
to make sure that British military electronics secrets don't fall under the influence of aforeign-owned company; at the
same time, it needs to maintain avestige
of competition for the supply of major defense electronics equipment.
For awhile, it looked as though these
talks, which dragged on for more than
three months, would fail to yield asolution.
Just aweek before the new bid was announced, Plessey executives were confident the company would stay independent.
Reports from Siemens indicated that the
Munich company would not get involved in
another bid before September 30, the end
of its financial year. And it didn't seem likely that the two government departments
involved—the Ministry of Defence and the
Department of Trade and Industry—would
reach adecision before the government's
annual summer shutdown in the first week
of August.
But changes of ministers in both government departments involved brought
negotiations to arapid conclusion. Although they will not admit to it, it seems
likely that the incoming politicians wanted to embark on their summer recess
without the messy Plessey deal hanging
over their heads.
-Peter Fletcher
Electronics/September 1989
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A PERSPECTIVE

ON

BUS

INTERFACE

DESIGN

New bus interface ICs from TI can
keep your total system up to speed.
You not only increase system throughput but cut power
and conserve real estate at the same time.

SACK PLANE
—CONTROLLER

-

High-speed, low-power implementation of backplane and peripheral interfaces for most popular
standards is made possible by Ti's comprehensive family of both digital and analog physical- layer

hat use is ahigh-performance CPU if its processing power
can't be delivered to the backplane
and outward to the peripherals?
Typically, some system throughput is lost at the local bus interface,
some at the Imckplane interface,
and some at the peripheral bus
interface.
To help you minimize such losses
and maximize system throughput,
Texas Instruments offers aseries of
innovative chips for ( 1) backplane
interface and ( 2.) peripheral bus interface, as well as ( 3) controllers to
regulate data flow.
These devices support the major
industry standards listed above so
that you can achieve system compatibility regardless of the bus you
are implementing.

Superior backplane interface performance
To maximize system throughput,
data must be able to get on and off
the bus quickly. Therefore, the
backplane bus transceivers must be
capable of high speed and high
drive.
Our high-speed/low-power
BiCMOS logic ( SN54/74BCTXXX)

is specifically designed for bus
interface applications.
As the name implies, TI
BiCMOS merges low-power
CMOS with high-speed bipolar,
delivering switching speeds comparable to advanced bipolar
devices. You also get the 48/64-mA

BiCMOS VERSUS ADVANCED BIPOLAR
BiCMOS SPEED ADVANTAGE

BiCMOS POWER ADVANTAGE
MAXIMUM CURRENT
'BCT
240
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240
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The BiCMOS lead over bipolar is proven by this comparistm between Ti's ' 74B(.7240 and acomparable advanced bipolar standard device. Typical propagation delay of Ti's BiCMOS part is faster
(left) while power dissipation is less ( right).

IN

THE

ERA

OF

MEGACHIP

TECHNOLOGIES

TI's MegaChip" Technologies are the means by which we can help you and your
company get to market faster with better, more competitive products. Our
emphasis on volume manufacturing of high-density circuits is the catalyst
for ongoing advances in how we design, process, and manufacture
semiconductors and in how we serve our customers.
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ICs. To complete the implementation, Ti offers aseries of innovative standard and ASIC control
devices. Use of TI's leadership bus interface devices can help shorten system design cycles.

drive current you need, and total
system power savings can be as
high as 25% (
see charts).
There are more than 60 members in our BiCMOS family, including 8-, 9-, and 10-bit latches, buffers, drivers, and transceivers. The
family is also available in military
versions.
Our family of octal ECL translators (
SN1OKHT/100KTXXXX)
delivers alow-power, high-speed
translator solution with 48 mA of

drive capability on the TTL side.
Our high-speed Futurebus
transceiver family (
SN55/75ALS05X) includes quad and octal
devices compatible with Futurebus
implementations of the IEEE 896.1
standard. With adrive capability of
100 mA, a5-ns ( typ) propagation
delay, and asupply current of
65 rnA ( max), our SN75ALS053
has the best speed/power ratio of
any Futurebus transceiver on the
market today. •

High-performance peripheral interfaces
Peripheral bus interface design
decisions revolve around trade-offs
between line length, data rate, and
noise immunity.
Where data rates are low and

line lengths are short, as with the
popular RS- 232C/D standard, the
major concern is power savings.
However, relatively high voltages
(30 V) prevent the use of standard

4

CMOS devices. Your answer lies
with TI's Linear BiCMOS family.
Included are low-power versions
of industrystandard quad drivers
and receivers (SN75C188/89).
Driver/receiver combinations, ranging from single to quad combinations (SN75C1154), substantially
cut package count.
This BiCMOS technology will
also allow us to provide charge
pump circuitry for single 5-V
operation.
Where data rates are high and
line lengths are long, as the newer
peripherals demand, noise can become amajor problem. It is overcome by the use of differential
drive. Typically, the major application requirement is higher speeds
at, ideally, lower power.
For example, disk drives using
ESDI, IPI, or SCSI interfaces will
benefit from TI's SN75ALS17X
devices conforming to RS-422-A
and/or RS-485 standards. These
chips are fabricated using our
unique IMPACT " processing that
delivers up to 50% greater speed
compared to competing products
with as much as a30% power
reduction.
IMPACT processing is also
behind the unmatched speed of our
SN75AS030 RS-422 dual driver/
receiver. Typical propagation delays
are only 6ns. •
No matter which of TI's innovative devices you choose to improve
speed, cut power, and reduce real
estate at the media interface, the
complete bus interface requires
another element — controllers.
For details on how TI is addressing
your needs in this area, turn the page.
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Hi -performance controllers
make system design easier.
While the majority of physicallayer devices—those used to
implement backplane and
peripheral interfaces—transmit
data, your system design also
requires adevice to regulate the
flow of that data through the bus
interface. To do the job, TI offers a
series of controllers that simplify
and shorten your task while cutting
chip count and improving overall
system throughput.

Simplified NuBus design
TI has taken much of the work out
of NuBus" design by introducing
the industry's first standard NuBus
interface devices. They are the
SN74ACT2440 NuBus Controller
and the SN74BCT2420 NuBus
Registered Transceiver.
A typical implementation, using
two 16-bit transceivers and one 32bit controller (
see below), replaces
as many as 45 discrete devices.
Compared to adiscrete approach,
this solution uses 60% less board
space and 90% less power.
Because the necessary logic is
embedded within the controller,
design cycle time is reduced
significantly.

A low-power UART
There is now more need than ever
for low-power RS-232 interfaces.
Our TL16C450 Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transceiver
(UART), made with CMOS
process technology, is an excellent
choice for desktop applications and
is especially suited for use in laptop/battery-powered units.

A flexible SCSI controller
Available soon, our SCSI controller (designed to conform to ANSI
X3.131-1986 specifications) will
deliver data rates of 3Mbytes/s
(asynchronous) and 5Mbytes/s
(synchronous).
Unique byte-stacking control
logic will allow interface to 16-, 24-,
and 32-bit buses. The TI controller
will also provide powerful multiphase SCSI commands, including
automatic handling of save-data
pointer to minimize interrupts to
the host processor. Dual 32- byte
FIFOs will provide smooth, efficient buffering between processor
and DMA ports.

Customized controllers, too
The NuBus and UART controllers

Ti's 32 -bit NuBus Interface Solution
NuBus
TRANSCEIVERS
ADDRESS LINES 0-31

DATA LINES 0-31

are available as part of our ASIC
standard-cell library.
In addition, TI offers TGC100
Gate Arrays and TSC500 Standard
Cells as part of our ASIC family
which allows you to build the
precise chip functions you need.

System complexity
and the future
As systems become more and more
complex, the need will emerge for
combining the functionality of controllers and physical- layer devices
on asingle chip. To that end, TI is
applying its acknowledged expertise in physical-layer devices to the
design and development of such
advanced control-level ICs.
System complexity also brings
with it the need for simulation
models to make design easier and
faster. As aresult, we already have
simulation models available for
more than 1,300 TI devices, including BiCMOS bus interface and
ACL logic devices.
Another issue is the increasing
difficulty and expense of testing
boards in complex systems. Consequently, TI supports the JTAG/
IEEE P1149.1 standard with the
development of standard products
and ASICs having on-chip test
cells, as well as with development
support software and device models
on several leading workstations.
Please call 1-800-232-3200,
ext. 3905, for your copy of our
Bus Interface Devices brochure.
Or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, Dept. SSY25,
P.O. Box 809066, Dallas, Texas
75380-9066.

ADO-AD 31

CONTROL
IDENTIFICATION LINES 0-3

MegaChip, IMPACT, and NuBus are
trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
VAX is atrademark of Digital Equipment
Corporation.
1989 TI

%,4•00i>

CLOCK/CONTROL
NuBus
CONTROLLER

08-8444

STATUS

Major space savings are realized by using one TI SN74ACT2440 controller and two SN74BCT2420
transceivers to complete afull 32-bit NuBus master/slave interface. As many as 45 discrete logic
devices are replaced, realizing significant reductions in board space, power consumption, and design
cycle time.
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IBM PC Data Acquisition Highlights.
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Pages 16-17, New Products Handbook

- Fred Molinari, President

Year after
win acclaim for
having the standard in the industry.
Year,We

The DT2801 general purpose data
acquisition board.
Most informed people would tell you that this
is the board that actually launched the data
acquisition industry, particularly for scientific,
medical, and industrial applications.
Why?
Because it was ahead of its time then and even
better today. And at just $995, it's no wonder this
high-performance analog board is the industry
standard.

The DT2801 is the essence of high quality
analog design, featuring A/D, D/A, DIO, and a
clock on asingle plug-in board. It delivers up to
13.7kHz AID throughput. Virtually every
third-party software vendor supports it, and it's
easy to program in IBM ® BASIC, too.
The DT2801. Anything else is either too
costly or simply substandard.

FREE 1989 Data Acquisition
Handbook.

Call (508) 481-3700

In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation no: 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro MA 017521192 USA, ( 508) 481 370C 7Is 95:646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokinghams Berkefre RUll 2Q.. U.K. (37341 7938381h 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66,7120 Betigherr-Bissing-m. West Germany 01742.54025
International Sales Mites: Australel2) 6624255:Belgium (2) 466-8199:Canada (416) 625 19(n: Cona ( 1) 868.721 x0017, 1408) 7271222; Denmark ( 2) 274511; Finland ((11 372144; Frarice (1) 69077802; Greece (1) 9514944, (31) 527.039 (1) 361.4300;
Hong Kid% ( 5) 448963; India ( 22) 23.1040; Israel () 5401524; tbsly ( 2) 82470.1; Japan) (3) 502.5550. (3) 348.830,
355.1111; Korea (2) 756.9954; Netherlands ( 70) 99 6360; New Zealand ( 64) 3-545313; Norm* ( 2) 53 12 50; Portugal ( 1) 545313:
Singapore 165) 7797621; South Alma (12) 8037b80/93; Spam (1) 455.8112; Sweden (8) 761.7820; Switzerland (1) 723 1414; Taiwan ( 2) 70.20405

n)

Data Translation naregistered trademark of Data Translation. Inc All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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The Transputer. The Guide.
Send for the Transputer Guide, the
definitive reference for the 16-bit and
32-bit transputer family. Find out how
easy and economical it is to p from 25
MIPS and 3.6 MFLOPS with asingle T800
chip to 250 MIPS and 36 MFLOPS with ten
T800 chips. Read how the transputer can
switch between tasks in less than 1,us. Get
the Guide and get complete information on
the numerous software languages and
toolsets now available for the transputer —
the low-risk, low-cost path to increased
computing performance.

TRANSPUTER
GUIDE

Get The Guide.
Please rush me afree copy of the Transputer Guide.

Muir proi.e>sing
Made Simple.

Name
Company

Phone

Address
City

State

Return the coupon to SGS-THOMSON
Microelectronics, 1000 Fast Bell Road,
Phoenix, Arizona 85022, or circle the bingo
number. For faster service call 602/867-6259.

Zip

Multiprocessing Made Simple.
e

Fei is aregistered trademark of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group.

E9/89

and INMOS are registered trademarks of 1NMOS Limited. © 1989 all rights reserved SGS-T1-10MSON Microelectronics.

NUMBER 2 IN A SERIES

RISC,

asceausg

sequential,
parallel...tough
choice for OEMs.
Or is la

OEMs are facing adilemma: the development time for
silicon technology improvements is not keeping pace with
design demands. Parallel processing is the simple solution
to advanced computing, but conventional RISC, CISC, and
CRISP architectures are not well-equipped to exploit the
parallel nature of many applications.
Transputers, designed as parallel architecture building
blocks, are the simple solution to parallel processing.
Now SGS-THOMSON has put its financial muscle behind
INMOS, the company that developed the transputer. With
the transputer, you can put our combined power to work
for you.

ñrnmos.

SGS-THOMSON
menauumemoce,

INMOS is amember of the SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group.
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Software Engineering Update
AREPORT F
ROM T
HE NETHERLANDS F
OREIGN I
NVESTMENT AGENCY

Today, Holland has more than
12,000 trained software engineers.
More than 20 universities end
technical institutes are adding annually some 1,000 graduates to
this work force, making these men
and women available to an evergrowing number of Dutch and foreign companies.
Heres' acloser look at Dutch software engineers' capabilities and
some of their leading-edge activities:
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4 ADecision and Simulation System

(DSS) controls the unmanned, computerized storm-surge barrier at the mouth of
the Eastern Scheldt. Developed and implemented by the 11-year-old BSO, DSS also
can alert acrisis team should forecasts of
weather and sea conditions require on-site
monitoring. With more than 850 people in
25 cities throughout Holland, Utrecht-based
BSO consults for more than 200 European
and American firms in such areas as language science, Al, medical systems, transportation and communications.
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parently using various networks. Application of the UNIX development environment
and combination with 4GL relational
database package (ACCELL/UNIFY) results
in alarge reduction in programming costs.

4

Cross-compiler products used to develop software for embedded microcontrollers and digital signal processors,
written in Portable Cor Pascal, are being
An advanced, real-time, distributed marketed worldwide by Tasking B.V. of
multi- tasking operating system, ARTOS ®, Amersfoort. All compilers are hosted on a
developed by five-year-old, Enschede-based range of products including IBM PCs, PhilLOCAMATION, is being used in software ips PMDS, Digital's VAX/VMS and VAX/
for "smart building" management, process UNIX, Sun and HP workstations. Tasking
control, machine controls, factory auto- is the world's first software company to demation and robots. ARTOS is amodular, velop aC-compiler for digital signal procexpandable package suited for 16/32-bit mi- essors with built-in pipeline optimization.
crocomputer systems and runs both on
ROM- and DOS-based systems using UNIX/
A database constructed around
0S9. These systems can be coupled trans60-plus language elements has .been com-

4

4

piled by Van Dale Lexicografie, B.V. to
automate the assembly of bilingual dictionaries. Based in Utrecht, Van Dale's unique
database is also being used to create hybrid products—dictionaries of "common
sayings" in various languages and basic material for bilingual dictionaries in which
Dutch is neither the target language nor
source language, as well as aCD product
that combines encyclopaedic information
and the Dutch-language database. Van Dale
is recognized as the publisher of the world's
"standard" bilingual dictionaries for Dutch
with English, French and German, with
Spanish now in production.

4

A "workbench" system, called
BLUES, was used initially for drawing flow
charts. Its developer—the Amsterdambased software company Interprogram, a
part of the Volmac organization—has now
expanded BLUES to supply full documentation for the system being designed.
BLUES is being used by Dutch, American
and other international companies.

4

The Software Engineering Research
Center—established in late 1987 jointly
by the Dutch government and 13 companies,
including three major U.S.-based information technology firms—was created to undertake industry-relevant software research
in cooperation with Dutch universities.
All of these Dutch organizations
along with dozens of others stand ready to
develop further aworld-class software industry to solve problems facing businesses
all over the world.

Netherlands
Frei Investment
ncy
NEW YORK

(
212) 246-1434 •

SAN FRANCISCO ( 415) 981-1468 •

LOS ANGELES ( 213) 477-8288 •
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OTTAWA ( 613) 237-5030

This material is published by Gavin Anderson dCompany, which is registered as on agent of the Government of the Netherlands. It is filed with the DepaNment of Justice,
where the required registration statement is available for public inspection. Registration does not indicate approval of the contents by the United States Government.
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... EUROPEAN OBSERVER
PHILIPS ACHIEVES BREAKTHROUGH IN GaAs CIRCUITS

esearchers

adiscovery that could open the way for anew generation of gallium
Rupon integrated
circuits. The lab, which is part of Philips NV's international

at the Paris-based Laboratoires d'Electronique Philips have hit

arsenide
research organization, has demonstrated that metal- insulator-semiconductor
FETs. or MIS FETs, using GaAs heterojunctions exhibit anegative differential
resistance at room temperatures over awide operating range. This discovery,
the Dutch company says, paves the way for GaAs ICs with considerably simpler structures than are possible with conventional metal-semiconductor FETs.
For example, an exclusive NOR port using MIS FET technology consists of
just two resistors, atransistor, and a load resistor. A similar port built with
MES FET technology requires eight transistors and five load transistors. D
INTERMETALL DEMONSTRATES A TV PICTURE- ENHANCING CIRCUIT...
circuit design has taken abig step forward now that engineers at InterGmbH have readied adevice that gives digital TV receivers apicTVmetal'
ouality equal to that of Super-VHS video cassette recorders. The Frei-

ture
burg, West Germany, company achieves this feat with an adaptive comb-filter
video processor, the ACVP2205. This highly complex digital chip processes
signals of both the PAL and NTSC transmission standards, largely eliminating
their inherent cross-color and cross- luminance disturbances. To accomplish
this, tne device looks at each of the TV pixels according to different criteria
and then selects those that best match neighboring pixels. The resulting
picture quality matches even that obtained with expensive improved-definition
TV sets, Intermetall says, without generating those " hanging dots" at the picture's edges. The ACVP2205 is being shown at the International Audio and
D
Video Fair in West Berlin this month.
... AND IS READY FOR VOLUME PRODUCTION OF D- MAC CHIPS

WSatellite Broadcasting just completed, Intermetall is getting set to proith development work on atwo-chip D- MAC TV signal decoder for British

duce the chips in volume. BSB has ordered 4million chip sets for four vendors making D- MAC TV receivers for the UK market—the UK's Ferguson,
Finland's Nokia, Holland's Philips, and Taiwan's Tatung. The first devices
should be available well before the start of BSB's satellite TV transmission
next spring. The chip set consists of the DMA2280 decoder, with 175,000
transistor functions on-chip, and the DMA2285 descrambler, with more than
270,000 on-chip transistor functions. Both chips will be made in 1.2-µ,m
CMOS technology.
D

HUGHES TO SECOND- SOURCE MARCONI'S RAD -HARD TECHNOLOGY

Hsource silicon-on-sapphire radiation-hard products made by Marconi Elecughes Aircraft Co.'s Technology Center at Carlsbad, Calif., is to second-

tron ,cDevices Ltd. at Marconi's Lincoln, UK, plant. The two companies are
"negotiating amemorandum of agreement" on the technology, says aMarconi spokesman. Marconi wants to use the Carlsbad facility to supplement
capacity at Lincoln. Its rad hard products include 1-to-64-Kbit RAMs, aMILSTD -1750A microprocessor and peripherals, standard logic devices, and
2900 bit-slice ICs and arrays with up to 10,000 usable gates. Under development are a3-to-4-mips, single-chip 1750 microprocessor, high-capacity static
RAMs, and high-speed logic and linear circuits. Marconi claims that its process is the only one commercially available that can produce 16-Kbit SRAMs
that can work with radiation doses up to 300 Krads.
D
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An idea this small
This is the AMPMODU System 50
connector.
Definitely worth getting close
enough for agood look.
It comes in acomprehensive
system. Everything you need for a
0.050" x0.100" grid. Board-to-board,
stacking, or mother/daughter. FFC
to board. 0.050" CL flex etched
circuitry to board. 0.025" CL
ribbon cable to board.

AMP and AMPMODLI are trademarks of AMP Incorporated

Special design innovations (such
as putting the latch hardware on the
cable side) shrink our System 50

Comprehensive high-density
interconnect system:
0.050" x0.100" connectors in
arange of styles, including
parallel and right-angle
board-to-board configurations.

line to the least board space of
any connector in this class. Even
0.050" x0.050" types.

no small idea.
Example: 2x25
position shrouded
headers occupy
1.5" x0.284" of
board surface. And parallel boards
mount with inside faces amere 0.450"
apart.
Along with density,
you also get the
productivity you
expect from AMP:
simple mass termination,
robotic handling features, high-temp
housings, selective gold plating.

And of course, outstanding quality
and reliability.
AMPMODU System 50 connectors
are available in selected sizes of 4
through 30 single row positions,
8through 100 in dual
row, with shrouded
or unshrouded
headers. With all
those variations, you could do
almost anything your design requires.
Which is our whole idea.

AIVU11:,
Circle 94

Call the AMP
Information
Center at
1-800-522-6752
to ask about our AMPMODU
System 50 line. For characterized
backplane assemblies, contact
AMP Packaging Systems Inc.,
P.O. Box 9400, Austin, Texas 78766,
(512) 244-5100, or your AMP
Sales Engineer. AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608

Interconnecting ideas

BY

JACK

SHANDLE

SANDY KANE'S
$1 BILLION
v*S. Memories
PUZZLE

0

n June 30, Sanford L. Kane resigned as vice
president of IBM Corp.'s General Technology
Division to crawl out on a limb called U. S.

Memories Inc., a radical departure from the way America
has been doing business since the Sherman Antitrust Act became law in 1890.

Can he turn

By the mid-1990s, U. S. Memories is mod-

back the clock

estly projected to hit the $1 billion plateau in annual revenues by manufacturing and selling cutting-edge dynamic random-access memories.

But right now,

PHOTO BY WILLIAM COSTELLO

president Sandy Kane occupies that cor-

to the 1970s,
when U. S.
vendors

porate limb all by himself in temporary

dominated

office space in New City, N. Y. He signs

DRAMs?

the checks and initials contracts for copy

and facsimile machines. His secretary is a temp.
The world has not seen the likes of U. S. Memories before. The seven founding members—Advanced Micro Devices, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, LSI
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Logic, and National Semiconductor—represent an enormous concentration of economic power. But Kane's task is daunting. His "short list" for U. S. Memories'
board of directors must include raising
$500 million in equity capital; finding a
$500 million source of debt capital at
rates competitive with those enjoyed by
Japan's chip makers (perhaps government-guaranteed low-interest loans); locating amanufacturing site by November (in all likelihood, one of the five Sematech finalists); signing 4- and 16-Mbit
DRAM-technology agreements with IBM;
nailing down atechnology path to 64-Mbit
DRAMs within ayear; and guiding antitrust exemptions and foreign-trade policy
through asympathetic but independent
and regulation-minded Congress.
It's enough to make one's head spin.
But Kane seems up to the task; 27 years
of laboring in the Big Blue vineyards has
done little to dampen his candor, squelch
his entrepreneurial enthusiasm, or gray
his wardrobe.
"To me, this is atremendous opportunity," Kane says. "It gives me the chance
to put my stamp on something Ibelieve is
terribly important." That "something" is
nothing less than turning back the global
challenge in manufacturing and marketing DRAMs—turning back the clock to
the early 1970s, when U. S. chip makers
dominated the industry.
LOTS OF CASH. First and foremost, Kane
has to scoop up lots and lots of cash—to
the tune of $ 1billion. Not everyone believes raising it will be a slam dunk.
Pierre R. Lamond, aveteran Silicon Valley venture capitalist, has the bruises to
prove that point. Lamond, apartner in Sequoia Capital of Menlo Park, Calif., tried
and failed last year to stitch together a
DRAM company. When the point of no return arrived, he says, users would not
support it (see p. 56).
Kane counters that U. S. Memories
"has aformula for success that has never
existed before." Three ingredients are
well known: not having to spend money
developing 4- and 16-Mbit designs and
process technologies; arock-solid market
for 50% of its output guaranteed by consortium members as soon as they sign on;
and the support of three major computer
makers—DEC, IBM, and HP.
And there are corollary advantages as
well. With its guaranteed market, U. S.
Memories does not need much of asales
and support staff. Then too, IBM's technology starts the consortium off with 8in. wafers, not the 6-in, wafers of the
competition. " For alittle bit more processing cost, I'll be getting almost twice
as much yielded product," Kane says.
In 1-Mbit technology, IBM is getting
the same yields on 8-in, as on the smaller
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wafers, Kane says, and
the path to 4Mbits is a
smooth one. In terms of
keeping costs competitive, guaranteed markets
will let his fab run " flat
out," without the peaks
and valleys that scuttle
profitability.
U. S. Memories will not
be subsidized. "Investors
will put their money on
the table not just to have
access to DRAMs, but because they want to get a
return on investment,"
he says. Just what the return will be, however,
has been left up in the
air. One reason American
chip makers dropped out
of the DRAM business
was that even when they
were making money,
they could get abetter
return on their fab investments by manufacturing something other
than "jellybeans."
"It's far too early to
tell if [the investors]
would be satisfied with a
lower ROI than they might otherwise
get," says Kane. " I'm not looking for
them to think of this as some second-class
operation."
Then there is the other half of the 50-50
equity-debt equation. The key seems to
be loans that carry lower interest rates
because they are backed by federal guarantees. "In our case, Iam absolutely confident we can get the financing we want
[without loan guarantees]," Kane says.
"I could build avery good case on why
there should be loan guarantees. The
most obvious is the difference between
U. S. and Japanese companies for cost of
capital. But that [argument] works well
for everybody else who wants aloan. I
can't come up with any reason why the
government could do it for U. S. Memories and not for any other company."
Kane says that while he would "love to
have" the guarantees, "I'm just not going
to spend the next six to eight months in
Washington lobbying to make that happen." On the other hand, he says, "there
are anumber of people talking about the
notion of agovernment fund for companies that compete against the Japanese.
It's agreat idea; Iwould be glad to support it enthusiastically."
The idea does not, however, count California Rep. Tom Campbell as an immediate convert. Campbell, aRepublican, is
sponsoring key legislation that will provide an antitrust exemption not just to

'I am confident we can get the
financing, and Icould build a

good case for loan guarantees'
U. S. Memories, but to any similar consortium. "There's nothing about loan guarantees in my bills or any of the others [allowing manufacturing and marketing
consortia]," he says. "Loan guarantees
for New York City, Chrysler, Lockheed,
or anyone else should be decided on individual merit, not as aclass."
Campbell will be of considerably more
aid in the antitrust arena. "It is avery live
problem for U. S. Memories," says Campbell. In testimony before Congress last
month, T. J. Rodgers, president of Cypress Semiconductor Corp., repeated his
threat to sue U. S. Memories should it enter the static RAM business. Just. as important, Intel Corp.'s president, Gordon
Moore, testified that his company would
be very antsy about proceeding with its
part of the consortium unless there's
clear sailing on the antitrust waters.
Throwing the biggest scare into Moore
and other backers is the treble-damages
stick some semiconductor maker—or
small systems house—might use against
U. S. Memories once it enters production.
The damages can be measured as losses
incurred by the plaintiff or on aprofitper-unit basis, says Campbell. His bill reduces punitive action to injunctive relief.
Other legislative solutions simply scale
down the damage awards (see p. 67).
Some legal experts see the consortium
as an all-out attack on the principle of
preserving competition within the nationElectronics / Séptember 1989
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al boundaries. Others find the idea palatable, given the realities of the global marketplace. Larry Boes, an antitrust attorney for the New York firm of Fulbright,
Jaworski & Reavis McGrath, calls an
antitrust exemption reasonable, considering the trading practices of Japan—but
only if it's the right legislation.
"The big boys are going to have to accept the fact that they are going to be
regulated," Hoes says. Congress or some
regulatory arm of government must assure fairness on price, access to the
DRAM product, the priority in which
DRAMs are distributed, and membership
in the consortium.
ACOMPLIMENT? But Kane calls regulation "an absurd notion." With U. S. manufacturers now supplying at most 10% of
the global DRAM market, he argues,
"even with avery aggressive plan, adding U. S. Memories to the equation is not
going to make us the dominant player. At
least not right away. To go from worrying about getting U. S. Memories off the
ground to having to worry about regulating price and availability—Iguess I
should view that as acompliment, but I
don't see it happening." Kane is not as
clear on U. S. Memories becoming asafety net for small systems houses that depend on access to DRAMs. "If it does anything," he says, "it ought to help stabilize
prices and assure supply in the U. S."
When pressed on the priorities given
consortium members, Kane responds
with apromise. " Let's put it this way:
enough of the production will be available
to third parties so that if there is acompany that is concerned about somebody getting an unfair advantage and they are—
by definition—small enough that they did
not choose to invest, then Iwill have
more than enough memory left beyond
the investors' needs to supply all of their
needs and anumber over them as well."
Although asweeping antitrust exemption is "important to us," Kane says, U. S.
Memories can afford to go ahead on afavorable opinion from its legal counsel,
which should be ready before October.
Congress will not move as quickly. Although several bills are pending in the
House, he notes, "the Senate hasn't done
squat. If they could pass abill in less than
ayear, Iwould view it as amajor achievement. If we were put in aposition where
we had to wait on that, you could kiss the
whole idea goodbye."
Issues that coalesce around the U. S.Japan Semiconductor Trade Agreement,
which will expire just as U. S. Memories
starts ramping up its 4-Mbit production,
raise Kane's hackles higher than antitrust talk does. " If [the Japanese] price
their product below cost, it is going to
make it difficult to compete," he says.
Electronics / September 1989

eaction of the three remaining U. S.based makers of dynamic random-acR
cess memories to the formation of U. S.
Memories ranges from lukewarm to cool.
Although Micron, Motorola, and Texas Instruments say they are "supportive" of the
concept, all three have declined to participate in the consortium.
"I'd rather invest my money in my own
activity, where Ican manage it more efficiently than in aconsortium," says Pat
Weber, president of Texas Instruments
Inc.'s Semiconductor Group in Dallas.
The trio has paid dearly to stay in the
DRAM business—or, in
the case of Motorola Inc.,
to reenter it TI admits losing "hundreds of millions"
of dollars during the
dumping crisis of 19851986, and Micron Technology Inc. was reportedly
close to going under until
the government moved in
with antidumping regulations. For its part, Motorola exited the business in
1985; the price for reentering less than ayear later
was trading its microprocessor technology for Toshiba Corp.'s
DRAM and static RAM know-how.
Motorola produces devices in Sendai, Japan, as part of ajoint venture with Toshiba
and in plants in Arizona and Scotland. TI
too has aJapanese connection: TI Japan
has been amajor factor in DRAM production for the company for many years, and
last December TI forged an alliance with
Japanese competitor Hitachi Ltd. to jointly
develop 16-Mbit DRAM technology. As of
last year, says consultant In-Stat Inc., TI
had 6% of the world market share in 1-Mbit
devices, Micron 1%, and Motorola 0.4%.
Given the magnitude of their private investments to stay in the business, none of
the three U. S. suppliers might be expected
to look kindly on government backing for
U. S. Memories in the form of low-interest

loans. Micron declines to comment on the
issue, but TI's Weber and Motorola's Jim
George say such amove would set adangerous precedent. "Idon't think there is a
role for the government in this," says
George, who is general manager of Motorola's MOS Memory Products Division in
Austin, Texas. Although Motorola has taken no public stance on the issue, George
says he believes funding should come from
venture capital and private investment.
Still, the DRAM market is so huge and
U. S. share so small that the entry of
U. S. Memories will not pose acompetitive threat to the threesome. From that stance,
the companies welcome
the new initiative.
"If we ever lose our
technology base in semiconductors," says TI's
Weber, " we lose the
hardware, the software—all those things
we pride ourselves on in
terms of leadership."
Similarly, George proclaims himself encouraged " in principle" by
U. S. Memories' arrival.
"Anything that moves to increase the
supply base of U. S. sources is in the right
direction," he says.
He even opens the door for possible
participation somewhere down the line.
"It's not impossible that we would end up
participating in some way," he says, "but
Idon't think it's likely at this time."
Micron, which led the fight in Congress
and the courts against Japanese dumping, is keeping alower profile than TI and
Motorola. " Although we are very supportive [of U. S. Memories], like TI and
Motorola we opted out of it," says Joe
Parkinson, chief executive officer of the
Boise, Idaho, company. He refuses other
comment except to say, "we already have
DRAMs."
Jon Campbell, with additional reporting by Sam Weber

TI, Motorola,

and Micron are
'supportive,'

but none have
joined U. S.
Memories

"I'm counting on the U. S. government to
see that that doesn't happen." Kane believes existing legislation can do the job.
Kane has already discussed trade with
Secretary of Commerce Robert Mosbacher. " We need to get the procedures
in place so that when someone files an action, we don't have to wait for [the bureaucrats] to figure out what Congress
meant when it passed the law," Kane
says. "We want to have action now when
we make acomplaint. We don't want to
have to wait six months."
On another front, Kane is moving fast
to find asite for his state-of-the-art fab.
"My gut feeling is that we will start in a

green field," he says. U. S. Memories will
also start with apile of incentives—local
tax abatement, an outright grant of land,
and low-interest loans are all in the equation. The proposals will come through
state or local agencies—no real estate developers need apply.
Kane expects that the site chosen will
be one of the five finalists in the site
search for Sematech, asearch that Kane
directed.
Although U. S. Memories will not shun
offers of existing facilities, Kane says,
they "shouldn't just offer us abuilding.
They have to tell us why it will have a
dramatic impact on our schedule."
D
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he formation of U. S. Memories
comes at atime when the DRAM
market—always avolatile one—
is becoming less predictable and
more lucrative. As the price per bit nosedives, DRAMs of higher density are going
into all types of electronic equipment, from
facsimile machines to color copiers. And
the DRAM scenario is yet another example
of how U. S. industry—here, U. S. semiconductor makers—is losing market share to
overseas suppliers, chiefly the Japanese.
The stakes are high.
Makers of electronic equipment are
packing more memory into their products. Examples on the commercial side include laser printers, which need sizable
memory to store different type fonts.
"No longer is half amegabyte or even a
megqbyte enough," says Fred Jones,
semiconductor analyst at Dataquest Inc.
in San Jose, Calif.
On the consumer side, high-definition
TV leads the way in applications that will
play abig part in driving the DRAM market. " Ithink consumer equipment like
HDTV and compact-disk players will need
storage and buffering memories, generating numbers that will dwarf the needs
of the computer industry," says Don
Lewine, engineering director at Data
General Corp., Westboro, Mass.
This burgeoning demand in consumer
products stands in contrast to the computer- based beginnings of the DRAM
market. Fqeled by IBM Corp.'s introduction of the PC in 1981, the DRAM market
began to take off in 1983. Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. of Scottsdale,
Ariz., estimates that 700 million 256-Kbit
DRAMs and 500 million 1-Mbit DRAMs
will ship this year. Next year the numbers will reverse: 700 million 1-Mbit
DRAMs will ship, against 500 million of
the older 256-Kbit DRAMs, ICE predicts.
In-Stat, the Scottsdale-based market
watcher, estimates the DRAM market
will be worth $15 billion by 1993. Dataquest offers amuch more ambitious projection: it estimates that the world DRAM
market will more than double by 1993,
soaring from $ 10.97 billion this year to
$22.3 billion in four years.
The fierce competition that has characterized the DRAM market since its inception will continue, with Japanese, Taiwanese, and other Pacific Rim competitors
carving out bigger pieces of the pie. Today, according to the Semiconductor Industry Association, Japanese companies
control more than 90% of the 1-Mbit
DRAM market. In the next generation,
expected to peak in the mid-1990s, U. S.
Memories aims to capture a5% to 10%
share of that market, which In-Stat pegs
at $9.7 billion. But it remains to be seen
whether U. S. Memories can buck the
trend of an eroding U. S. share in the
world market.
-Sherrie Van Ty/le
honks/ September 1989

DRAMs: A V

ILE HISTOR

U.S./JAPAN
MARKET SHARE

U. S. MEMORIES
1994 Meet challenge of
16-Mbit
DRAMs' arrival on world market.
1993

4 1996-1997

Turn a profit.

1992-1995 Garner 5% to 10%
world market for 4-Mbit DRAMs.
1991 Release first
DRAM, by midyear.

•

product,

arrives in
market.

of

1995 4 1995-6

Jessi builds 64-Mbit
DRAMs with 0.3-to-0.4-j.tm
design rules.

4-Mbit

1 1993 Approximately 50 million 16-Mbit DRAMs ship.

1990 January-February. Join Sematech. Secure $ 500 million in equity and
$500 million in loans. Break ground on
site. Hire personnel. By midyear,
choose technology for 64-Mbit memory, secure antitrust exemption.

4 1992

Approximately 450 million 4-Mbit DRAMs ship.

1990

1989 November: Have business plan
in place. Select site for fab facility.

1-Mbit DRAMs sell for
$9 or less.
Japan controls 80% of
DRAM market, 90% of 1-Mbit
market.
Motorola
reenters
DRAM market. Joint European Submicron Silicon ( Jessi)
project begins.

Sematech founded.

1986 U. S.-Japan Semiconductor Trade Agreement is
signed.

1985

1984 Siemens/Philips Mega
project begins. Goal: develop
4-Mbit DRAM by 1989.
1981
Eleven
nies produce
AMI, Fairchild,
cron, Mostek,
tional, TI, and

4 1990

4 1989

1987-8 DRAM shortage occurs. Using Toshiba's technology. Siemens starts volume
production of 1-Mbit DRAMs.
1987

64-Mbit
DRAM
volume on world

U. S. compaDRAMs: AMD,
Intel, ITT, MiMotorola, NaZilog.

4 1985-6

Japanese
DRAM
producers
slash
memory
prices. U. S. firms accuse
them of dumping. All U. S.
memory makers but Micron
and TI abandon DRAMs.

4 1981

Japan announces fifthgeneration computer program.
NTT has 256-Kbit DRAM.

1980

4 1980

64-Kbit DRAM arrives.

4 1978

Japan introduces 16Kbit DRAMs and captures
40% of world market share.

1979 U. S. Very High- Speed
Integrated Circuits ( VHSIC)
program launched.
1977 Semiconductor Industry Association founded.

1975

1976 Japan announces
national VLSI program.

4 1974

4-Kbit DRAM
its appearance.

a

makes

4 1973

Approximately 8 million 1-Kbit DRAMs ship.

1970 Intel introduces 1-Kbit
DRAM, the 1103, which sells
for about $35.
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At HP, we know that the fewer stops you make,

START

the faster you reach your destination.
In the race to market, speed
is of the essence. The more
stops you make for key
electronic components, the
less likely you'll be to win.
At HP, we think there's a
better way. One that eliminates delays. Speeds product
development. And provides
you with all the support you
need to arrive on time.
This absolute commitment
to meeting your needs has
made us an industry leader.
And led to awide range of
products in optoelectronics,
optical communications
and microwave technology.

FINISH

Everything from LED indicators and displays to
fiber-optic transmitters and
receivers. Motion sensors
and controls. Digital barcode
wands, readers and decoders.
And RF and microwave
products in both commercial
and military versions.
Best of all, they're from HP
So you're assured of our
commitment to excellence
in service, support and
reliability.
To find out more about HP's
components leadership, call
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 428M
for afree brochure. We'll
show you the fastest way to
get from here to there.
There is abetter way.
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BY LARRY WALLER

PeciArië
rs
ing:
The Big
Uneasy
B

ecause even so public-spirited an undertaking as U. S. Memories Inc. cannot
flout economic laws, the issue of financing—both for raising the initial ante
and supporting the operation—is critical. In
fact, much of the skepticism about
the consortium's chances stems
from seasoned industry observers
who over the past decade have
watched U. S. chip companies
make short-term decisions that
would earn flunking grades in
Economics 101. Dropping out of
dynamic random-access memories
afew years before the product
soared, for whatever reason that
seemed sensible at the time, was
one of their worst.
The basic financing proposition
is asimple one. Historically, in the
chip business, it takes an investment of about $ 1.25 to generate
and support $ 1in annual sales. By
that reckoning, U. S. Memories will need $ 1.25
billion in capital to become a $1billion player by
the mid-1990s. According to the game plan, U. S.
investors among the top tier of the semiconductor industry merely need to plunk down their
stakes, let the experts run acompany based on

IBM Corp. technology and serving locked-in
buyers, and the good times will roll. U. S. Memories representatives now out there in the industry are selling what looks to be asweet deal.
But as with most simple theories that look unshakable on paper, there are several practical problems that could
upset the applecart. First is pricing, which for DRAMs has been a
roller-coaster ride during the
1980s. For U. S. Memories to become a solid business venture,
paying its bills and paying back its
investors, the price of DRAMs
must stay at levels that return a
profit. Given the experience of the
middle of this decade, when falling demand colliding with overproduction caused prices to drop
below break-even, there is always
the chance of afall. If the projected price for 4-Mbit devices—consultant In-Stat Inc. pegs it at
$11—drops steeply far in advance of 1993, the
red ink would surely begin to flow.
That undoubtedly would lead to another problem that would test any consortium. Will U. S.
Memories' management be flexible enough to
react in the same way that aprivate enterprise

SEVERAL

UNKNOWNS,
ESPECIALLY

PRICING, COULD
DERAIL THE

CONSORTIUM'S
FINANCE PLAN
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with the best of them." Customers will pay a
would? As semiconductor companies found durfair price and investors will make afair return,
ing the last down cycle, tough measures are
he says.
needed to adjust production and pricing to marKane sees two big variables in the pricing
ket conditions.
"There is aperilous nature to the DRAM busi- equation for U. S. Memories: DRAM dumping
by the Japanese, aproblem over which the new
ness," says Fred Jones, semiconductor-industry
analyst at Dataquest Inc., amarket researcher consortium will have little control, and production costs. "With regard to costs, the model we
in San Jose, Calif. "A company must make atrehave gives me afirm conviction that we can be
mendous investment in capital equipment and
competitive with the best in the world," Kane
intellectual resources to enter the market. Then,
says. "I'm starting out with agood technology,
once it gets in, it requires enormous continued
investment in research and development to con- and I'm going to be producing with abetter capability of productivity."
tinue the rapid advance in technology to keep
At the same time, says Kane, "Iam not going
pace with worldwide competition. Then, when
to set artificially low prices to gain market
the market gets glutted with supply, it is extremely difficult for acompany to simply cash share. If I'm competitive, you're going to buy
from me because you're getting agood product
out and quit the industry."
All these issues must be taken into account at acompetitive price—and, by the way, it's
by prospective investors, says Matt Crugnale, a made in the U. S. Iexpect to take advantage of
that, but it's not away to run awhole company.
Palo Alto, Calif., market consultant. Pricing by
You can take patriotism just so far."
itself represents abig stumbling block, especialsfor who the heaviest backers will be,
ly if the deal guarantees investor-buyers atab
analyst G. Dan Hutcheson of VLSI
competitive with market levels. Crugnale
Research Inc. in San Jose notes that
doubts that the startup can achieve this mark,
the lineup of the original seven compabecause it is four years or so behind world-class
nies is significant. Except for relative newcomer
competitors. The alternative is that investors be
LSI Logic Corp. of Milpitas, Calif., which was
made aware of this possibility and agree up
founded in the early 1980s, they are long-estabfront to buy their DRAMs from U. S. Memories,
no matter what the price. "U. S. Memories can't lished firms with ahistory of industry support.
"They all understand the value of infrastrucmake it if it doesn't charge apremium price,"
ture," says Hutcheson. By infrastructure he
Crugnale says.
means the institutions and companies that genStill, he doesn't rule out the consortium's
erate component technology and the informachances, even if it needs to charge higher prices
tion that supports the industry as awhole. In
than the competition, pointing to the oil busifact, "the Hewlett-Packards, IBMs, and Digital
ness as arole model. U. S. companies buy doEquipments"—all consortium members—
mestic oil for strategic reasons and would do
the same with DRAMs, in
Crugnale's view. In
short, U. S. Memories
"has got to be subsidized,
because the investment is
not really an investment
but the price to play the
game," he says.
But Sanford L. Kane,
U. S. Memories' president, puts the kibosh on
any such scenario. The
new company will "absolutely not" be subsidized
by its backers, he says.
"We talked about that
U
in the committee and
MEMORIES'
somebody came up with
WINDOW OF
the notion of a floor
OPPORTUNITY
price," he says. " My response was, ' that's nonsense.' I'm convinced
that if there are legitimate prices in the marketplace, based on cost of
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
production and market
values, we can compete

A

CAN U. S. MEMORIES CATCH THE 4-MBIT WAVE?

SOURCE. TOSHIBA CORP.
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256K DRAM PRICES RIDE A ROLLER COASTER

(PRICE PER UNIT)

"helped build [the infrastructure] over
the past 25 years or so," Hutcheson says.
By contrast, he says, the fast-growing
newer concerns—the Apples, Compaqs,
and Suns—don't recognize the value of
infrastructure as represented by U. S.
Memories. Companies from this rank
must be recruited to the U. S. Memories
team if the consortium is to succeed, says
Hutcheson, "but it's ahard sell."
A more negative view is taken by Cindy Thames, avice president at Boston's
Technology Research Group, who calls
U. S. Memories' chances for success very
slim. "The dynamics involved in abunch
of companies getting together aren't conducive to success," Thames says. A consortium, in her view, takes the pressure
off individual companies' efforts to be
competitive themselves.
lthough it's too early for investors to sign up officially, the
word among insiders is that the
financial commitments are
there and the $500 million or so needed in
capital from industry will be forthcoming
more or less on schedule. (The other half
is expected to come from some form of
government loan guarantees.) Present
terms call for asingle firm taking no
more than 10% or less than 1% of the total. The final roster may include up to
several dozen companies.
Consultant Crugnale thinks the $1billion or so that U. S. Memories says it
needs might not be enough, given the
magnitude of investments that Japanese
companies alone are making. One example is Fujitsu Ltd., which is plowing some
$680 million immediately into aDRAM
plant in the UK as part of a $1.4 billion expenditure there over the next three years.
The need for capital on this scale makes it
even more imperative that many U. S.

A
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companies cooperate on their own DRAM
venture, Hutcheson says.
"We have to recognize that every time
we buy something from Japan, it also finances their research and development
for them to get ahead of us," says Robert
Noyce, chief executive officer of Sematech, the semiconductor-industry research consortium in Austin, Texas. He
gives U. S. Memories a "better than 5050" chance of success. "Denying the Japanese part of that market by supplying it
ourselves enhances our R&D and the total availability of funds for America to
get ahead of them," he says.

In this regard, Noyee says, the guaranteed-buyers setup works very much to
U. S. Memories' advantage. " It ought to
be able to manufacture with less ups and
downs and, therefore, more efficiently
than an individual company subject to the
whims of the marketplace," he says.
"The biggest firms —IBM, Texas Instruments, and Motorola, along with the
Japanese—can go it alone," says Hutcheson. "But the others cannot."
Additional reporting by Jon Campbell,
Jonah McLeod, Jack Shandle, and Sherrie Van Tyle

ONE THAT GOT AWAY: POSTMORTEM ON ANOTHER DRAM EFFORT
or some industry players, watching
F
U. S. Memories look around for financ-

ing brings asense of déjà vu. "They will
have avery tough time raising that
much money," says Pierre R. Lamond,
apartner at Sequoia Capital of Menlo
Park, Calif., one of Silicon Valley's
most successful venture-capital firms.
Lamond should know.
Last year he spent agood chunk of
time and his firm's resources trying to
put together aventure-backed deal
aimed at producing 1-Mbit DRAMs for
its backers, anumber of major U. S.
systems firms. Started in March 1988,
the time when the DRAM shortage was
hitting systems makers the hardest,
the project was much less ambitious
56

WHEN PUSH CAME TO SHOVE,
THE COMPUTER MAKERS
NIXED AVENTURE-BASED
INITIATIVE
than U. S. Memories. It was trying to
raise just $ 125 million in the form of
loan guarantees from buyers. Working
capital of some $30 million was expected to come from venture sources.
Armed with samples based on adesign from Alliance Semiconductor

Corp., Lamond canvassed potential
buyers and set himself an October
deadline for deciding whether to proceed. But when October rolled around,
he says, it was apparent that users
would not support the initiative. Lamond says there was just too much risk
involved for the target computer firms,
some of which were big customers of
Japanese suppliers and wary of souring those relationships.
A U. S. Memories insider plays down
the possibility of encountering the
same problem. In his view, the Sequoia
deal failed because it did not have
enough weight behind it. Still, says Lamond, U. S. Memories has its work cut
out for it.
-L. W
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VSBRAM Dual-Ported Memory
Reliability Beyond EDC

Featuring Clearpoint's new
proprietary error detection and
correction chip set, with " ExtraBit" functional ity.

Clearpoint, Of Course!
For the sophisticated system that
demands the highest performance
and reliability, Clearpoint offers
VSBRAM, intelligent memory
for VME/VSB available in 2to
16 MB modules. Unlock your
system's potential with these

advanced features:
o "Extra-bit" functionality designed into
Clearpoinis channel-less 1.5-micron
CMOS chip set. After 16 consecutive
errors in abit location, the VSBRAM
automatically writes to aspare onboard DRAM.

LI flexible upgrade path. Choose the 2
or 8MB VSBRAM now, then upgrade
later with a2or 8MB add-on daughter
card. Or take advantage of Clearpoint's
liberal trade-in credits and upgrade to a
higher density board, or any other
Clearpoint memory product.
LI Dual-ported VME/VSB memory with
dual 64-bit caching. Conforms to VSB
Revision C specifications, and VME
Revision Cl specifications.

-BUSCOreTHE BUS/BOARD USERS

SHOW AND CONFERENCE

SEPTEMBER 12-14, 1989
ROYAL PLAZA TRADE CENTER
MARLBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS

No-Strings Lifetime Warranty
Clearpoint offers an unconditional

lifetime warranty. Our 24-hour repair/
replacement policy means no returnto-factory hassle or run around.
Technical Support is provided 24
hours aday ... and is backed by an unequalled commitment to quality minimum 72-hour dynamic and
environmental testing, and a100%
static-free workplace.

Call for Our OEM Package
Find out what the leading supplier of
add- in memory has to offer •1989 edition of The Designer's Quide to
Add-in Memory • VSBRAM Product
Update • "Memory Tales," avideo
offering an inside look at add-in memory
• Memory Pointers, featuring Pointers 5,
"Is It Worth the RISC?"

1-800-CLEARPT

VMElabs-Certifted VMERAM
Increase system throughput with highdensity VMERAM. Available on a
single-slot dual-height card,
VMERAM offers EDC, block mode
and unaligned transfers. Discover
maximum flexibility with 2, 4, 8or
16 MB configurations. Conforms to
VMEbus Revision Cl specifications.

Clearpoint Research Corporation
35 Parkitmod Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748
I-800-CLEARPT (
508) 435-2000
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CANADA Cleopatra Canada 416-620-7242
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Clearpoint is aregistered trademark of Clearpoint Research
Corporation.
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RTX. Real Time Express, RTX 2000 are trademarks of Harris Corporation.
1989. Harris Corporation

Don't swallow that line about
what aRISC processor can do
for your real-time system.

Harris RTX 2000 -:
Superior Performance, Dramatic
Cost Savings.
They dangle aRISC chip
in front of you and tell you
how well it performs in
real-time systems. Bite...
and you'll regret it.
Real Time Needs
Speed, Response And
Predictability.
Our unique RTX 2000
does away with the caches
and pipelines that cause
erratic execution speeds
and response times in
RISC processors. In fact, in
an asynchronous interrupt
driven environment, the
RTX 2000 is so agile and
predictable, it can outperform RISC processors by
up to 10x. And its 16-bit
architecture is abetter fit
for the majority of realtime applications.

Consider Form-Factor
And Low Power.
With 84 pins, our RTX
2000 package is about half
the size of many conventional RISC machines. In
many cases, RISC chips
require support circuits to
reach their promised performance benchmarks.
Not the RTX. And consider power use. The RTX
2000" uses amere 7mA/
MHz at full speed: about
1/6 the power consumption of basic RISC chips.
That power and space savings is critical when sealed
enclosures, high-density
packaging and battery
operation are considerations. And systems that run
cooler, run more reliably.

can take months to master.
You'll reach productionready status much sooner
in our highly integrated
development environment
with programming in a
structured high-level
language (C, Forth or
Prolog).
Cost savings come
mainly from RTX 2000's
low memory requirements.
Memory can account for
80% or more of system
cost, and RISC processors
require massive amounts
of high-speed memory.
The RTX 2000 works with
4x to 6x less program
memory than RISC
machines.

support you need.
Don't ask RISC to do
something it can't do.
Design around amicrocontroller optimized for
real time. Reel in awinner:
the Harris Real Time
Express"
Contact us for
technical briefs or to
register for our real-time
design workshops. In U.S.:
1-800-4-HARRIS,
Ext. 1291. In Canada:
1-800-344-2444,
Ext. 1291.

They Sample,
We Deliver.

Faster Development,
Reduced System Cost.

While RISC vendors coninue shake-out sampling,
we're delivering RTX 2000

Complex RISC hardware
and software development

chips now. In the quantities you need. With the

What your vision of the
future demands. 'halm'.
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SUPER CHIP THE STAND ALONE IC
WITH EVERYTHING ON THE CHIP!
FULLY-INTEGRATED AND READY-TO-USE IC WITH POWERFUL FUNCTIONS
ONBOARD FOR SOPHISTICATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL DEVICES....
ASAHI KASEI TECHNOLOGY HAS CREATED AN EXHILARATING STANDARD!
Sit back, Relax, Asahi Kaseis' chip does all the work because everythings' onboard.
Now more than before Asahi Kasei's is " the chip with everything." The new AK2608
High- Feature Phone LSI features onboard DTMF and Pulse dialer ( 10/20 pps).
Onboard LCD display up to 16 digits. Last number redial and 30 memories.
External- programming-device-free hardware and software programmables such as
auto repeat redial, flash and pulse timing, long distance call restriction,
and pulse dialing for the special system in Europe. Single power source
with extremely low operating and standby current.
And a clock, alarm, timer, and phone number display.
And there's lots more still. Send now for detailed
information on the new AK2608, the highfeature phone LSI whose powerful feature
list will rank it tops on your shopping list.
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AK2608 FEATURES:
—On Chip DTMF and Puse dialer ( 10/20pps).
—On Chip LCD display up to 16 digits.
—Last number redial and 30 memories.
—Programable auto repeat redial.
—Programable Flash and Pause timing.
—Programable long distance cal. restriction.
—Programable pulse dialing for special system in Europe.
—Single power source with very low operating and stand by current.
—Clock, alarm, timer, phone number display.
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AKM

Asahi Kasei Microsystems Co.,Ltd.
Yoyogi Community Bldg.,11-2, Yoyogi 1 (Mere. Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Phone:(03)320-2062, Telex:222-2792 AKMC j Fax:(03)320-2072, 2073.

REPRESENTATIVES.
•U.SA/W.W.POSEY Sunnyvale CA (408) 746-0771; ORION-ECLIPSE Buena Pari CA (714) 522-6310: RICHNIAR
ELECTRONICS Downers Grove IL (312) 968-0118, Plano TX (214) 424-83841; CARTWRIGHT & BEAN Norcross GA
(404) 3680160, Orlando FL (407) 422-4531, Charlotte NC (704) 536-0303 • Korea/F_ASTERN ELECTRONICS (02) 5660514
•Tehven/LEADTORN INDUSTRIAL INC (02) 5717241 UCHAIN COMPONENT CO, LTD. (02) 704-7440 PENSOUND
INTERNATIONAL (02) 716-9056: • Hong Kong/DYNATEK ELECTRONIC (3) 796-t689; MITI ELECTRONIC (5) 8336973
•Australla/ERICSSON COMPONENTS ( 3)480-1211 • New Zealand/KEN CULLEN (09) 498-269 (FAX)
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*S. Memories

The Wild Card
BY

BERNARD

C.

Memory makers may be rewriting the rule book as they start
building DRAMs at 4 Mbits and beyond ; the sheer
complexity of the task could be anoon to U. S. Memories
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Five generations: clockwise from top left, 64-Kbit, 256-Kbit, 4-, 16-, and 1-Mbit
DRAMS. U. S. Me -nories will produce 4- and 16-Mbit versions with technology
from IBM but will explore other approaches if it moves on to 64-Mbit devices.
Electronics / September 1989
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nsome respects, U. S. Memories
Inc. is entering the dynamic-randomaccess-memory fray at exactly the right moment and with exactly the right product. Unlike any
previous generation, 4-Mbit and
higher-density DRAMs may present
technological hurdles that could
change the rules of the business.
U. S. Memories has an advantage over many Japanese and
American competitors in that it is
hitting the ground with a wellcharacterized, proven process
based on the 4-Mbit trenched-capacitor design that IBM Corp. is beginning to produce in volume for
internal use. Also, because of their
complexity, 4-Mbit DRAMs are
coming on line more slowly than
256-Kbit and 1-Mbit parts. By the
end of 1988, about ayear after introduction, the 4-Mbit volumes
scarcely registered, with no more
than 20,000 units shipped. By comparison, four quarters after their
introduction in 1982 and 1985, respectively, 256-Kbit volumes were
approaching 500,000 units, and 1Mbit DRAMs about 1million units.
U. S. Memories president Sanford L. Kane considers the technical difficulty in moving up the
scale from 4-Mbit DRAMs atactical
advantage, because it will probably
extend the generation's life beyond
the average four years—and with
it, U. S. Memories' window of opportunity. This year, only two noncaptive suppliers, Hitachi Ltd. and
Toshiba Corp., are expected to begin ramping up for production in
the millions-of-units volumes associated with DRAMs. Still, produc61

APPLICATIONS SHOW A GROWING APPETITE
BY 1995

128

100'

64
(MEGABITS OF DRAM)

tion of 4-Mbit DRAMs isn't expected to
exceed 1.5 million units this year.
By the third quarter of 1990, worldwide
volume of 4-Mbit DRAMs should approach 20 million units and the number of
players beginning to ship in real volumes
will increase to about 10 companies, including Fujitsu, Matsushita, Mitsubishi,
Motorola, NEC, and Oki Semiconductor in
Japan, along with Micron Technology and
Texas Instruments in the U. S.
Balanced against its inherent advantages going in, U. S. Memories must deal
with anumber of technological wild cards
if it is to become asuccessful player in
the DRAM business. Wasting no time,
Kane has already made his views known
on several technology issues. U. S. Memories will start with 8-in, wafers and will
build afacility to produce 4-, 16-, and possibly 64-Mbit DRAMs.
MOVING TO SUBMICRON. The first possible hurdle U. S. Memories and other manufacturers face is the sheer complexity of
fabricating DRAMs at 4Mbits and beyond. Unlike 1-Mbit and less complex
DRAMs, the future versions will demand
submicron lithography—between 0.7 and
0.9 gm for 4-Mbit, near 0.5 gm for 16Mbit, and 0.5 gm and below for 64-Mbit.
Just as innovation is needed to pare design rules, the increasing DRAM density
gives U. S. Memories another opportunity to innovate by speeding up access
times, says Rich McAndrew, vice president of hardware product development at
Alliant Computer Systems Corp. of Littleton, Mass. While RAM access times have
improved from 125 to 60 ns in recent
years, he says, computer systems have
experienced hundredfold improvements
in nonmemory performance.
"If they can come up with some architectural innovation that gets bits in and
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'WILL GROW FROM 20 MBITS IN 1989

SOURCE: INTEGRAiED CIRCUITS ENGINEERING CORP.

out faster, they can make areal contribution," he says. " Perhaps at the 16-Mbit
DRAM level they can figure out away to
eliminate multiplexing on the output and
pipeline it."
The technology front also needs ashift
from the current planar approach, in
which devices are fabricated by placing
cell elements side by side on the surface
of the silicon, to athree-dimensional design. Offering the easiest transition is the
stacked-capacitor cell, which places the
DRAM cell capacitor atop the planar-cell
transistor. Although the design offers

slightly lower soft-error rates, its capacitance is limited, and it cannot be used beyond 4Mbits.
Another alternative is the trenched-capacitor approach IBM uses, in which a
hole is etched in the substrate with the capacitor built on its walls. Although this
scheme offers the increased density necessary for 16 Mbits, smaller dice, and ultimately higher yields, these pluses are offset by more complex processing requirements and leakage problems that are still
to be solved. Ultimately, achieving densities beyond 16 Mbits requires an " ulti-

WILL THE INDUSTRY SEE COLLABORATING CONSORTIA?
I n the technological puzzle that U. S.
Memories must solve to move to higherdensity devices, what part will Sematech
play? The heads of both semiconductorindustry consortia indicate that U. S.
Memories may be in aprime position to
make use of Sematech's advances in manufacturing know-how.
"U. S. Memories is starting from
scratch and very likely will be able to take
better advantage of what Sematech is doing" than companies with fab lines already running, says Robert Noyce, chief
executive officer of Sematech, the Austin, Texas, research combine.
Indeed, says Sanford L. Kane, president of U. S. Memories, the new consortium may be wed to IBM Corp. technology only through the 16-Mbit level. After
62

that, the door is wide open for competing
design and process technologies. Those
are not in Sematech's ken, but the door is
open just as wide for the productionequipment prototypes Sematech does create. Since U. S. Memories is not committed to any continuing relationships, "we
will be more ready to pick up the value
you can get from Sematech than some
other company might be," Kane says.
Both men expect U. S. Memories to join
Sematech's ranks by the start of next year,
once its financing is in place. As the 15th
member, it will "interact with Sematech in
the same way that Texas Instruments or
Motorola or Intel does," says Noyce. There
will be no special priviliges based on its status as acooperative venture.
How much manufacturing technology

U. S. Memories gets from Sematech depends on acrucial choice the board must
make soon, says Kane—namely, whether
to continue the IBM way or to look to other approaches when the move is made to
denser parts, in terms of both process
technology and manufacturing equipment. "That's amajor decision that will
have to be made," he says. "Do you want
to maintain dependence on IBM, or do you
want to go to the other extreme and be independent and start your own lab and
your own R&D capability?"
IBM technology will take U. S. Memories through the 16-Mbit stage, he says;
"it's simply too late" to do otherwise.
"But as far as the 64-Mbit is concerned, it
isn't too late." Jon Campbell, with additional reporting by Jack Shandle
Electronics/September 1989

mate cell" structure, which will combine
the two approaches.
Another technological consideration is
equipment. Should manufacturers take
the conservative route, working with upPLANAR CELL
grades of existing systems, or must they
CELL PLATE
r___
" WORD LINE
invest in new equipment to reach 16 and
64 Mbits, using the lower-density 4-Mbit
parts as atesting ground? Kane says he
will not enforce a "buy America" policy
that puts his company at acompetitive
STORAGE NODE ..(7------) ..--<.-- BIT LINE
disadvantage. On the other hand, he
promises more than mere encouragement
to U. S. equipment manufacturers that
STACKED CAPACITOR CELL
stay competitive globally. Although he
TRENCH CAPACITOR CELL
expects to adopt IBM's tool kits for the 4and 16-Mbit DRAMs, he leaves the door
CELL PLATE
INSULATOR
CELL PLATE
open to other design and process technologies for the future. He is interested in
WORD LINE
WORD LINE
picking up as much of Sematech's technology as possible (see p. 62).
TRADING OFF. In terms of lithographic
equipment, some complex trade-offs
must be weighed. For example, at the 0.8STORAGE
to- 1.0-11m level necessary for 1- and 4NODE PLATE
BIT LINE
BIT LINE
Mbit DRAMs, existing g-line systems are
STORAGE NODE
adequate. To move beyond requires more
STORAGE NODE
DIFFUSION
advanced optical systems, either i
line,
with shorter wavelengths that will allow
SOURCES: FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS AND TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC.
fabrication at 16 Mbits, or the excimer laser stepper, which pushes optical lithogMost DRAMs are built with the planar- cell approach ( top). For higher- density
raphy to its limits, handling the 0.5-gm
parts, trench- capacitor and stacked- capacitor designs are being tried, but movdesign rules needed for 64 Mbits. As for
ing beyond 16 Mbits will require an " ultimate cell" combination of the two.
other alternatives, electron-beam systhen move to asubmicron design on a
tems can't be used for high-volume proYields on the present
much more relaxed schedule.
duction, and X-ray lithography is still
This bid pales against the strategy taklargely experimental. Similar trade-offs
generation of 4-Mbit DRAMs
en by DRAM newcomer NMB, asubsidmust also be made on awide range of
iary of Japan's Minebea Co. Ltd. Just enfabrication equipment, including etchers,
are barely 35% ; Kane sees
tering the 1-Mbit DRAM arena with an ulion implanters, sputterers, and chemicaltrahigh-speed part based on adesign devapor-deposition equipment.
8- in, wafers as
veloped by Alliance Semiconductor Corp.
Another wild card is Kane's choice of 8of San Jose, Calif., NMB is pursuing a
in. wafers rather than 5- and 6-in, wafers
the key to improvement
planar rather than a3-d design for its 4-,
with their well-understood and debugged
16-, and 64-Mbit offerings.
fab lines. Among many considerations is
The company is using features of ferworking with a6-in, line for its first genthe question of yield. Although Kane mainroelectric-materials processing acquired
eration and will go to 8in. for its secondtains that IBM's 1-Mbit technology gets
in an alliance with Ramtron Corp. of Cologeneration 4-Mbit design. NEC Corp. is
high yields and that the 4-Mbit variety will
rado Springs [
Electronics, August 1989,
too, yields on the present generation of 4 also going into production on a6-in, line,
p. 88]. NMB hopes to take advantage of
sidestepping the agony of debugging an
Mbits are barely at the 30%-to-35% level.
the fact that the dielectric constant of fer8-in. line.
That compares with at least 50% for initial
roelectric-modified silicon is at least 100
Such considerations by U. S. Memories
runs on previous generations. Going to 8times higher than that of pure silicon. As
and most other DRAM manufacturers
in. wafers means U. S. Memories will go to
aresult, it could build high-density memocould be moot if two long-shot gambles
market with amuch more conservative
ries without the trenching, stacking, and
larger die, but apparently with sufficient by Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas and
other complex processing techniques that
NMB Technologies Inc. of Chatsworth,
yield to be competitive.
are now being considered.
Calif., pay off.
Currently, only IBM is producing
The only other large chip maker evaluEarly on, TI took the leap into adDRAMs on an 8-in. fab line at its facility
ating this technology is National Semivanced DRAMs. Instead of coming to
in Japan. However, much of Sematech's
conductor Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., a
efforts are focused on developing equip- market with aplanar design, TI chose to
ment for fabrication of memory circuits
use its 1-Mbit generation to gain experi- member of U. S. Memories. National is
working with Krysafis Corp., also of Sanence in building trenched capacitors. In
based on 8-in. wafers. For U. S. Memota Clara, on acompetitive ferroelectric
ries, the trade-off again is between get- its 4-Mbit design, it builds acell in which
technology.
the transistor is also fabricated on the
ting to market faster or coming to marwalls of the trench. This allows TI to
ket later with ahigher-density, smaller,
lower-cost device. Toshiba, the first into build its 4-Mbit DRAMs with the 1.0-µm Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran and Jack Shandle
process it used for 256-Kbit DRAMs and
high volume with the 4-Mbit DRAM, is

THREE APPROACHES TO DRAM DESIGN
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SERVICE IS OUR KEY COMPONENT

-neon lasers:'

"
But

:1

'And it's solid state. That means it's alot
more durable, too:'

"But..."
"Easy to usefor pulse drive.

up to 100 MHz:'

"But . . . Ibear it's not available in quantity".

"Nonsense. Check the back room. We just got
ourfirst shipment this morning. lbshiba's in
volume production 7

Don't believe everything you hear. Toshiba not only developed
the first laser diode visible to the human eye but they are the first
to manufacture this innovative technology in volume for delivery
right now.
The new TOLD9200 visible laser diode requires asimple, less
expensive drive circuitry that requires asmaller power supply and
can even be battery-powered. Not only does it consume less power
than helium-neon or infrared, but unlike infrared, it does not need
an additional LED light source. Toshiba's clearly visible light makes
it easier to aim, making it easier to scan information.
Providing solid-state reliability, lbshiba's visible laser diode is
more resistant to mechanical shock than helium-neon laser tubes.
It doesn't require periodic adjustment either. lbshiba, with ashorter
670nm wave length, features a3mW optical power output and an
operating case temperature of up to 50° centigrade. And it has a
lifetime of over 100,000 hours.
lbshiba's visible laser diode helps to provide amore efficient,
better way to perform avariety of tasks. These include hand-held
and fixed bar code readers for use in supermarkets and inventory
control. Robotics and production line scanners essential to factory
automation. Long distance measurement and equipment and
optical cable quality check.
You don't have to wait to discover what lbshiba's visible laser
diode can do for you. It's available now. For complete information
call 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517 today.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA AMERICA ELECTRONIC
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You don't need us to tell you
SRAMs are in short supply.

SRAMS WITH AN INTERESTING
NEW FEATURE.
AVAILABILITY.

We
by

have

investing

met
in

the

challenge

increased

SRAM

production facilities.
The

result?

Fast

and

slow

SRAMs manufactured to the highest
standards, competitively priced and
readily available, in quantity — now.
INMOS already supply

14% of

the fast SRAMs used in the US and
30% of the European requirement —
so we understand the needs of
sophisticated SRAM users including,
of course, the military.
Our

extensive

range

covers

everything from 4k to 64k including
the all important 8k x 8 — all
available in avariety of packages, "off
the shelf 1' The INMOS 256k SRAM is
about to be added to the range.
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If you need SRAMs and you need
them now, there's never been a
better time to talk to us.
For a copy of our 1989 Memory
Databook — or, of course, a quote,
just contact your local INMOS or
SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics office.

ehros INMOS isOrange
amember of the SGS-TIOMSON Microelectronics Group
County ( 714) 957 6018 Baltimore ( 301) 995 6952

SGS-11.011$0/1
Ammon INMOS. PO Box 16000. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel. ( 719) 630 4000.
Bostur • /) 229 2550 Derr ( 303) 368 0561 Santa Clara ( 408) 727 7771
Atlanta ( 404) 242 7444 Dallas ( 214) 490 9522 Minneapolis ( 612) 932 7121 New York (914) 897 2422
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*S. Memories

T

o industry analysts, U. S. Memories Inc.
may seem just a new kind of dynamic
random-access memory supplier, but the

legal community has a different perspective. It sees the consortium as the culmination of a 30-year trend against enforcing
antitrust laws. Many legal experts—but not
all—consider this right and proper, given
the decline in U. S. global competitiveness.
But lawyers and law professors don't make
laws: Congress does, and it will be up to

C
OURTING CONGRESS
Congress to strike the balance that protects

all parties. That task may be relatively easy
in the context of Japan's

DRAM

dominance.

The collateral question of federally guaran-

The
next
wave for
corporate
America?

teed loans is a much thornier problem: it
raises the specter of fiscal liabilities that drag
down hopes for a balanced budget.
Perhaps in consideration of these economic realities, U. S. Memories president Sanford L. Kane calls an antitrust exemption
critical to the consortium's
characterizes

<4>

guaranteed

success

loans

but

only

as

something the company would " love

to

have." Kane says the consortium can make
it without them and adds that loans should
be available to other companies that can
prove similar circumstances in international
trade (see p. 44). The loan problem stems
from the vast difference in the cost of capital between Japan and the U. S., a difference of 5% or more, depending on prevailing
interest rates. In its 1990 authorization bill

BY

JACK
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for the Commerce Department budget,
the Senate's Commerce, Science, and
Transportation Committee is directing
Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher
to develop astrategy—including loan
guarantees or other financial instruments—to deal with the problem.
The Commerce proposal is likely to
have tough going. "Idon't see the case
for government support," says Claude
Barfield, an analyst with the Brookings
Institution, aconservative Washington
think tank. "Direct support is out of the
question. [But even] if it's aloan guarantee, it's ameasure of favoritism. It puts
the full faith and credit of the U. S. government behind the deal."
Federal loan guarantees are not now
counted as liabilities against the federal
budget. So strictly speaking, aloan guarantee does not figure into the budget picture unless the borrower defaults. But
Senate Budget Committee aides say
there is growing pressure from the academic and financial communities to force
the government to change its accounting
procedures so that loan guarantees are
considered potential liabilities, just as
banks must figure that acertain percentage of their loans will result in default.
"It's probably too late this year to get
anything done anyway," says Ed McGaffigan, atechnology adviser to Sen. Jeff
Bingaman (D., N. M.). "[U. S. Memories
is] starting too late to get loan guaran-

tees" for fiscal 1990, which starts Oct. 1,
because the budget process is already too
far along, he adds. "They might be able
to try next year, but it's going to be very
tight. Next year is going to be acrunch
year—right now we're still getting by
with smoke and mirrors. Getting anew
thing started will be very tough."
An antitrust exemption is nearer to U. S.
Memories' heart, because manufacturing
consortia have abumpy legal row to hoe
under present laws—which the Reagan
and Bush administrations have interpreted
laxly. " If anew administration comes in
that disagrees with the Reagan and Bush
administrations' rather loose antitrust enforcement policies," it could enforce such
laws more vigorously, says Pamela Samuelson, law professor at Emory University in Atlanta. "Except, of course, if there is
aspecific legislative exemption" in place
protecting aconsortium, she adds.
The most effective club is treble damages—three times the amount of money
the company made on its product. Each of
aconsortium's members is 100% liable for
the treble damages until they are paid in
full. "The notion of being able to conduct
business without the threat of treble
damages, or having atest that looks at
the world market instead of the U. S.
market, are rational changes that bring
antitrust law into the 20th century—and
are critical to our success," says Kane.
Riding out of the West with legislation

ANTITRUST IN EVOLUTION
Existing Legislation:
Export Trading Act of 1982

• Allows consortia to manufacture and market products for export only under government oversight
• Provides complete immunity from antitrust
damages for export- only consortia

National Cooperative Research Act of 1984

• Allows consortia to engage in research
and development activities
• Reduces antitrust liability from treble to
actual damages for research- only consortia

1

• ( Sematech formed under this legislation)

Pending Legislation:
HR 1024 ( Sponsored by Tom Campbell, R.,
Calif., and Rick Boucher, D., Va.)

• Allows consortia to manufacture and market domestically under government
oversight
• Provides complete immunity from antitrust
damages
• Allows small companies that could merge
under antitrust regulations to form
consortia

HR 1025 ( Don Edwards, D., Calif.)
HR 2264 ( Hamilton Fish, R., N. Y.)

• Allows consortia to manufacture and market domestically under government
oversight
• Reduces antitrust liability from treble damages to actual damages

68

to do just that is Rep. Tom Campbell (R.,
Calif.). His bill eliminates monetary damages. Under it, any manufacturing consortium engaged in high-risk, capital-intensive ventures—not just DRAMs, but
high-definition TV and superconductivity,
for example—may petition the Justice
Department for acertificate of complete
immunity to monetary damages. " In return," says Campbell, "they must make a
showing that they are not anticompetitive, and that boils down to how big you
are. In U. S. Memories' case, that would
amount to from 5% to 10% of the world
market." Campbell's bill also lets small
companies that could merge without danger of antitrust violations form consortia.
Other bills remove the treble-damages
provision but leave in place financial liability for single damages. No certificates of
exemption are required from the Justice
Department, but aconsortium has to inform the department of its plans, under
these proposals.
THIRD-PARTY suris. However, "there's a
fly in the ointment," says Larry Boes,
antitrust specialist at the New York law
firm of Fulbright, Jaworski & Reavis
McGrath. "While aconsortium may be
able to persuade the Justice Department
in the first place, there's nothing to stop a
third party from filing asuit. Somebody
can drag it out in the courts for years."
Since aconsortium will naturally serve
up product to its own members first,
Bees contends, either the Justice Department or aregulatory agency should ensure fair treatment by monitoring access
to the product, the priority in which it is
distributed, its price, and membership in
the consortium.
Not all antitrust lawyers believe the exemption is reasonable. One is Malcolm
Hoffmann, a New York attorney who
made his mark on antitrust law 30 years
ago as an assistant attorney general by
prosecuting General Electric Co. executives for price-fixing. Hoffmann fears for
the small systems house that now has to
stand in line for DRAMs. "Ithink they [the
large computer companies] want freedom
from competition," says Hoffmann. "And
the victims will be the smaller computer
manufacturers who are not given access to
the consortium's production."
Although Samuelson agrees that allowing manufacturing consortia is " a
change in historic attitude" from U. S.
economic policy, she believes smaller
companies have arecourse. "They should
go to Congress and explain the possible
anticompetitive effects of U. S. Memories," she says. "In other words, build a
record for future litigation. Smaller companies can also use the Justice Department in an informal way to negotiate
with the consortium."
Electronics/September 1989
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Introducing IDT's BiFIFOs
BiFIFOs bus match
efficiently
Applications where ahighperformance 32-bit RISC processor
must talk to 8- or 16-bit peripheral
controllers need IDT's new BiFIFO
to minimize system chip count.
IDT's bus matching bidirectional
FIFOs make the ideal zero wait state
connection between state-of-the-art
processors and peripherals.
The BiFIFO integrates 18-bit to
9-bit bus matching logic and two full
FIFO memories in one chip. Now
for the first time asingle chip can
handle simultaneous communication in both directions. And at 35ns
the BiFIFO meets your processor
performance needs.

Programmable
configuration interface
Our BiFIFO has amicroprocessor
interface that gives you control over
the BiFIFO's "personality': Ten
registers configure features such as
programmable flag offset, flag pin

assignment, DMA handshake, direct
pass-through, and parity.
Flag offset can be programmed to
any depth, giving you power over
block transfer size and critical
interrupts. The BiFIFO's DMA logic
manages data block transfers, freeing
your microprocessor for other
crucial tasks. The pass-through path
makes direct processor-to-peripheral
command and status communication possible, eliminating external
registers and reducing your board
size.

Seamless interface for
multiprocessing
Making two processors talk is not
easy. But IDT's parallel BiFIFO
makes the interface seamless, just
like its bus matching brother. Multiprocessor arbitration is performed
by the BiFIFO, simplifying your
overall design. Since both of 'DT's
new BiFIFOs have the same
architecture, whether you are using
bus matching or parallel processing,
we have the solution for you.
Circle 97

You can count on us
We know what you need. Call
our Marketing Hotline at
(408) 492-8675 to find out more
about IDT's BiFIFOs. Or call
(408) 492-8225 for afree copy of our
1989 Data Book Supplement with
information on IDT's full range of
high-performance system building
blocks including RISC processors,
SRAMs, multi-port and FIFO
memories, standard and complex
logic, and RISC subsystems and
modules.
IDT, P.O. Box 58015, 3236 Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015,
FAX 408-492-8674.
When cost-effective performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology

Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.

Eralosthenes

Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP1601A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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Simulate the real world.
Unique DesignSim A&D algorithm
reduces simulation run times by allowing
analog and digital simulators to schedule
efficient time steps and reduce intersimulator communications.

DesignSim A&D's extensive libraries
of standard logic, digital and templates
support board- and system-level
simulation.

Your product design is brilliant. Inspired.
A masterwork.
There's just one hitch.
Your design overwhelms the capabilities of
your simulator.
It can't handle your mixed-signal analogdigital circuits even at the ASIC chip level.
Not simultaneously Not accurately Not
with feedback.
And at the system level? With multiple
ASICs? No way.
You need asimulator that can handle real
world design.
That's NCR DesignSim' " A&D. This thirdgeneration tool tightly couples analog and
digital simulators to ensure the function
and performance of mixed-signal ASICs.
From the behavioral to transistor level. At
the chip to multichip level. All within the
system's context.

Plus, you can actually simulate complete
systems and subsystems using optional
models and templates for standard components, electromechanical devices, motors
and sensors.
Imagine how that could shorten the design
cycle and boost first-pass chip and
system success.
And because DesignSim A&D is fully
featured, one system provides many types
of analysis such as fault-grading and
frequency analysis.
DesignSim A&D is just one benefit of
working with NCR's Knowledge-based
Engineering Environment (KE 2).
To receive acomplete information package
on DesignSim A&D and KE;" call
1-800-334-5454.

DrsignSim A&D is based en Saber ' Analogy. and CADAT HHB. asubsidiary of DaisKadnetix). CI9s9 NCR Corporation. DesignSon and KE are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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The Japanese have discovered that
he semiconductor industry's oldnailing
down portions of the analog marline analog integrated circuit manket can work to their advantage as highufacturers are under siege, bufvolume IC suppliers—primarily specialfeted by challenges on all sides.
ized consumer analog circuits for their inThe biggest players—most, if not all,
house production of such items as TVs,
based in the U. S.—are facing some of
video cassette recorders, radios, printers,
the same problems as their digital counand facsimile machines. Constituting no
terparts, including increased competition
more than 40% of the analog market in
from foreign companies and domestic
1982, or about $1billion, the consumer
startups and aneed to retool their comsegment is expected to grow to perhaps
modity-based strategies. And companies
$3.5 billion by 1991. Such companies as
such as Analog Devices, Burr-Brown,
Harris, Motorola, National
Semiconductor, Philips Signetics, Precision Monolithics, SGS-Thomson, and
Texas Instruments are facing afew difficulties that
are unique to the analog
business.
At stake is amarket for
analog ICs that since the
mid-1970s has consistently
hovered between 20% and
25% of total monolithic circuit sales. In absolute
terms, the analog segment has grown apace
with sales of digital circuits, from about $2billion in 1982 to about
billion this year to aprojected $10 billion in 1991.
Threatening the dominance of the large-scale
U. S. suppliers are ahost
of competitors nibbling
away market share. Chief
among them are Japanese
vendors that are pinpointing particular analog market segments, notably
consumer, along with
U. S. startups that are
claiming the fast-growing
high-performance arena.
Also making inroads are
companies parlaying their
CMOS technology, inhouse analog expertise, or
Fujitsu, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi,
amixed-mode or application-specific apNEC, Rohm, Sanyo, Sony, and Toshiba
proach into analog market share.
have moved into the ranks of the top 25
But the big analog houses are mountsuppliers of monolithic analog circuits
ing counteroffensives of their own.
worldwide.
Most of the market leaders—including
Of even more immediate concern to the
National Semiconductor Corp. and Texmainstream U. S. suppliers is the emeras Instruments Inc., No. 1and No. 2, respectively—are backing away from a gence of new players targeting the highperformance segment of the application
commodity stance. National, for examspectrum. Founded early this decade, ofple, is focusing on mixed-mode ASICs,
ten by top linear designers from the big
application-specific standard products,
IC houses, these startups include compaand high-performance building blocks,
nies such as Advanced Linear Devices,
while TI is turning toward cell-based deBrooktree, Crystal, Elantec, Exar, Linear
signs, mixed-mode ASICs, and intelliIntegrated Systems, Linear Technology,
gent-power functions.

The

Maxim, Microlinear, and UltraAnalog.
Ranging in size from afew million dollars to $50 million in annual sales, these
startups have targeted avariety of highperformance niches where products command high selling prices—up to $100 a
pop, against 20 cents to $1at most for
commodity analog circuits. This segment
is emerging as the fastest-growing portion of the market. Where in 1982 highperformance circuits represented no
more than 5% to 10% of total worldwide
sales, by 1991 they will account for nearly athird, according to Linear Technology Corp. of Milpitas, Calif.
This means big growth
for the high-performance
vendors. Where mainstream houses such as
Motorola, National Semiconductor, and TI are netting growth rates of 10%
to 15% in the analog portion of their business,
companies in the high-performance segment typically report growth rates
of 25% to 40% per year.
Leading the pack in this
new generation of nicheoriented ICs are two California companies: Linear
Technology and Maxim
Integrated Products Inc.
of Sunnyvale.
Started by agroup of
analog designers who left
industry pioneer Intersil
Inc. after its acquisition
by RCA Corp. (which itself
was later acquired by
General Electric Co. and
then by Harris Corp.),
Maxim made its debut as
basically an analog CMOS
house offering improved
second-source products.
But it quickly began to expand its offerings, moving
into linear bipolar products and proprietary building-block circuits. Maxim has
almost 300 products in its portfolio; 40%
of them are proprietary, including a
unique digitally compensated CMOS operational amplifier offering precision
previously found only in bipolar op
amps (see p. 76). On the process side,
the company has just entered into a
strategic alliance with VTC Inc. of Minneapolis to develop afamily of circuits
using VTC's advanced 4GHz ±5-V complementary bipolar process.
Linear Technology, founded by a
group of analog designers from Nation-
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WHERE THE LINEAR MARKET IS HEADING
al Semiconductor, also began its life offering improved second sources of industry-standard bipolar building blocks, but
it has moved gradually into CMOS. It now
boasts about 1,600 line items, about 500
of which are proprietary. About 50% of
Linear Technology's sales are derived
from proprietary devices, including its recently introduced family of 12-bit analogto-digital subsystems (see p. 78). On the
process side, the company moved to improve its capability in both bipolar and
CMOS by entering into astrategic alliance with TI last year in exchange for linear-circuit expertise.
Maxim and Linear Technology were
the first of the new analog startups to go
public last year, and both boast robust
growth rates. From sales of $28.3 million
in 1988, Maxim expects to garner $42 million this year and $55 million in 1990. Linear Technology achieved about $28 million in sales in 1988, almost double its
1987 total, and expects to hit about $42
million this year and $56 million in 1990.
As if the arena were not crowded
enough, there are also nonanalog IC
houses forcing their way into the analog
market. Among them are telecommunications giant AT&T Co. and instrument
maker Tektronix Inc., both of which have
transformed in-house expertise into commercial products. Also in this category
are companies such as Atmel and Catalyst Semiconductor Inc., which are parlaying their high-voltage CMOS processes
for electrically erasable programmable
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read-only memories and EPROMs into analog CMOS designs (see below).
At the same time, analog arrays from
companies such as Exar, Microlinear,
Plessey-Interdesign, and Silicon Systems
are also making life difficult for the mainstream analog houses by eating up sockets that would normally go to commodity
analog building blocks. Then, too, anew
breed of cell-based vendors is responding
to market need by developing mixed analog and digital capabilities. The roster
here includes International Microelec-

tronic Products, NCR Microelectronics,
Sierra Semiconductor, VTC, and, more
recently, such digital ASIC stalwarts as
LSI Logic and VLSI Technology.
According to astudy of the analog
ASIC marketplace compiled by Electronic Trends Publications of Saratoga, Calif.,
continued and robust growth can be expected for both analog and mixed-mode
ASICs through the early 1990s. Just as
digital ASICs gnawed at the market for
high-volume commodity logic, so analog
and mixed-mode ASICs will grow at the

FINALLY, HERE'S EEPROM TECHNOLOGY TO RECALIBRATE ADCs
designers have long envied the
Analog
fact that their digital counterparts

could reprogram and recalibrate their
memory and logic devices using electrically erasable programmable read-only
memories and programmable logic devices. Now, however, EEPROM technology is finally available in the analog design world—to recalibrate analog-to-digital converters.
SECOND SOURCE. Surprisingly, the first
company to offer this technology is not
an analog device vendor but amanufacturer of nonvolatile EPROMs, EEPROMs,
and memory-based microcontrollers: Catalyst Semiconductor Inc. In terms of pinout and functionality, the Santa Clara,
Calif., startup's 12-bit CAT5412 is an improved second-source version of Austin,
Texas- based Crystal Semiconductor
Corp.'s 1-MHz CSZ5412, the fastest and
most accurate 12-bit monolithic CMOS
ADC now available.
But the addition of an on-board EEPROM correction scheme enables Catalyst's monolithic device to achieve abso74

lute accuracies of ± i/2 least significant
bit over the full temperature range—a
necessity at 10 bits and higher—by calibrating the device after it is assembled.
"Once you have an EEPROM process,
you have by definition ahigh-voltage
CMOS process, which is precisely what
you need to do good analog [design],"
says B. K. Marya, president of Catalyst.
The company has also developed a2.0-gm
biCMOS process that allows the incorporation of high-performance npn junction
transistors with switching frequencies as
high as 3to 4GHz. Marya expects the EEPROM and biCMOS parlay to make Catalyst aplayer in the high-performance segment of the analog design market.
Most monolithic ADCs now available
are implemented with laser-trimmed resistors to achieve proper matching. As accuracies and resolution of monolithic circuits move to 12 bits and beyond, Marya
says, adifferent process is needed. The
problem is that while inherent device
matching works with devices up to 10
bits, to guarantee 12 bits at ±V
2LSB, the

initial accuracy must be trimmed to ±-Y
4
LSB at the factory. "Even with the best
trimming technology available, this is almost physically impossible," Marya says.
And even if adevice is trimmed to the
necessary accuracy, packaging introduces inaccuracies. Another problem surfaces with switched-capacitor-based
CMOS ADCs: laser trimming is less effective for capacitors than for resistors.
In the last few years, a technique
called self-calibration has been employed
by several companies, including Crystal
Semiconductor, Microlinear, National
Semiconductor, and Texas Instruments.
In the self-calibration approach, on-board
circuitry is used to correct capacitor
matching errors introduced in the manufacturing and packaging processes. In
most cases, the calibration occurs when
power is first applied to the devices; in
some cases, it occurs when the device is in
the system, under the control of amicroprocessor or on-board controller.
The problem with self-calibration as
the technique is currently implemented,
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expense of commodity analog ICs.
From worldwide sales of about $145
million in 1988, analog ASIC sales will rise
almost threefold, to $335 million, by 1993,
the study says. The growth rate for
mixed analog and digital ASICs is even
more impressive: they should nearly quadruple in sales, from about $1.22 billion
this year to $4.55 billion by 1993.
To counter these market-share contenders, the traditional mainstream suppliers have evolved avariety of strategies, including "if you can't beat 'em, join
'em." Virtually all are forgoing the classic jellybean approach in favor of more
customized solutions.
Front-runner National Semiconductor
has mounted perhaps the most all-encompassing effort, sinking what company executives say is asubstantial investment
into process and circuit development. The
Santa Clara, Calif., company scored $524
million in analog sales last year, according to estimates from market watcher
Dataquest Inc. of San Jose, Calif.
National's R&D supports efforts in virtually every market sector with avariety
of new state-of-the-art bipolar, CMOS,
biCMOS, and bipolar-FET processes, says
Thomas Odell, vice president of National's Analog Division. The company has
also made major investments in both bipolar and CMOS-based standard-cell
mixed-mode libraries, he says. National
continues to support its existing line of
mature commodity-type analog building
blocks, such as digital-to-analog and ana-

log-to-digital converters, voltage refer- years and will continue to do so, he says.
"If you're astartup, you can carve out a
ences, multiplexers, filters, sample and
small $40 million to $50 million business
hold amplifiers, and regulators, pushing
somewhere." But for large companies to
for higher yields and lower prices.
grow, he adds, they must penetrate many
National's thrust is to build apresence
in the ASIC market as amixed-mode ven- markets, from commodity to niches.
Besides participating in the traditional
dor and to bring to market quickly a
analog and linear markets, TI has two
range of application-specific standard
products and high-performance propri- major prongs in its strategy: penetrating
the smart-power segment, particularly
etary building blocks. In the last two to
automotive, and developing linear ASICs.
three months, Odell says, the company
Seven years ago, "avery, very high perhas unleashed abroadside of products, incentage" of TI's linear business was in
cluding the first in aseries of analog substandard, general-purpose components,
systems, part of its new "Super-Block"
Engibous says. Today, customer-specific
family combining multiple analog funccircuits, many of them cell-based, are the
tions on asingle chip.
Also new from National is aseries of largest segment. Many of TI's catalog
products, although sold to many customhigh-speed analog products built using its
ers, are designed for particular applicavertically integrated pnp bipolar process,
a 12-bit self-calibrating ADC (the tions, such as modems, disk-drive servo
ADC1241), and a new generation of controls, or analog-to-digital and digitalto-analog functions that interface with
switching regulators.
digital signal processors, he says.
STRATIOIC SHIFT. Rated No. 2by DataHand in hand with the move to applicaquest with $426 million in 1988 analog
sales, TI is shifting its strategy from com- tion-specific analog parts, says Engibous,
modity ICs to cell-based designs, mixed- the company has seen a "huge change" in
process technology over the last few
mode ASICs, and intelligent-power funcyears. Five to seven years ago, TI was detions, building on its traditional strengths
signing almost solely with standard bipoin process technology.
lar technology. Today, the company is not
One reason for the shift is aslowdown
developing asingle product that uses
in sales of standard products, says Tom
Engibous, the Dallas company's semicon- what could be called astandard bipolar
ductor group vice president for linear process. "The proliferation of technologies has been tremendous," says Engiproducts. Total available market for TI's
bous. And those technologies have transclassic op amp, voltage regulator, and
standard ADC have been growing at formed analog design.
In the past, the linear designer was
slower rates over the last three or four

smaller, lower-power
says Marya, is that an
1iiiiïiuiï
comparator
can be
extra die is required
a71
mogimmi+eihsfiF/44.v.in
z
used. The circuit into implement the exmimes III
corporates acorrecttra control logic. As a
era/Wage..
ing digital-to-analog
result, fewer dice per
converter that is
wafer are produced,
based on apolysilicon
resulting in a much
resistor string to
higher price. "If price
achieve the optimal
is no object," he says,
combination of initial
"self-calibration is
accuracy, immunity to
one way to go."
substrate noise, voltIn the CAT5412,
age coefficient, temCatalyst combines its
perature coefficient,
2.0-p,m biCMOS proand stability, Marya
Catalyst's 12- bit ADC, the CAT5412,
cess with amodified
has on- board EEPROM correction.
adds.
two-step flash-converThe Catalyst device
sion technique that inemploys self-calibration to correct the
corporates adigital correction scheme
based on the use of EEPROM. The first offset of the input, the gain and offset of
the residue amplifier, and the DAC's nonstep in the flash conversion determines
linearity. During anormal conversion,
the seven most significant bits, while the
each tap of the DAC's resistor ladder tap
second determines the five LSBs plus the
is measured by an on-board integrating
bit used for error correction.
ADC; the results are compared with the
This initial digital error correction reideal result, and the difference is stored
duces the accuracy requirement from 12
to 7bits, Marya says, which means a in asmall amount of on-board static rane

1
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dom-access memory. The SRAM data
then drives the correcting DAC for the
linearity correction. As afinal step, the
EEPROM correction circuitry trims out
the nonlinearities introduced over temperature due to the use of the simpler and
more silicon-efficient two-step flash
scheme—usually on the order of 25 to 75
parts per million per degree Celsius.
Marya says the EEPROM trimming offers two improvements not possible in
other approaches. First, it circumvents
initial shift due to packaging stress. Second, it minimizes long-term drift, because
stabilization schemes—which in themselves introduce further nonlinearities—
aren't needed to improve overall longterm performance. This third-order correction, made possible by the use of EEPROM, enables the CAT5412 to achieve a
typical specification of 1ppm/°C, which is
comparable to hybrids and devices using
externally heated substrate references.
The CAT5412, which is available now in
sample quantities, costs $190 each in 100unit quantities.
-B. C. C.
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considered something of an artist, he
says. Give him the design rules and he
would create the next generation of components through clever design techniques. But today, just as in the digital
world, process technology is more important than clever design. For example, Engibous says, an inexperienced digital designer working with a1.0-µm process can
come up with abetter component than an
experienced designer saddled with a
clunky 3.0- or 5.0-p.m process.
Similarly, an analog designer with a1
GHz npn has amajor advantage over one
with a200-MHz pnp. "Sometimes, you can
come up with amuch, much better performance just by having that process technology than by having clever design techniques," Engibous says. "We have now
moved from apoint where the design engineer was 100% the king to right now,
where maybe he's 50% the king and the
process engineer is the other 50%."
Because of the breadth of its semiconductor line, TI has had an advantage in
developing new linear processes. Like
many analog houses, TI is able to use the
linear techniques that yield precision ana-

log performance, high voltage, and high
power. Among them are the Excalibur
process for high-performance op amps,
the 1.0-µm LinEPIC process for such
products as flash ADCs, Advanced LinCMOS for analog interface chips, LinBiCMOS for linear ASICs, and Power BIDFET and Multi-EPI for intelligent power.
Because TI has avery large digital business, it has been able to adapt many of its
state-of-the-art digital lithography advances to linear processes.
Processes available to TI's linear designers, in addition to 1.0-µm CMOS, include high-speed bipolar processes, highvoltage processes (up to 400 V), high-power processes (up to 10 A), and aprocess
for linear ASICs that's compatible with
digital ASICs. According to Engibous, all
of them make for big performance gains
and better integration levels, allowing TI
to design chips for specific functions,
such as servo controls for disk drives and
facsimile chips.
TI's proprietary processes were all developed because existing processes could
not offer what the customer wanted, Engibous says. For example, market re-

search indicated that the No. 1concern of
users of op amps was input offset stability. TI responded with the Excalibur process, which yields the most stable input
offset capability in the industry. The No.
2concern was speed, so the second-generation Excalibur process, being used in the
company's latest op amps, provides highspeed capability, he says.
Ranked sixth by Dataquest in monolithic analog sales, with 1988 revenues of
$353 million, Motorola Inc. has two analog IC operations: aBipolar Analog IC Division in Phoenix, Ariz., and aMOS Digital-Analog Division in Austin, Texas. The
Phoenix operation mainly produces traditional analog building-block functions using bipolar technology, while the Austin
operation concentrates on applicationdedicated circuits built with CMOS technology for markets such as telecommunications and automotive.
Like its mainstream competitors, Motorola has turned away from commodity
parts to concentrate on particular market
segments, says Tom Lantzsch, director of
marketing at the Phoenix facility. Its energies are in four main areas, he says:

MAXIM'S SPEEDY OP AMP BORROWS DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
t's getting tougher to pinpoint what is
digital and what is analog. Digital logic
and memory designers are borrowing analog techniques to solve signal-conditioning problems, and developers of mixed
analog and digital data-acquisition subsystems are using digital techniques for
compensation and calibration chores. It
should come as no surprise, then, that designers of mainstay analog building
blocks such as operational amplifiers
would succumb to the digital lure.
The first company to do so in monolithic form is Maxim Integrated Products
Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif. Maxim has developed aproprietary digitally compensated CMOS op amp—the MAX425—that
compares well with both chopper-stabilized CMOS precision op amps and bipolar
implementations. Where previous generations of precision op amps offered speed
or precision but not both, the MAX425
sacrifices neither.
The device offers an unprecedented
minimum open-loop gain of 160 dB, says
David Fullagar, vice president of research and development, and it combines
that gain with an offset voltage of under
1 V. Also, the MAX425 is unity-gain stable. Input voltage noise runs amaximum
of 0.5 pAr peak to peak, from 0.1 to 10 Hz.
Typical open-loop gain is about 180 dB,
and maximum offset drift is 0.02 µV/°C,
with changeover time less than 0.5 µV
over five years.
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Many other improvments have also
been made: the amplifier recovers immediately from overload and its output has a
very symmetric drive. When combined
with its 180-dB open-loop gain, this means
that its de gain error is negligible in virtually all applications. It also has ahigh-

THE MAX425
MATCHES CMOS
AND BIPOLAR
PRECISION
OP AMPS IN
PERFORMANCE
speed mode that gives it a15-MHz gain
bandwidth. Finally, its output swings rail
to rail and the input will work down to the
negative supply rail.
Key to this remarkable performance is
aset of innovative circuit techniques.
Built with relatively conservative 5.0-µm
design rules, the op amp combines three
gain stages with adigital autozeroing circuit. The differential input stage is optimized for low noise and low offset voltage and is further reduced from 1mV to
less than 100 µV by laser trimming. The
second stage of the amplifier is asingle-

ended, supercascoded stage with again
of 130 dB, more than that of most op
amps. However, this advantage is offset
by alimited voltage swing. So athird
stage is added to provide the extra gain to
drive the output. This output stage is a
low-gain, high-speed op amp with internal
feedback that sets its closed-loop gain to
about 10 dB.
Unlike most autozeroing implementations, which store an amp's offset voltage
on acapacitor and require frequent autozeroing to stay in calibration, the
MAX425 digitally autozeros the input and
second stage of the amplifier during calibration, storing the results digitally. As a
result, the offset voltage is unaffected by
leakage currents. An on-board 16-bit digital-to-analog converter in the input stage
supplies the actual error-correction voltage that cancels the amplifier's low offset voltage. An 8-bit DAC calibrates the
second stage.
Because of its flexibility, says Fullagar, the MAX425 can fill amuch wider
range of applications than either bipolar
or chopper-stabilized CMOS precision op
amps. It can be used in weight scales with
signal bandwidths runnning as low as
fractions of ahertz to several hertz, in ultralinear integrators, and in low-frequency active RC filters. Available now, the
MAX425 is priced at $7.50 in quantities of
100. It comes in plastic eight-pin mini dual
in-line packages.
-B. C. C.
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LTC GETS MORE ANALOG FUNCTIONS ON-CHIP
consumer, automotive, mass-storage (including circuits for both floppy-disk and
Winchester drives), and communications,
with parts mainly for use by other Motorola operations in such products as pagers
and cellular telephones.
The consumer, mass-storage, and communications areas all require high-frequency analog devices. Motorola produces most of these circuits with its highspeed bipolar Mosaic process, which was
derived from an emitter-coupled logic
scheme. However, the next generation of
these products will probably be biCMOS,
the company says. Although some automotive circuits are produced by Mosaic,
most of them utilize Motorola's smartpower process, SmartMOS.
Motorola too is harking to the call for
custom and semicustom designs,
Lantzsch says. "We are seeing more and
more requests from our customers to do
semicustom or custom design as they become more economically feasible," he
says. "This means that analog IC suppliers will be challenged to find ways to
profitably handle smaller volume requirements with shorter product life cycles."
sornms COMING. Motorola is currently doing designs internally using the standard-cell approach, says Lantzsch. It expects to provide software to customers
for analog standard-cell designs using
the Mosaic process in 1990, he says. The
software is now being beta-tested.
To counter the Japanese penetration of
the analog market, Motorola has established relationships with several major
manufacturers in Japan and is designing
products both for consumer and massstorage applications. "In 1988, our market share grew at aconsiderable rate in
Japan, and we expect that to continue,"
Lantzsch says.
One reason for Motorola's optimistic
view of the Japanese market is the company's link with Toshiba Corp. The alliance swapping Motorola's microprocessor technology for Toshiba's dynamic
random-access-memory technology (see
p. 47) also involves analog ICs. "They
have access to our analog products and
we have access to theirs," says Lantzsch.
Another big analog player is Analog
Devices Inc. Ranked 11th in total worldwide sales with 1988 revenue of $272 million, the Norwood, Mass., company has
been aleading supplier of high-performance analog products since it was
founded in 1965. The company started
with modular data-converter and data-acquisition modules but has moved in recent years into new applications in computer, communications, and consumer
markets that fall within this high-performance segment.
Analog Devices' strategy from the
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growing number of semiconductor
Acompanies
are capitalizing on their

ripheral interface, National Semiconductor's Microwire, and Hitachi's serial comexpertise in designing analog integrated
munications interface. Other processors
circuits by developing so-called analog
without standard serial protocols can be
subsystems. These devices combine on a accommodated with little or no external
single chip anumber of important analog
hardware. A shift clock synchronizes the
functions along with an interface that
data transfer, with each bit transmitted on
makes them look like just another microthe falling edge and captured on the rising
processor peripheral.
edge. To conform to the various serial proOne of the most ambitious efforts in
tocols, the output word can be prothis vein comes from Linear Technology
grammed for 8, 12, or 16 bits.
Corp., which recently
The LTC1290 can
introduced the LTCshut power complete1290. This analog-toly off under processor
digital monolithic subcontrol, a feature
system is targeted at
that's useful in batinstrumentation, rotery-powered or rebotics, automotive,
mote
applications,
and industrial-control
says Dobkin. The
applications. The LTCshutdown is accom1290 is fabricated in a
plished by choosing
3.0-µm silicon-gate
the 10-bit word-length
CMOS process; it comoption on the serial inbines a12-bit, 12-ms
terface. The next time
analog-to-digital conthe ADC is accessed,
verter with an eightLTC's new LTC1290 is an analog-topower is turned on.
channel multiplexer,
digital monolithic subsystem.
Because the internal
sample-and-hold circircuitry requires no
cuitry, aserial input/output channel, and
warm up, there is no power-cycling delay.
awide range of other programmable
Also, for the first time, many of the anfunctions—all on one chip.
alog features of a12-bit ADC can be digiSince any system using an ADC almost tally programmed. For example, when
always has more than one analog signal
operating from ± 5-V supplies, an input
to convert, Linear Technology's engican be dynamically programmed as unineers have incorporated amultiplexer
polar (0to + 5V) or bipolar (-5to +5V).
that is software-configurable for many
The LTC1290 costs $15.95 each in 100applications, says Robert Dobkin, vice
unit quantities. It is available now in sampresident of research at the Milpitas,
ple quantities in a20-pin plastic or ceramCalif., chip maker. The multiplexer can be
ic dual in-line package. Linear Technoloorganized as eight single-ended inputs,
gy plans to introduce anumber of variafour differential inputs, or any combinations on this design by year's end, using a
tion of the two, such as one differential
metal-mask programming technique deinput and six single-ended channels.
veloped for other analog products.
To address the need to communicate
Among its planned offerings: the
with any of anumber of microprocessors,
LTC1291, with atwo-channel and asinmicrocontrollers, or single-chip digital sig- gle-input multiplexer, both in an eight-pin
nal processors, the LTC1290 incorporates a DIP; the LTC1293, with asix-channel mulsynchronous full-duplex, four-wire serial
tiplexer in a16-pin DIP; and the LTC1294,
interface. The interface can be prowith an eight-channel multiplexer and a
grammed ta conform to anumber of serial
half-duplex serial interface in a20-pin
protocols, including Motorola's serial peDIP.
-B. C. C.
time it got into the monolithic linear IC
business has been to serve the high-performance segment, with its higher prices
and potentially higher profit margins;
that strategy hasn't changed substantially except to broaden into new application
areas. Its linear and mixed-signal ICs are
produced in much lower volume than are
digital ICs, such as RAMs. As aresult,
the company hasn't assigned avery high
priority to economical high-volume production until recently. Now it is going after sockets in consumer audio and video
equipment as well as in disk drives, all of

which must be produced in high volume
at competitive prices.
"We plan to selectively but aggressively penetrate these new opportunities for
two reasons," says Ray Stata, Analog
Devices' cofounder, president, and chairman. "First, we want to expand our available markets to maintain high [company]
growth over the long term. Second, if we
don't compete in these markets, we could
allow our competitors to establish strong
positions in large, high-growth markets
for products and technologies that also
apply in our traditional markets." Stata
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believes that these newer applications
can boost the growth rate of Analog Devices' high-performance market segment
from 14% to 18% by 1992. Along the way,
the company's own goal is to be a $900
million corporation by that time.
The product breadth hasn't changed
substantially at Analog Devices over the
past 10 years, says Lewis Counts, engineering manager for amplifier products
at Analog Devices Semiconductor, the
semiconductor division in Wilmington,
Mass. " Our customers still need to acquire, condition, and send asignal back
out," he says. "So we still make converters, op amps, references, multipliers, and
root-mean-square converters. Those were
our main revenue producers 10 years ago
and they are today. But we address different market segments today, such as
the DSP market." In fact, he says, DSP
has become avery significant market,
one that "didn't exist 10 years ago."
Counts says Analog Devices is very active in semicustom linear and mixed-mode
analog and digital arrays and in standard
cells. The impact of those technologies on
the company has been positive, he says.
Arrays, especially, have broadened the
markets Analog Devices can serve, "providing some opportunities in midrange
mixed-signal ASICs. We're more than a
generation behind the digital side, but I
can't imagine not using arrays now,"
says Counts.
Analog Devices has aJapanese connection: its Tokyo-based affiliate, set up in
1970, which does assembly but not wafer
fab. Some 20% of the company's revenue
has come from Japan over the last few
years, aproportion that's on the rise. The
business is spread across Analog Devices' entire product line. More recently,
however, Japan has beckoned with opportunities not found elsewhere, especially
for consumer audio and video DACs.
SEEKING SUCCESS. Harris Corp., too, is
hoping to find success in the high-performance end of the analog market. The
16th-ranked supplier, with $146 million in
analog sales last year, Harris has sought
in recent years to redirect its efforts to
this segment rather than the commodityoriented lower end, says Jeff Peters, vice
president and general manager of the
Commercial Products Division at Harris's
Semiconductor Sector in Melbourne, Fla.
Once astalwart in the military market,
the company has also tried to increase its
commercial sales by focusing on application-oriented products, such as high-performance video for the broadcast market,
automotive applications (asizable part of
the former RCA/GE Solid State Division's business), and even some consumer
and industrial applications.
"Our approach in the past was primari80

ly military and custom-analog," Peters
the captive market is growing faster. So
says. "We're not de-emphasizing the milithe captives are growing faster than
tary, only trying to grow the other parts
U. S. companies can grow."
of the business faster. The acquisition of
The primary reason: commodity parts
RCA/GE Solid State makes that easier,
for commodity products, such as faxes,
but we had already been moving in this
VCRs, and copiers. Peters says, however,
direction for awhile. The strategy is to
that this is not part of aJapan Inc. conlook at application-oriented commercial
spiracy. "Their captives already make the
products, such as high-end video-broadparts they need. So they buy them."
cast equipment." Also important, he
NO SALE. Although initially there was
says, are automotive, process control,
some thought of selling its Santa Clara
and "various applications that can use a subsidiary Intersil, acquired when Harris
new high-voltage process we have."
purchased RCA, the company has nixed
The Harris strategy is embodied in a that possibility, says Peters. Intersil,
number of new products, Peters says.
which has been amajor player in dataconversion products since the mid-1970s,
will be afactor in Harris's long-term
strategy, he says.
MAINSTREAM
"One of the things that happened is
that we were undergoing our annual opSUPPLIERS ARE
erating planning process in parallel with
talking to various groups about the possiREJECTING
bility of divestiture [of Intersil]," says Peters. "And it was during the course of
JELLYBEANS IN
that strategic-planning process that it beFAVOR OF
came more and more obvious that we
could enhance our overall position in data
CUSTOMIZED
acquisition [by keeping Intersil], which is
avery important input into any strategy
SOLUTIONS
of signal processing and control as amain
thrust. It turned out that Intersil was
These include avideo switch, video anamore complementary than we had orginlog multiplier, video op amp, and current- ally realized."
feedback amplifiers, all optimized for vidPeters points out acouple of areas
eo performance. Another direction Harris
where he says Intersil is anice fit. Data
is pursuing is high-power analog parts,
conversion, particularly integrated
such as anew power IC that "replaces a ADCs, is one: "The old Harris made some
transformer, arectifier, and aregulator converters, but it wasn't nearly as full a
with one chip, and runs off 120-V ac wall
line [as Intersil's]." Next is op amps,
current." The part, which provides a5-to- where Intersil's products "fill anice area
24-V, 50 mA de output, is aimed at avari- between the general-purpose and comety of applications, including small robotmodity-like parts that were the old RCA
ics systems and even consumer applicaline and the predominantly bipolar, very
tions, such as aportable electric drill.
high-performance Harris parts," he says.
"We're focused on complementary bipoAnd even though there is an overlap
lar processes, with both high-performance
between Intersil and Harris in such areas
pnps and npns on the same chip," Peters
as analog switches and multiplexers, Pesays. Dielectric-isolated, not junction-isolatters even paints abright face on that. He
ed, processes are at the heart of the Harris
says that it will actually enhance Harris's
strategy. "We concluded that dielectric-iso- overall position in the analog switch and
lated processing offers better performance multiplexer marketplace. Since the bulk
at no expense in complexity," he says.
of Intersil's designs are junction-isolated
"There is aperception that it's more expen- and bulk of Harris's parts are dielectricsive than junction-isolated, but that's not isolated, there are some performance difthe case any more. Dielectric isolation is
ferences, even though both lines perform
more cost-competitive [than it used to be]."
the same basic functions, Peters says. "I
Harris has been in Japan for 15 years,
think there may be some positioning possays Peters, selling proprietary products
sibilities for these two families that will
the Japanese don't make, such as highmake them complementary rather than
performance op amps, multiplexers, and
competitive. That's certainly the apswitches. "Traditionally, our Japanese
proach we're going to take." Peters conpenetration has been higher in analog
tends that Harris does not intend to cut
than in digital," he explains. "The U. S.
any parts from either product line.
companies' share of the Japanese market
is growing, but not as fast as the Japa- Additional reporting by Jon Campbell,
nese appetite for analog chips. U. S.
Lawrence Curran, Wesley R. Iversen,
share is growing in the open market, but
Tobias Naegele, and Larry Waller
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Erasable optical disks finally take
off and write-once disks gear up
for document management. But
low-cost digital tape drives may
compete for storage tasks

Make Room For

OPTICAL
he going has been rough for optical-disk
drives. From 1983 on, ahost of large cor-

BY

JONAH

McLEOD

porations and small startups have poured
millions

of

dollars

into

commercializing

write-once and erasable optical-disk technologies, with precious little return on investment.
Now that erasable optical drives

are

finally

poised to take their place alongside such massstorage mainstays as Winchester disks, they face
competition from cheaper digital-indiotape recorders that rely on technology borrowed from
the consumer ranks. Meanwhile, write-once optical drives are the stars of a new business altogether—document management.
"The optical [disk] market is taking off as a
result of erasable optical drives becoming gener82
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Write- once optical
media from Plasmon
Data Systems is designed for archiving
(far left). Hitachi's
00112-1 erasable optical drive ( top) has a
75- ms access time
and a690-Kbyleis
transfer rate; Maxoptix's Tahiti 1has a
43- ms access time
and a540-Kbyte/s
transfer rate.

STORAGE
ally available," says James N. Porter, president

turn are fostering athriving business in products

of Disk/Trend Inc., amarket researcher in Moun-

to build them—for example, document scanners

tain View, Calif. At hand are reliable 5.25-in, eras-

and coprocessors that compress and decompress

able drives from Hitachi, Maxtor, Ricoh, Sony,

scanned images for storage and retrieval.

and others. These removable optical drives can

But just as optical storage solutions are com-

back up or even replace fixed Winchesters in

ing into their own, they may be facing yet anoth-

computer systems. What's more, the multiple-

er challenge—a tape-drive market revitalized by

drive jukebox is fostering a new class of mass-

helical scan tape technology developed for 8-mm

storage product, the optical server, which spools

video and DAT consumer products. Compared

information between the optical disk and a com-

with optical-disk drives, DAT recorders cost 40

puter's hard disk in much the same way as virtu-

times less per Mbyte (see p. 87).

al memory spools between random-access memory and a hard disk in a computer.
Write-once optical storage has sparked a new
market category—complex

document manage-

ment. Though in their infancy, these systems in
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Despite

increasing

competition,

the

optical-

drive market is showing signs of finally catching
fire. Optical drives are expected to enjoy a compound annual growth rate of more than 100%
between

now

and

1992,

according

to

Disk/
83
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Trend. Between 1989 and 1992, shipments
of erasable disks will grow nearly 300%,
and write-once drives will realize a37%
annual increase. Last year, of the 42,600
drives shipped, 83% were write-once; the
rest were erasable. This year, Disk/
Trend predicts, 118,300 optical drives will
ship worldwide. Of the total, 64,500 will
be erasable drives; the remaining 53,800
will be 12-in. and 5.25-in, write-once
drives. By 1992, erasable drives will make
up 86% of the 884,700 optical units
shipped, the market researcher predicts.
First to market with an erasable optical
drive was New York-based Sony Corp. of
America, with the model SMO-D501.
Canon U.S.A. Inc. of Lake Success, N. Y.,
is shipping the 0M-500D drive in its
Canon File 250 document-storage and retrieval systems. The drive also works as
the primary disk storage in the Next computer from Next Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif.
Since January, Ricoh Corp. has shipped
nearly 6,000 of its RO5030E drives worldwide, half in the U. S., says Kim Rice, assistant sales manager for the San Jose,
Calif., company. Spun out of San Josebased Maxtor Corp., Maxoptix Corp., also
of San Jose, is shipping its Tahiti drives
from preproduction. Maxtor Subsidiary
Storage Dimensions, aMaxtor company
in Los Gatos, Calif., has integrated the
drive into its LaserStor erasable optical
subsystem. Others expected to offer an
erasable optical drive are Optotech of
Colorado Springs, Panasonic Industrial
of Secaucus, N. J., Sharp Electronics of
Mahwah, N. J., and Toshiba America of
Irvine, Calif.
As with most mass-storage drives,
most optical-drive units are going to systems integrators that build add-on equipment for computer systems. Alphatronix
Inc. of Research Triangle Park, N. C., is
one of the first systems integrators to
use Sony's SMO-D501 drive. Three versions of Alphatronix's Inspire subsystem,
introduced last year, plug and play with
work stations and computers from Digital Equipment Corp. and Sun Microsystems Inc., along with IBM Corp. PCs and
compatible computers.
REAL TIME TASKS. Compared with the
300-to-600-Kbyte/s throughput of writeonce units, erasable optical drives, at 680
Kbytes/s, can accept data in real time for
data logging. Moreover, optical drives, including the Sony unit, write acontinuous
spiral from the outside to inside diameter
of the disk with individual tracks delimited by afull revolution of the disk. During
data logging, the optical drive can write
continuously without having to reposition
its head each time it fills atrack, as in a
magnetic-disk drive that writes separate
concentric tracks.
Erasable optical drives gained quick ac-
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ceptance because of their easy integration into acomputer system's storage hierarchy. If mass-storage devices were to
be arranged in an order of decreasing
cost per Mbyte and speed, RAM, fast and
expensive, would be on top. Below RAM
would be slower, less expensive, rotating
magnetic-disk storage. Next lower in the
hierarchy, slower, higher-capacity optical
storage would find its place, with magnetic tape resting at the bottom.
Distributed network computing is a
good example of how this hierarchy
works. In atypical system, six or seven
work stations connect to afile server
holding 2to 5Gbytes of magnetic-disk
storage. The work-group network in turn
connects to abackbone network containing department-wide resources such as
compute servers, printer servers, communications servers, and so on.
Each work station has its own 70-to150-Mbyte magnetic disk that holds the
Unix operating system and the user's application programs. The user's data, however, is contained on the work-group file
server, which performs periodic backup.
But to back up the file server, the operater must take the server off line and
dOrnp the magnetic disks to multiple tape
reels or cartridges.
One solution is astorage server, which
resides on the backbone with other departmental server resources and not in
the work group, says Don Byrne, vice
president of field operations at Epoch
Systems Inc., Marlborough, Mass. The
Epoch-1Infinite Storage server with 28.8
Gbytes of optical storage automates the
backup operations, performing the task

on-line. It costs $ 150,000, the price of a
high-end file server.
"With our system, the file server magnetic disk in each work group is made to
appear as avirtual disk," Byrne says. Unused data is spooled off the file servers to
the optical disk, and new data is spooled
off optical and onto the file servers. An
optical-disk jukebox with its rack of disks
and two or more erasable optical-disk
drives makes the storage server concept
possible. The Epoch- 1uses the 24-cartridge OL101, a5.25in, jukebox equipped
with OD101-1 erasable optical drives—
both announced in April—from Hitachi
America Ltd. in Brisbane, Calif. Hitachi
and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Corp., both in Tokyo, developed the jukebox and drive.
OPTICAL JUKEBOXES. The first major
computer system company to offer its
own jukebox for its computer product
line is the Greeley Storage Division of
Hewlett-Packard Co. in Greeley, Colo. Introduced this month, the HP Series 6300
Model 20GB/A, ajukebox with 20 Gbytes
of storage and up to two erasable SMOD501 optical drives from Sony, is a
networked peripheral for the HP 9000
work-station line. HP announced its jukebox, the HP C1710A Optical Disk Library
System, as an OEM product in April. "We
built hooks into the HPUX [ HP's implementation of Unix] kernel to handle removable erasable optical-disk drives,"
says William Boles, HP's product marketing manager. " The operating system
views the optical jukebox as adisk farm
of 64 logical drives."
Each side of adisk is viewed as asepaElectronics/September 1989

rate disk because only one side of the disk
is read at atime. The software includes
other functions, such as mount and dismount. Two jukebox characteristics critical for operation in networked systems
are average access time and mean time
between failures. HP's unit boasts an average media-exchange time—the time to
find acartridge and exchange it with one
already mounted on adisk—of 7seconds.
Its MTBF is 20,000 hours or 1million cartridge exchanges.
Jukeboxes put new requirements on
optical-disk drives. Drives require an electrical eject instead of amanual eject so
that the jukebox can remove adisk automatically, says Gordon Knight, vice president of engineering and technology at
Maxoptix. More important, the drive
must be built to withstand hundreds of
thousands of cartridge exchanges, something not required for astand-alone drive.
Cygnet Systems Inc. announced its
Model 5250 5.25-in, optical-disk jukebox in
April 1988, but it was intended to handle
write-once drives and up to 25 cartridges.
The system is currently being modified to
handle erasable drives. The Sunnyvale,
Calif., company claims aworst-case cartridge exchange time of 4seconds and an
MTBF of 10,000 hours and 300,000 cartridge exchanges.
Others with jukeboxes initially designed to accommodate write-once drives
include Filenet, Mitsubishi Electronics
America, and Ricoh. Torrance, Calif.based Mitsubishi offers the MG-5G1 5.25in. optical-disk jukebox, which can hold
up to 132 cartridges. Meanwhile, Filenet
Corp. of Costa Mesa, Calif., has introduced the Series 1000, a48-cartridge jukebox, while Ricoh has rolled out the RJ5160, a20-cartridge jukebox.
REPLACING PAPER. Write-once drives,
though about equal to erasable optical
disks in capacity, serve adifferent purpose. Having captured data and images
once, write-once drives archive them for a
long time. Now the drives compete with
the traditional means of archiving data

O PTICAL
JUKEBOXES
FOSTER
NETWORK
OPTICAL
SERVERS
and images—paper and microfilm—forming the heart of what are called computer
document-management systems, which
handle compound electronic documents
consisting of images plus text, data,
graphics, or voice [
Electronics, July 1989,
p. 61]. Sales of such systems by U. S. vendors will top $2billion in 1992, growing at
acompound annual rate of 80%, according to estimates by International Data
Corp., amarket research company in Framingham, Mass.
Manufacturers of these systems include Filenet, Wang Laboratories Inc. of
Lowell, Mass., and Advanced Graphics
Applications Inc. of New York. AGA's
Discus, for example, is anetworked storage system using write-once, erasable,
and compact-disk read-only-memory storage, as well as magnetic disk and tape.
The problem with large systems, however, is that they don't create amass market for optical drives. "Filenet, one of the
more successful systems integration
companies in the document-storage business, has 250 installed systems," says
Richard Zech, president of Zech Tech International, San Mateo, Calif. "That accounts for 1,000 drives shipped over an
eight-year period. Companies building
disk subsystems are the ones making
money in the optical-disk market."
Write-once optical drives need lowercost systems that can sell into applications requiring many drives and media.

One potentially high-volume application
that uses write-once optical storage to archive data is the Recall system from
Dataworks Inc., astartup systems integrator based in San Antonio, Texas. The
system is sold to banks to store the text
reports generated by their host computers. A typical system comprises aPC AT
or compatible with alarge display to view
a132-column report and amagnetic disk
as abuffer between the mainframe and
write-once optical drive and software.
BANK ON IT. During operation, weekly,
monthly, or yearly reports downloaded
from host computers are indexed, compressed by 60%, and stored on the writeonce drive. "System cost is not an issue,"
says Richard Cobb, Dataworks' president. Banks, legally bound to archive
data for seven years, have relied in the
past on microfilm, microfiche, and paper.
"A small bank with $100 million in assets
spent $1,000 amonth on microfilm. Our
optical system costs $ 12,000, including
the software, so the system can be paid
off in ayear or two," Cobb says, adding
that the same system can serve insurance
and medical applications as well.
The Dataworks system uses write-once
media supplied by Plasmon Data Systems
Inc. of San Jose, which was chosen for its
low cost, Cobb says. Plasmon's media is
made by sputtering ahighly stable layer
of platinum, which affords long archival
life; unlike other media, it won't oxidize if
the plastic enclosure sealing the media
from the environment is broken.
Write-once drives are also serving in
stand-alone and networked PC-based document storage and retrieval systems.
Starting in 1988, anumber of companies
received venture funding to address this
market. Among them are Courtland Marketing of Columbia, Md., Document Technologies of Palo Alto, and Entire of East
Rochester, N. Y.
George Trigilio, president of Courtland, says the company's Alexsys system
contains aPC with 640 Kbytes of RAM,
VGA graphics, and document scanner,

HOW ERASABLE OPTICAL DRIVES STACK UP
Company
Conan*
Hitachi
Maxoptix
Ricoh
Sharp
Sony

Average Access
(ms)

Transfer Rate
Read Operations
(Kbytes/s)

RPM

Capacity
Per Side
(Mbytes)

$6,000

102

825

3,000

256

$5,000

75

690

2,400

322

$5,995

43

403/540

1,800/2,200

325/500

$3,800

71

300

1,800

325

—

97

635

2,400

325

$4,650

95

680

2,400

325

Model

List Price

OM-500D
OD112-1
Tahiti 1
RO5030E
NA
SMO-D501

*Present design does not conform to ISO standard
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digital circuits.
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convergence or memory problems and very
large digital and/or analog circuits can be
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extracted the circuit, you can simulate it with
ELDO® on VAX', SUN® or APOLLO®.
Acomplete switched-capacitor filter can also
be easily simulated electrically. Convergence

of bipolar circuits succeeds where other
simulators fail.
ELDO® contains rich analog and digital
macro-models to accelerate your simulations. ELDO® offers User Definable transistor
models, the standard SPICE models, as well
as a Charge Conservation and a ShortChannel model.
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ELDO.,the right solution to your electrical simulation problems
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printer, hard-disk drive, and write-once
optical drive. Courtland software configures itself to determine system resources. The software controls all the
storage, scanning, retrieval, and printing
tasks. When adocument is scanned, the
user enters key words to the image file,
which can be read by the computer to find
the image in alarge data base. Trigilio
says the company may provide OCR packages, which can perform this capability.
The image is then sent to the optical-storage device. A document can be asingle
page or afile of up to 400 pages.
Within the last two years, complementary products, including PCs, laser printers, and graphics cards and displays,
have become available to support this
business. Companies also have sprung up
to offer products tailored to the document market. For example, Kofax Image
Products Inc. of Irvine offers several of
the components needed to build acomplete system, including the KF-8100 image compressor/decompressor, which
Courtland offers in its Alexsys system.
The KF-8100 PC add-in board compresses and decompresses scanned bitmapped images. Because an uncompressed scanned image consumes agreat
deal of storage, makers of document systems have resorted to the CCITT Group
III facsimile compression technique. As a

result, storage space needed for an image
is reduced tenfold.
The document-management market is
fueling the growth of other products.
Document scanners, for example, are offered by such companies as Calera Recognition Systems of Santa Clara, Calif.
(formerly Palantir), Complete PC of Milpitas, Calif., and Datacopy of Mountain
View. The competitive battle among scanner suppliers is to reduce the cost of a
high-quality scanner from over $2,000 to
under $1,000. Complete PC Inc.'s 300-dot/
in. scanner, introduced in April, sells for
just $899.
ITALIAN ENTRY. Startup companies aren't
the only ones in the PC-based document
storage and retrieval business. From Ing.
C. Olivetti & Co. SpA, Ivrea, Italy, the optical document-image system ODIS-3
uses its own PC, scanner, laser printer,
and the model 810 write-once optical-disk
subsystem from its subsidiary, Laserdrive Ltd. of Santa Clara.
Still, the high media cost of most writeonce drives is curbing their growth. The
market is elastic in terms of price. When
Maxoptix's RXT-800S, manufactured by
Ricoh, was introduced in 1986, the drive
sold on an OEM basis for $1,300 and its
800-Mbyte write-once cartridge for $75.
Competitive drives sold for twice as much
and offered less capacity. The RXT-800S

"has gotten to be standard in its own
right," says Rice of Ricoh. "In December,
the drives accounted for a38% market
share. Now they have around a50% market share. And we're seeing an increase
in demand for the write-once drive
through Maxoptix."
Larry Holstrum, director of business development at Iomega Corp. in Roy, Utah,
agrees that cost is constraining development of write-once disks. To solve this
problem, Iomega and ICI Americas Inc. of
Wilmington, Del., have launched ajoint
venture—Bernoulli Optical Systems Corp.
in Boulder, Colo. Iomega is contributing its
Bernoulli floppy-disk-drive technology and
ICI Americas aflexible optical medium
called digital paper, which can be produced
in large quantity for very low cost.
Holstrum believes it will be possible to
build afloppy write-once optical-disk
drive with adigital paper-based cartridge
with 1.2 Gbytes of capacity and sell the
cartridge for $50. A prototype of the
product could appear next year. The company also plans to license other manufacturers to make the drive.
Such price-cutting innovation will be
required if write-once and erasable optical storage options are to continue on
their upward market path without losing
applications to less expensive digital-audio-tape technology.
0

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE'S LOW-COST CHALLENGE

D

igital audio tape's big advantage in
storage tasks is that it costs less than
optical-disk drives. " A 2.3-Gbyte 8-mm
drive costs $ 1,600 in large quantities,"
says Robert Abraham, vice president at
market researcher Freeman Associates,
Santa Barbara, Calif. "The projection for
DAT is that it will hit $1,360 next year."
Erasable optical drives sell for at least
twice that. DAT holds amassive advantage over optical disks in cost per
Mbyte-40 cents for optical compared
with 1cent for tape.
The first drive to find its way into digital storage applications was 8-mm tape,
which showed up in 1987 in Exabyte
Corp.'s EXB-8200 cartridge-tape subsystem. The Boulder, Colo., company's tape
drive uses the 8-mm tape cartridge found
in the Camcorder from Sony Corp. of Tokyo. Juan Rodriguez, founder and chairman of Exabyte, says anew version, expected before the year's end, doubles the
current unit's 246-Kbyte/s transfer rate
and its 2.3-Gbyte capacity.
"The biggest advantage of the Exabyte product is its head start in the market," says Abraham. " Exabyte's 8- mm
drive is well entrenched as an add-on
product in the work-station market."
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Rodriguez says the product has also
gained wide acceptance among leading
computer system manufacturers.
But DAT's incursion into the U. S. market has been slow, because of the headbanging between record companies and
DAT recorder manufacturers. Because
DAT units can record music at the same
high quality level as compact disks, record companies, fearing widespread piracy of prerecorded compact disks, have
fought to ban the players from the U. S.
market. Nonetheless, DAT recorders are
sold widely in Japan. Manufacturers of
DAT recorders have agreed to build their
products so that they can make only one
copy of aprerecorded CD or DAT, thereby limiting the number of copies that a
DAT machine can record.
With the piracy hurdle overcome, Abraham believes the market for audio DAT
players will enjoy the same meteoric
growth as the one for CD players. Makers
of DAT recorders for digital applications
will benefit from leveraging the research
and development and manufacturing
scales of the consumer audio production.
"The market has 13 announced products,
and 12 more will be announced in 18
months," says Abraham. "They are all go-

ing after same customer base—PC aftermarket and system OEMs."
Two recording formats are contending
for market acceptance. One group, led by
Sony and Hewlett-Packard Co., is offering the DDS format, which has been forwarded to the ANSI X3B5 committee for
adoption as the American National Standards Institute standard for 4-mm tape.
The other, promoted by Hitachi Ltd. of
Tokyo, is DATA/DAT, based on Hitachi's
proprietray DAT format. An ad hoc
group has been formed to make DATA/
DAT astandard.
DDS units are expected from Sony with
its STD- 1000, Hewlett-Packard with its
HP 35450A—Sony builds the drive mechanism for both drives—and Wangt,ek Inc.
with its 6130FS drive. Victor Co. of Japan
(JVC), asubsidiary of Victor Data Systems Co. Ltd. in Kahagawa, builds the
mechanism for the Simi Valley, Calif.based Wangtek.
Freeman Associates predicts that shipments of DAT units will grow 228%, increasing from 14,000 this year to 623,000
in 1994. The market researcher expects
shipments of 51,000 8-mm tape units this
year, with that number reaching 144,000
in 1992.
J. McL.
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"Static can kill our circuitry.
And the front panel LEDs
can provide the path.
Now what?!"

It was aproblem grounded in the laws of
electrical energy. And it could have caused real
havoc. But the customer took the smart step
of calling Dialight.
As the leader with over h.lf acentury
of experience in every type of indicator light, for
Dialight solving problems is standard
operating procedure. Applying our engineering
expertise in optoelectronics and utilizing state-ofthe-art CAD equipment, our model shop
quickly developed and prototyped ahousing and
grounding plate for the LEDs. Upon customer
approval, our 100% internal tool fabrication and
molding facilities provided quick turn- around
on production quantities.

Saving costs while solving problems is
something we've long done with our panel mount
and circuit board LEDs. Over the years
customers have asked us to pair, gang, piggyback,
right angle mount, recess, bicolor. tricolor, slant,
standoff, snap- mount, bin, do whatever you can
imagine to them and we haven't been stumped yet!
So, when an indication design issue has
you ground to ahalt, remember that no one has
more solutions than Dialight.

DIALIGHTCORPORATION

A Cambridge Electronic Industries Co.

1913 Atlantic Avenue, Manasquan, NJ 08736
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The market is heating up as
vendors unleash aflurry of

GOODBYE
MG, HELLO DIGITAL
products to fill the demand for
digital oscilloscopes

hey say you can't teach an
old dog new tricks, but one
of the oldest instruments in
the engineer's arsenal has
been undergoing a transformation

over

the

past

few years. Fast-paced digi-

BY
JONAH
McLEOD

tal technology is doing to
the oscilloscope what it has
already done to computers:
accelerating the

pace

of

product development. As a
result,
first
were

1989
time
spent

marked

the

more

dollars

on

digital

Hewlett-Packard's 54503A digitizing oscilloscope has four fullrange channels and a 500- MHz bandwidth.

scopes than on their analog

million,

superior performance at a lower price than

against $570 million for analog. Last year,

Tektronix's popular 2400 series. The 2400 was

$598 million was spent on analog scopes and

the first digital scope to look, act, and feel

$524 million on digital.

like an analog scope, says Marc Brenner,

counterparts—a total

of

$610

In light of the demand, vendors are un-

product marketing manager for the 2400 line.

leashing ahost of new offerings in arousing

Meanwhile, Tektronix has returned HP's fire

battle for market share. In the midrange are-

with a hot new product that threatens HP's

na, Hewlett-Packard Co. and Fluke & Philips

dominance in the high end of the market.

have each launched fierce attacks on market

The thirst for digital oscilloscopes shows

leader Tektronix Inc., with products offering

no sign of abating, says Galen Wampeler,
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president of Prime
Data, a San Jose,
Calif., market research firm. The digital scope market has
grown at an annual
rate of 30% over the
past five years, he
says, and sales should
increase at about 18%
per year through 1993
while sales of analog
scopes slide about 4% per
year in that period. By 1993,
he says, digital scopes should
be a $1.2 billion market. What is
surprising, Wampeler says, is that
up to now the digital scope market has
soared even though buyers have had to
pay apremium for the digital units.
That premium no longer exists, thanks
to the June introduction of the HP54502
and HP54503 scopes from Hewlett-Packard's Colorado Springs Division. Each of
the new models is priced at $6,450. which
is 20% lower than comparable analog
scopes. "Building products that play off
technology investment in fast digital logic provides us high research-and-development leverage," says Tom Saponis, HP's
general manager in Colorado Springs.
The new scopes represent HP's second
attempt at unseating midrange market
leader Tektronix of Beaverton, Ore. Tektronix's leading midrange digital offering, the 2440, was introduced in mid-1988
and costs $ 11,960. " Last year, HP at-

The Fluke & Phibps PM3323 offers a critical performance advantage

tempted to take market share from Tektronix in midrange oscilloscopes, where
Tektronix has traditionally been strong,
with the HP54501," says Dan Nelson,
vice president of research at Regan &
McKenzie, an investment firm in Seattle.
"But that product did not quite live up to
the market's expectations." The scope
simply did not offer the price/performance advantage needed to convince users to make the switch; HP believes that
the new scopes do.
The HP54503 pushes the performance
envelope in the midrange. "The 54503 is
the true box for every engineer," Saponis

FOR SCOPES, IT'S A DIGITAL WORLD
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verticel resolution in eacF of its two channels. Bandwidth is 300 MHz

1993
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says. " It has four channels, each w:th 500
MHz of bandwidth." The 54503 features
custom hybrids that give all four channels full dynamic range from 1mV to 5V
per division. With conventional four-channel scopes, two channels offer full range
and two have alimited input range.
The 54503 is the first digital scope to offer 500 MHz of bandwidth with input impedance switchable between 1Mf2 and 50
ft. Above 400 MHz, other scopes provide
only 50-ft inputs. " With faster emittercoupled logic and CMOS digital logic becoming available, engineers are going to
need 500-MHz performance and 1
mn input :mpedance," Saponis says.
MORE RESOLUTION. Fluke & Philips, a
joint ‘,aitur, of John Fluke Manufacturing Co. Inc. of Everett, Wash., and Philips
Test and Measurement of Eindhoven, the
Netherlands, also wants apiece of the
midrange market. At the same time HP
rolled out its new digital scopes, Fluke &
Philips unveiled its new offering, the
PM3322. The $7,750 scope offers acritical
performance advantage the competition
doesn't have, says Hans Toorens, oscilloscope product marketing manager at
Philips: " in its performance range, the
PM3323 is the only scope with 10 bits of
vertical resolution." Competitive units offer 6or 8bits of vertical resolution; the
Tektronix 2440, for instance, offers 8bits
of vertical resolution with a500 Msample/s digitization speed, and the new HP
scope has 6bits.
The PM3323 features an optional fast
Fourier transform facility, which performs
a4,000-point FFT in 13 seconds. FFT capability is just becoming available in higherend products like the new Tektronix
DSA600 series. The Fluke & Philips scope
also comes with an integral digital signalprocessing capability. In addition, it comes
with post-processing and analysis capabiliElectronics / September
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ty such as signal averaging, integration,
differentiation, and stop- or save-on-difference—it compares an incoming signal with
one stored in memory.
While Tektronix was being assaulted in
the midrange arena, it launched acounterattack at the high end, where it has
been trading fire with HP for years. Its
vehicle: the DSA600 series, unveiled in
June. The introduction is alate but still
potent attempt to enter the market for
units with avery high digitizing rate.
The first product in this category was
HP's HP5411D, released in 1986.
"Tektronix has been ayear and ahalf
late in responding to HP in the high end,"
says Regan & McKenzie's Nelson. Still,
he believes that with this new announcement Tektronix may have regained the
initiative. The DSA601 and DSA602
match the HP scope's 1GHz bandwidth
and 2-Gsample/s digitizing rate using 8bit analog-to-digital converters. And they
provide something the HP instrument
lacks: on-board digital signal processing,
which eliminates the need for external
computers for many measurements.
The three criteria for judging adigital
oscilloscope are sample rate, bandwidth,
and record length or waveform storage,
explains Ron Henricksen, software project leader at Tektronix. The HP54114A
offers adigitizing rate of 2Gsamples/s,
but at alower bandwidth than Tektronix's new scopes (500 MHz) and with only a
6-bit vertical resolution.
TWO BITS. "
The extra two bits mean alot
to aclass of users like the nuclear community," says Nellie Brock, product marketing manager for Tektronix's DSA600
series. "Tektronix is the first to market 8bit ADCs at a2-Gsample rate."
Record length determines the amount of
waveform that an instrument can capture.
The longer the record length, the more signal the engineer can view to locate an event
of interest. LeCroy Corp. of Chestnut
Ridge, N. Y, with its 9450, holds the lead in
record length with 50,000 points, although
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At the high end, Tektronix's DSA600 combines DSP technology with a digitizing
oscilloscope architecture for real-time measurement of ultrafast signals.

this scope has amodest sample rate of 400
Msamples/s (see below).
Tektronix uses amethod called timequalified triggering (also called glitch
capture) that deploys asmaller amount of
memory to locate the event of interest.
With this approach, the DSA600 series
can trigger on events as small as 2ns in
duration. The new PM3323 from Fluke &
Philips comes close to this performance
with its 3-ns glitch capability.
But Tektronix is banking the success
of the DSA600 series on its powerful DSP
capability, which comes from two onboard dedicated signal- processing chips,
called Tristar. The real strength of the
DSP is its ability to perform FFTs.
Though it isn't intended to replace aspectrum analyzer, the DSP can perform spectral analysis on adiscrete event, acapability that spectrum analyzers don't offer. "The user can analyze the harmonic
content of anoise spike or laser pulse as a
single-shot event," says Henricksen.

The DSP also performs functions found
on other scopes, such as single average,
much faster. " For example, with 1,000point records, the DSA600 series can average 180 waveforms/s, asixfold increase over the Tektronix 11400 series," a
digitizing scope that doesn't have the potent signal-processing capability of the
DSA600, Henricksen says.
The marketplace move to digital is happening because the price/performance
advantage of digital scopes is improving
much faster than that of the analog versions. Technology developments in the
computer industry—including lower-cost
memory, higher-speed application-specific chips, and higher-speed general-purpose processors—can be directly applied
to the digital oscilloscope; the same cannot be said for analog scopes. As aresult,
the long-term outlook is for digital oscilloscopes that get progressively smarter,
that offer more features—and that cost
less, as well.
0

LECROY PURSUES TEKTRONIX AND HP AT THE HIGH END
The first company with a1.3 Gsample/s
digital scope in 1984, LeCroy Corp. of
Chestnut Ridge, N. Y., is out to get some
respect from the larger players in the oscilloscope business. The company is rolling
out anew line, the 7200 System, aimed
squarely at the high-end market segment
occupied by Tektronix Inc.'s DSA600 series
and Hewlett-Packard Co.'s HP54100 family. To be introduced this month, the scopes
are priced at $32,900, including atwo-channel plug-in unit.
These offerings—the first LeCroy
scopes with plug-in units—bring two speElectronics/ September 1989

cial features to the game: large sample
memory (50,000 samples per channel) and
extensive digital signal-processing capability. To achieve its high storage capacity, the 7242 plug-in unit contains two full
channels; equipping ascope with two
units gives it four input channels, each
with its own sample memory, 8-bit analog-to-digital converter, and input amplifier. The ADC and sample memory on other
scopes are typically shared among the input channels.
But simply adding more memory per
channel is not what makes the 7200

unique. The trick is being able to process
all the data captured in that memory and
display the results on the screen in real
time, says Henry J. Bickel, vice president
of business development. LeCroy has developed aunique algorithm that makes
this possible.
Powerful DSP capability allows realtime analysis of the waveform, Bickel
says. Because of the large memory capacity, the scope can perform a50,000-point
fast Fourier transform at ahigher resolution than ascope doing an FFT with a
smaller sample memory.
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The ten years battery
that offers you even more capacity.
Modern micro- electronics now have aclear
pace setter where high capacity Lithium Cells
are concerned — the VARTA CR Cylindrical cell
specially developed for the specific demands
of the computer age.
For long life and high reliability.
With capacities second to none worldwide:
2.0 Ah for the AA, 1.4 Ah for the 2/3 AA,
1.0 Ah for the 1/2 AA and 350 mAh for the
1/4 AA, the smallest type in the range.
Laser welding and a self- discharge of less than
10/0 per year means that the
— -

VARTA Lithium cells achieve alifetime of 10 years.
They can be wave- soldered without any addtional precautions.
If the needs of your memory
backup is for an environmentally friendlier cell with a
high energy density, then it is
time to start thinking about
an improved product for the
future. Just call us for your
free samples.
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VARTA
Varta Batterie AG
Am Leineufer 51
D-3000 Hanover 21
W.- Germany • Tel. (0511) 7903-1

Varta Batteries Inc.
300 Executive Boulevard
Elmsford N.Y. 10523-1202
USA Tel. (0914) 59 22 500
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Varta Batteries Pte. Ltd.
P.O.Box 55
Bedok North Post Office
Singapore 91 46 Tel. ( 02 41) 26 33
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9C Computers and Communications

The dear solution:

SCSI HDD

teu
(v5o)
SCSIC
µPD72111
SERVQ
CONTROL
p..P078312A
SPINDLE MOTOR

MOTOR
DRIVER

For fast answers, call us at:
USA Te1:1-800-632-3531. TWX 910.379-6985 W Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlands Tel:
040-445-845. Telex:51923. Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Tel:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499.
Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355. UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791. Hong Kong Te1:3-755-9008. Telex:54561.
Taiwan Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372. Singapore Te1:4819881. Telex:39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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NEC's complete chip set
for high-end SCSI hard disk drives.
Want to improve the performance of your

D 2-channel PWM outputs, programmable

hard disk drive while reducing size, weight

for 8/10/12/16-bit resolution.

and power consumption? Call NEC. We'll

8- bit programmable real-time output

deliver everything you need for an advanced SCSI disk drive design, including

ports.

servo controller, SCSI controller, CPU and
associated chips.
Responsive, singlechip servo controller.

EPROM version available.
Versatile, high-speed SCSI controller.
Our SCSI controller gives you acompetitive
edge with features like high-speed

NEC's 16- bit singlechip microcontroller

sequence control. Overhead is minimized

excels in interrupt response.

because high-level commands drive an

The pPD78312 Aincorporates 8- level priori-

on-chip, hard-wired sequencer.

ty interrupt. It also gives you two exclusive
hardware interrupt handling features that

The versatile pPD72111 interfaces with
the 8- or 16-bit data bus of any CPU.

reduce software overhead.

It executes high-speed asynchronous data

D Macro Service provides

transfer at speeds up to 5M bytes/sec. And

high-speed data transfer

it enhances bus utilization by providing

between memory

both an 8-byte FIFO for the SCSI bus,

and aspecial func-

and an 8-word FIFO for the CPU bus.

tion register. No software
intervention required.
D Context Switching selects anew
register bank for each interrupt request and eliminates
the need for additional software
to save current register contents.

CPU with high-speed DMA controller.
As host to the SCSI controller,
our chip set provides
the V50 -,a powerful,
MS- DOS-compatible, 16-bit
microprocessor. It features a
high-speed, on-chip DMA controller

The pPD78312A offers all basic peripheral functions on-chip to simplify your

capable of data transfer rates up to 2.5M
words/sec at 10MHz.

MS-DOS

trademark of Mrc rose Corp

design and minimize circuit board size.
D 2-channel, 16- bit up/down counter with

If you want clear solutions to the

quadruple counting and up/down

challenges of hard disk drive design, call

discrimination.

NEC. Our experts have been driving the

D 2-channel, 16- bit timers.
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technology for years.
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ter,
thinner,
brighter.
The difference is dramatic.
Because Toshiba's new single-layer
M-ST LCD modules are 25% lighter
and 15% thinner than double-layer
panels. And their high-contrast and
brightness make them easier to see.
The M-ST LCD module from
Toshiba. Lightweight, thin, easy to
see. A new industry standard in
monochrome LCD performance.
All in all, quite afeather in our cap.
• Two sizes available: 640 x 400 dots ( TLX-1501-C3M)
and 640 x 480 dots ( TLX-1551A-C3M)

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

For further information:
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc., Chicago Office: One Parkway North, Suite 500, Deerfield, IL 60015-2547 Tel: 312-945-1500
Eastern Area Office: 25 Mail Road, 5th Floor, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: 617-272-4352 Fax: 617-272-3089
North Western Office: 1220 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408-737-9844 Fax: 408-737-9905
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he following is an account of major trends
in product development in Japan in the
sectors of mainframes,
supercomputing systems, engineering work
stations ( EWS), personal computers ( PC), and peripheral
equipment.
Japan's mainframe market
contains four major entrants:
IBM Japan, PC manufacturers
Fujitsu and Hitachi, and NEC,
that is marketing anon-compatible model. No great
change is expected in the balance of power among these
entrants for the next three or
four years. This is because all
are equipped with sufficient
developmental capability.
The major development in
this stable market was the
news, released in June of 1989,
that Fujitsu had finally created
an Operating System ( OS) to
counter ESA, some time after
the AAA ruling paved the way
for afull-scale project. The OS
in question is known as MSPEX, and has avirtual storage
space of 2gigabytes, far smaller than the ESA's 16 terabytes.
To compensate, it is equipped
with asystem storage ( SS)
function that can boost this
space to 128 terabytes. In effect, its functions are on apar
with those of ESA.
At the same time, Fujitsu announced its data base management systems ( DBMS) that is
more sophisticated than IBM's

Supercomputers
are on the
fast track
Fujitsu aims for first place with new
operating system and data base
DB2 ver.2 relational data base
management systems
(RDBMS).
Although Hitachi has not yet
announced an OS counter to
ESA, it is reportedly testing
one at its Kanagawa plant, and
anticipates shipments before
the end of fiscal year 1989.
As this suggests, all of the
entrants are leaning toward
data-oriented (or DB-oriented)
architecture. Japan's market for
RDBMS has rapidly grown
over the last few years. Some
manufacturers are even bundling DBMS with OS, particularly for small, general-purpose
models. In the process, the
mainframe is gradually coming
to be viewed as aDB
machine.
Japan's supercomputing
market is rapidly expanding.
As of the end of fiscal year
1987, there were about 130 supercomputers, including IBM's

TABLE 1. SPECIFICATIONS OF MAJOR
PORTABLE COMPUTERS
Manufacturer

Toshiba

Seiko Epson

Model

PC 286 Note executive

J 3100 SS Dyna Book

CPU

V30 ( 10 MHz)

RAM

1.1MB ( max. 1.6MB)

80086 ( 8MHz)
1.5MB ( max. 3.5MB)

Main memory: 640KB

Main memory: 640KB

EMS/hard RAM

I/O bank RAM

Storage unit

128/640KB-IC Card X 2

2DD/2HD - 2.5

Weight

2.2 Kg

2.7 Kg

Size

315 X 235 X 35 mm

310 X 254 x 44 mm

Battery life

3 hours

2.5 hours

Price

$3,225

$1,394
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3090VF, in operation in Japan.
By the end of fiscal year 1988,
the number had grown to
about 180. At 13 for Cray and
about 50 for IBM, U.S.-made
models account for over 60
systems. Fujitsu holds about
half of this market.
Shipments of Cray models
have increased sharply in
1989. The surge represents acceptance of Cray's application
software resources and its scalar processing capabilities, as

COMPUTERS aPERIPHERALS
well as the maturation of Cray
Japan's operation. Japan too is
gaining agreater awareness of
the importance of packaged
software resources, albeit five
years later than the U.S.
The supercomputing market
is expected to grow at an average annual rate exceeding 30
percent over the next five
years. Financial institutions are
recent customer additions.
The market for mini-supercomputers is expanding too.
The number of such models in
operation had reached the 130
mark as of the end of fiscal
year 1988. The 1989 shipments
are expected to be up over 50
percent. This market consists
entirely of U.S.-made products;
there are no Japanese entrants.
The leading share belongs to
Convex, which is the subject
of agency sales by Tokyo Elec99
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A
iron and value-added reselling
(VAR) by NKK. Convex is fol
lowed by Alliant (sales
through Alliant Japan and VAR
sales by NTT Data Communications), FPS, and Supertech.
However, Tokyo Electron is
embarking on the production
of models that are similar to
computers at the bottom of
Convex's line.
Other U.S. vendors of minisupercomputers besides Convex are making significant
sales in Japan as well.
A tone of rapid expansion
also colors the market for the
high-performance EWS known
as "super EWS." The leader
here is Kubota Computer,
which markets the Titan model
of the U.S.-made Ardent Computer. It is folowed by Stellar
Computer, which is sold by
three firms, and Nippon Computer's Super 3. The super
EWS market was virtually nonexistent in 1987, but shipments topped 200 units during
fiscal year 1988. This remarkable turnabout is agood indication of the fast-paced expansion of Japan's supercomputing system market.
In short, this market is undergoing dramatic growth.
More and more, vendors are
being evaluated by the quality
of their software as the circle
of users enlarges. All entrants
offer an open architecture and
have adopted Unix as the standard OS. A major priority is
the formation of groups encompassing major customers

A
N

and software houses

the Solbone EWS is being marketed by Matsushita Electric Industrial. Since the list contains
such big-name computer manufacturers as Fujitsu, Toshiba,
and Oki, SMJ's EWS is expected to capture the largest share
of Japan's EWS market. In addition, MIPS-based EWSs are
being marketed by Sony, Sumitomo Electric Industries,
and Kubota Computer.

Growing Dominance Of
Sun Microsystems
In The EWS Market
The number of EWSs,
shipped within the Japanese
market topped 40,000 during
fiscal year 1988 and is projected to increase by over 50 percent during 1989. The leading
vendors are Sun Microsystems
in Japan, YHP, Sony, Apollo Japan, and DEC Japan. Among
the indigenous Japanese entrants, Sony is making the best
showing, followed by NEC,
Sumitomo Electric Industries,
and Omron Tateishi.
As might be expected, applications center around CAD/
CAM/CAE and CASE, but office use now accounts for
about 15 percent of the total.
A problem in this connection
is Japan's dearth of Unix-based
OA (open architecture) software. This is behind the widespread use of EWS as terminals
in financial institutions.
Sun Microsystems is expanding its domination of this market in Japan. Sun Microsystems
of Japan supplies OEM-based
systems to Fujitsu, Toshiba,
Nippon Steel, Fuji Xerox, Oki
Electric, Tokyo Electron, Seiko
Electronic, Sofia Systems, and
others. SPARC-based EWS
manufacturers are Matsushita
Electric Industrial (Solbone)
and Toshiba.
As noted, various companies
are supplied with SMJ's machines on an OEM basis, and

PC Market Enters
ANew Phase
In fiscal year 1988, Japan's
PC market registered steep
growth for the first time in
three years, with domestic
shipments on the order of 1.5
million units. Major developments were expanded sales of
lap-top computers and the
emergence of additional newconcept PC models. The share
of the total PC market occupied by lap-top models has
reached about 17% and is expected to rise further. This is
because companies such as
Toshiba, NEC, Seiko Epson,
IBM Japan, Fujitsu, and the AX
Group (Japanese-language PC/
AT-compatible PC makers) are
all developing lap-top models.
AX's fiscal year 1988 results
were disappointing. Despite
membership of over ten companies, shipments for the
Group as awhole were only
on the order of 20,000, and
were centered around Mitsubishi Electric. However, the picture could begin to change
this year; Sony's announce-

TABLE 2. PC COLOR LCDs SHOWN AT THE TOKYO BUSINESS SHOW
AT cornPC Type

PC9801 & compatibles

Manufacturer
Technology

NEC
TFT

AX

Epson
2- layer

MIM

STN

2- layer

patible

Fujitsu

Mitsubishi

Sharp

Oki

Toshiba

Fujitsu

Hitachi

Ricoh

TFT

2- layer

2- layer

2- layer

2- layer

2- layer

2- layer

STN

STN

STN

STN

STN

STN

STN

Hitachi

Size

12"

12"

10"

10"

10"

14"

10"

11"

10"

10"

Pixel

640x400

640x400

640x400

640x400

640x400

640x400

640x400

640x410

640x400

640x400

640x400

8

8

16

8

8

16

16

16

8

8

8

Colors

SOURCE, NRI BASED ON VARIOUS MATERIALS
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A
ment of alow-priced 32-bit PC
model had stimulated expanded shipments by Oki, Canon,
and other suppliers.
However, there was no major new activity surrounding
TRON ( Real-time On-line Nucleus) developments. In
March, 1989, the Matsushita
Group held acomprehensive
exhibition of TRON technology, at which it unveiled multimedia-oriented applications
that combined analog-digital
images and PCM audio. Nevertheless, development of commercial TRON products is
lagging.

A dedicated Japanese-language word processor with a
TRON user interface is scheduled to be marketed toward
the end of this year, but adate
for the marketing of actual
TRON machines has not yet
been set. And in the United
States, TRON has been placed
on the list of possible subjects
for the application of the "Super 301" Article of the Omnibus Trade Act. This has made
uncertain adoption of BTRON
(Business-TRON) as the standard classroom-use PCs in
Japan.
One of the notable new-

concept PCs is Fujitsu's FM
TOWNS. The machine uses an
80386, original OS, and aCDROM drive. It is configured as
ahome-use PC with hypermedia orientation. Shipments
were initially expected to center around use as agame machine, but FM TOWNS is
equipped for avariety of applications and can run conventional MS-DOS software. Shipments have been brisk, and
are projected to hit 100,000 for
fiscal year 1989.
Hitachi has also brought out
anew PC model, "PROSET,"
that combines an MS-DOS ma-

A
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BIBS Concentrates on CMOS Memories

NMB Semiconductor is the
only Japanese manufacturer
dedicated exclusively to developing and marketing sophisticated CMOS memories. NMBS
has rapidly emerged as the
world's uncontested leader in
high-speed memory devices
with access times of 60, 70, and
80 ns.
NMBS is developing and
marketing dynamic random access memories with densities
ranging from 256 Kbits to land 4-Mbit DRAM. Besides dynamic random access memories, NMBS is developing other
special memory products to expand its product lines.
NMBS's Tateyama plant is
the most advanced very-largescale integration CMOS production facility in Japan. The plant
boasts Class 1clean rooms,
which make extensive use of
robotics, and is capable of wafer fabrication of circuits with
sub-micron geometries.
NMBS's Microfabrication facilities feature a5:1 projection
and exposure system, afully
automatic photolithography
system, single wafer plasma
etching equipment, acomplete
range of chemical vapor deposition systems, and high performance test and measurement
equipment.
Electronics/September 1989

The company's advanced design, processing, and testing
technologies are all aimed at
ensuring the highest possible
reliability and quality.
Presently, 256 K bit and 1Mbit DRAMs are produced in
Module Iand Module II, respectively. NMBS also made a
co-development agreement
with RAMTRON Corporation
for production of 4-Mbit
DRAMs, utilizing new materials.

TAKUMI TAMURA
President

This new 4-Mbit type, in addition to the ordinary 4-Mbit
DRAMs, will be produced exclusively in the NMBS Module
III facilities. Module III is scheduled for construction in July
1989 and will start volume production by the middle of 1990.
NMBS is working to increase
production capacity to meet
the rapidly expanding needs of
the computer industry, particularly manufacturers of high performance 32 bit personal-computers. These companies need
high speed memory chips to
take full advantage of today's
faster, more powerful
microprocessor.
By meeting this growing demand, NMBS is intensifying its
worldwide sales network. A total of 28 sales offices are scattered throughout the world
with 19 sales offices in Japan.
NMB Technologies Inc. controls all of its sales operation in
the United States. In Europe
sales offices are in W. Germany, France, Italy and the United
Kingdom. Also, sales offices are
in Taiwan, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Korea.
NMBS is working hard to expand its capacity in terms of
production and marketing activities to meet the rapidly expanding needs of our clients.
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NMBS
Speed Response
Ultra-speed DRAM series are born
at NMB Semiconductor Tateyama
plant — the most advanced verylarge-scale integration CMOS
production facility in Japan.

The photo shows the fully
automatic diffusion process by
advanced vertical furnance.

NMB Senziconductor's
Ultra-speed DRAM Series.
[RAS Access time 6Ons---]

256K x 4 : AAA 1M 204 Series
1M x 1 : AAA 1M 200 Series
x 4 : AAA 4M 104 Series

*Products in parenthesis are currently
under development.

NMB Technologies Inc.

NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

9730 Independence Avenue

Sales Headquarters

Chatsworth, CA 91311, U.S.A.

1580 Yamamoto, Tateyama-shi,

Tel: (818)341-3355

Chiba 294, Japan

Fax: (818)341-8207

Tel : (0470)23-3121 Fax: (0470)23-2171
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chine with atelephone and
printer. In addition, its standard software is "Ichitaro," the
most popular Japanese-language word processor software, and "Hanako," the most
popular design software (both
products of Justsystem). The
concept is basically the same
as that of Canon's "NAVI,"
which first appeared on the
market in 1987. Since numerous manufacturers have similar
concepts, PROSET could even
be viewed as indicative of the
future direction of Japan's PC
product development.
Development of portable
computer models is making
great strides. One case in point
is "PC 286 Note Executive," a
V30-based MS-DOS machine
announced by Seiko Epson. It
is mounted with an IC card instead of afloppy disk drive.
Also notable is"DynaBook,"
an 80086-based MS-DOS machine announced by Toshiba.
The distinctive feature of this
model is its 3.5-inch floppy
disk drive ( see Table 1).
The foundation for these
portable PC models is adedicated Japanese-language word
processor ( termed a "notebook word processor"). Advances in controller chips and
batteries are anticipated to further reduce the size and boost
the performance of these PCs.
Concepts behind PC advertising have changed along with
the products. Having stressed
the sophistication of performance and functions thus far,
ads are now beginning to feature popular young female entertainers in abid to capture
the interest of more viewers.
In other words, PCs are being
advertised in the same way as
electrical appliances and soft
drinks, evidencing the extent
of their utilization among the
Japanese public.

Growing LAN Market
As compared with the United States, LANs have been very
104

slow to spread in Japan, partly
because major manufacturers
of computers and communications equipment and the information industry have grown
up without compatibility
among their products.
However, LANs finally appear to have entered into fullfledged penetration. The share
of PCs in operation with LAN
links is now approaching the
double-digit level. The main
LAN type at present is Ethernet. LAN shipments of Ungermann-Bass and 3Com are rapidly picking up. The market for
file servers is also expanding.
Novell and 3Com are the leaders, but ASCII's PC-NFS is moving well. File servers are likely
to make inroads into the market now occupied by "office
computers," acategory distinctive to Japan.

Peripheral Equipment
Disk Drives
A LIcsuiption of trends in
optical disk drives can be
found in another section; the
comments here will be limited
to the types built into systems.
Sony's EWS, "NEWS,"is
coming to the fore as asystem
applying optical disk drives.
Sony belongs to both the Ull
and OSF Unix standardization
groups. NEWS' use of optical
disks enables it to accommodate both of these OSs in a
single system. The OS of the
user's choice is recorded on
the optical disk media, with
the application software, and
either OS can be b9oted up.
This would enable system
development independent of
an OS if application interfaces
and device-level protocol for
the various OSs are standardized in the future.
Certain PCs also house builtin CD-ROM drives. Examples
are Fujitsu's FM TOWNS, noted above, and Sony's AX model "QuanerL." Shipments of
the former during fiscal year
1989 are projected to hit the

100,000 mark, suggesting the
arrival of the "hypermedia
age" in Japan.

Displays
Improved performance of
lap-top PCs is stimulating development of flat panel display
(FPD) products. A major focus
of such efforts is liquid crystal
displays, which are the most
promising as far as multicolor
displays are concerned. Table
2presents specifications of major PC liquid crystal displays
exhibited by various manufacturers at an industry show held
in May, 1989. This activity
could lead to marketing a
stream of portable computers
with color liquid crystal displays in the early 1990s.

Printers
The spread of printers accommodating page description
language ( PDL; mainly Postscript) has been lagging in Japan for several reasons. Besides the lagging development
of Japanese-language Postscript, the major ones are the
vast memory space required to
mount aJapanese-language
outline font (which must contain several tens of thousands
of words) and the great
amount of time required for.
the creation of an outline font
for the complicated system of
Japanese ideographs. These
and other factors have slowed
development of practical printers at affordable prices.
Going for about $3,170, Japanese laser printers are hardly
bargains compared to their
U.S. counterparts, but are still
experiencing rapid growth. In
addition, sales of printers capable of handling PDL are expected to grow rapidly in
1990. This is because advances
in semiconductor fabrication
technology and design technology have resulted in aportable Japanese-language word
processor mounted with an
outline font in 1989.
Electronics/September 1989
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ritable optical
disks were first
commercialized in
Japan in 1983.
This initial commercialization
took the form of
write-once optical disk drives,
incapable of erasing data once
it had been written. They were
designed as document file systems to replace microfilm.
Hard disks were still highpriced at the time, and were
only mounted in minicomputers or computers in the 100
MB class and below. Personal
computers had just begun to
find widespread use, and models containing hard disks were
virtually non-existent. For this
reason, optical disks were heralded as new technological
"seeds" that could dramatically
increase recording capacities.
However, during 1988, some
five years later, shipments of
optical disk drives ( excluding
the read-only type) numbered
less than 30,000, far below the
corresponding figure of over
10 million for hard disk drives.
Use of optical disk drives as
external storage devices for

The arrival
of the optical
disk age
computers failed to meet anticipations. Presumably, this is
because almost all optical disk
drives shipped by manufacturers were of the write-once variety, which are incapable of rewriting. Many suppliers
thought that, given the huge
capacity of optical disks, nonerasability would not pose a
serious barrier to penetration,
and that the write-once type
would have good prospects
for computer use.
Nevertheless, wide acceptance of computer recording
,
-;v ,tums depends on an eras-

Size ( mm)

Status

Sony

130

Sharp

130

New model announced 5/89

Canon

130

OEM shipments to NeXT

Nikon

300

Sample shipments

Olympus

130

OEM supply to Ricoh

Matsushita Comm

130

Sample shipments

Matsushita Elec

130

Announced prototype

86

Announced prototype ( phase change type)

Maxtor

130

Sample shipments

Verbatim

89

Under de eelopment

Ricoh

130

Sales launched 12/88

86

Under development

Pioneer
NEC
Fujitsu

200

Sales launched 10/88

Commercializatior as CM bank

86

Under development

130

Under development

200

Development of solid-state drive

Hitachi

130

Sample shipments

Mitsubishi Elec

130

AnnoLnced product 5/88

Toshiba

Under development

IBM

Under development
SOURCE: NRI
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Major problems of speed and compatibility
among makers slow market acceptance

TABLE 1. SUPPLIER TRENDS RELATED
TO REWRITABLE OPTICAL DISKS
Supplier

1

able medium. For this reason,
use of anon-erasable medium
would compel major system
modifications. Numerous firms
developed subsystems that
bore asuperficial resemblance
to hard disks, but were much
harder to use.

OPTICAL DISKS
Erasable optical disks became commercially available
in 1988. The first supplier to
offer acommercial version of a
small diameter disk capable of
use with computers was Sharp.
Sharp was soon followed by
Matsushita Communication Industrial, Maxtor, Sony, Canon,
Ricoh, and others. By the end
of 1988, shipments of rewritable optical disks totaled about
5,000. Sony and Canon accounted for the overwhelming
bulk of this total. Production
continued to expand in 1989,
leading to projections that
shipments for the year would
reach about 50,000. This is
substantially greater than that
for 1988 shipments of 5.25inch hard disks in the 760 MB
class. It is estimated that rewritable disks will account for
more than half of the total
number of optical disks
shipped during 1989. Table 1
presents the status of business
related to optical disks among
major suppliers.
Rewritable optical disk
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TABLE 2. PRICES OF NEWS AND NeXT
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
NEWS

NeXT

MT

$ 5,300 ( 60MB)

HOD

$ 8,800 ( 156MB)

$2,000 ( 330MB)

$10,900 ( 286MB)

$4,000 ( 660MB)

$ 3,200

$1,500 ( approx)

MO

Note: NeXT prices indicate discount prices to universities.
NeXT MO price indicates price for system enlargement ( building in)
and is an estimate.
SOURCE: NEWS: Sony catalogue NeXT: CSN

drives are used for minicomputers, work stations, and file
servers. Production has been
unable to keep up with demand in 1989, spawning an
enormous backlog. A particularly urgent priority is to increase production of media.
While they have gotten off
to agood start, rewritable optical disk drives harbor several
problems which remain to be
solved. The major ones are an
inability for direct overwrite,
which results in awrite speed
that is slower than that of hard
disks, and alack of data compatibility between models
from different suppliers. In addition, there are some new
technologies that could undermine attempts to solidify their
position in the market. A hard
disk with aglass substrate, for
example, is now under development, and could offer acapacity per side comparable to
that of magneto-optical disks.
Removable hard disks and
large-capacity floppy disks
(with capacities on the order
of 50 MB) have already been
developed in preparation for
competition with optical disks.
In short, optical disks must be
equipped with avalue sufficient to meet the challenge
posed by these competitors.
One of the major applications envisioned for optical
disks is use as abackup for
hard disks. Thus far, magnetic
tape has been used for this
106

purpose, but does not permit
free data access. By contrast,
optical disks are still not fully
equipped to function as a
backup medium; their on-line
capacity ( recording capacity
accessible without changing

disks) is only about 320 MB,
as compared to over 1GB for
amaximum capacity of 5.25inch hard disks. For 3.5-inch
hard drives, hard disks with a
capacity in excess of 200 MB
are already available, but the
ceiling for optical disks is likely to be around 120 MB. The
view of optical disks as offering avirtually boundless capacity is now outdated; optical
disk suppliers are pinning their
hopes on second generation,
large-capacity models.
Optical disks are aremovable medium that, in principle,
enable management of unlimited recording capacity. These
properties stimulated expectations that optical disks would
be priced somewhat higher
than hard disks of equivalent

Noise Ltd. tames noise

Many modern products along
with their vital circuitry, which
have now become essential
conveniences in our everyday
lives, are always being exposed
to invisible electrical "noise."
Those dreadful lightening
strikes, and bothersome static
electricity most frequent in the
winter months, and the power
switches that we operate day in
and day out are just afew of
the countless sources of electrical noise. Unprotected electronic circuits treat incoming noise
pulses as electric signals and, in
response, may function
improperly.
Manufacturers of products
using electronic circuits are trying their best to deal with the
problem of noise by conducting exhaustive tests in all processes of production, starting
from the design of circuits up
to the final quality inspection
of finished products. Noise Laboratory Co., Ltd. and our affiliate companies specialize in developing noise countermeasures and supply awide variety
of testers, measuring instru-

ments, and components for
noise.
Our group is presently patronized by more than 3,000
private enterprises and public
institutions worldwide. We are
constantly stepping up our efforts in the pursuit of eliminating the problem of malfunctions in electronic circuits for
more safe and reliable products
that will help build an even
richer society today and
tomorrow.

MR. HISAO TAIRA
International manager
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A
capacity. However, these exthat the current gap between
recording equipment begins to
pectations proved to be wide
optical disks and hard disks in
change in this fashion, it is
of the mark. Rewritable optical
recording speed will gradually
conceivable that optical disks
disks now commercially ofbe closed through the inwould replace hard disks as
fered carry prices that are fully
creased use of semiconductor
the main storage device for
competitive with those of hard
caches. If the environment of
personal systems.
disks, at least in terms of the
market price. Table 2presents
list prices for peripheral equipment for Sony's engineering
work station ("NEWS") and
for NeXT% computer
("NeXT'). It can be seen that
optical disks are even cheaper
than hard disks, and much
cheaper than magnetic tape. If
this pattern of pricing takes
STANDARD
BUILT-IN FUSE
LOW PROFILE
root, there is astrong possibiliTYPE 269
TYPE 277
TYPE 267
ty that users able to sacrifice a
degree of access speed will
prefer optical over hard disks.
Since they started out with a
E IA
price per unit of on-line capacSIZE
ity that was equivalent or
inferior to that of hard disks, it
might be said that optical
disks are compelled to undergo as sharp aprice reduction
as hard disks have undergone
At any rate, competition
among optical disk manufacSIZE
turers is certain to intensify.
In application, optical disks
are anticipated to occupy apoMax . 2mm
sition intermediate to magnetic
(.047)
C)
tape and hard disks. Optical
disks enable information backup as is, without restoring on
MATSUO Type 269 functions as
In applications where compoMatsu° Type 267 Tantalum
hard disks as is necessary for
Chip Capacitors have been
a thermal fuse under a small
nent height is critical, MATSU°
magnetic tape. This could conamount of current or acurrent
designed, specifically, for your
Type 277 offers you the lowest
stitute asignificant advantage.
fuse under a large amount of
most exacting surface mount
profile of any tantalum chip
However, full-fledged replace
applications. All physical dicurrent. This helps to eliminate
capacitors currently available
ment of hard disks will take
mensions conform to all the
burning, smoking, or resin
(1.2mm [0.0471 max.).
considerable time.
decomposition by the shorted
Also available in EIA dimensions.
EIA and 'ECG standards for size.
The biggest influences on
unit or a misconnection.
Available in EIA dimensions.
tomorrow's storage devices are
expected to be increased semiCall or write today for samples,
conductor integration and the
prices and literature on the complete line of
spread of networking. A further rise in the scale of integration exhibited by semiconductors would erode the position
of hard disks as storage devices able to keep pace with
semiconductors, and create a
need for larger on-line capacities. The spread of networking
would probably add impetus
to this trend. It is estimated
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SURFACE MOUNT TANTALUM
CHIP CAPACITORS

IECC1

MATSUO CAPACITORS!!
8
NAMPO ELECTRIC CO. M.
Om Es.. 864662 10-2n 14.041598-8145. Sum-N.. O.
564 -Roan
TEL 1031337-0450. FAX 1081337885C 119 523416454ATSUO J
RIATSUO ELECTRONICS OF «ERICA
eu Men Street 5441.4 KO. Nunbroglan Sewn. Caldcrna 92648
TEL 171418562491, FAX 171419604•92
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Square wave pulses with Ins rise times
for more realistic simulation

Simulating real power line noise is the job of our INS Series.
There's never been a more versatile noise simulator.
Its wide range of simulation features can introduce
many testing capabilities into your R&D and QA/QC
programs.
Our INS-NA41OR and INS-NA42OR can superimpose
square-wave impulses with super-quick rise times
(under ins) onto AC or DC lines. The amplitude, width
and repetition rate of these pulses are easily variable.

And with an optional coupling adaptor, application to
uncut signal lines is not only possible but very easy.
Testing against radiated noise and direct application
of pulses to the metal cabinet of equipment can also
be performed. All these features allow you to simulate
potential noise problems and build safeguards into your
products before shipment to your customers, which will
give your company the competitive edge.

Helping you find sources of EMI
is the job of our FVC Series
Sniff out sources of EMI before sending your product
off for expensive testing. Simply by contacting the
probe to the circuit to be measured, you can ascertain
the electric and magnetic field strengths of each frequency band specified in the EMI standards of FCC, VDE,
VCCI and CISPR. Models FVC-NA1000 locates sources of
radiated emissions, and the FVC-NA30 locates sources
of conducted emissions.

Contact us now for more details.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
tiniqPRPn

1-10-18, Higashi-lkuta, Tama-ku. Kawasaki City, Kanagawa Pref. 214 Japan
Tel (044) 933-0407 Fax ( 044) 932-4673

Circle 22

Visit us at Northcon/89 October 17-19, Booth No. 2066
and Wescon/89 November 14-16, Booth No. 800.
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Fujitsu goes to FM TOWNS

Fujitsu's computer business began with the first Japanese
commercial computer in 1951.
Since then we have strengthened our product lines, and
now lead the market. As a
manufacturer of computers, we
offer awide range of products,
such as super computers, mainframes, office processors, workstations and personal
computers.
Today's computer market is
influenced by ahighly competitive economic environment in
which companies regard efficient use of information as a
"fourth management resource."
At the forefront of this trend is
the everwidening use of personal computers within
corporations.
In order to respond to the
increasing demands of PC users
we developed the "FMR series"
general-purpose personal computers. Based on an open architecture, the FMR Series of
personal computers interface
with ahost computer and have
awide range of software. In addition, they have word processors for the Japanese language.
Customers want ahome PC
that can handle new educational and entertainment applications as well as personal business. We believe e
number of users will grew with the
expansion of ISDN and computer education in schools. Ultimately, the worlds of sound
and color that characterize personal computers and business
processing will become integrated on ahigher level.
Such anew gen€ ation of
personal computer. is Fujitsu's
FM TOWNS, ahypermedia PC
offering an unprecedented
range of features for both pleasure and business. FM TOWNS,
marketed since February, meets
the new computing needs of
hobby and business users. Advanced features include a
540MB CD drive that combines
sound and images. To achieve

th tkie
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arich sensory appeal, FM
TOWNS supports high quality
sound and video, such as simultaneous display of 32,000
colors and audio from 14
sources. The CPU uses an Intel
80386 chip.
FM TOWNS opens atotally
new world of personal computing that has not been possible.
For example, it can be used for
games with impressive stereo
sound background effects, electronic picture albums of nearphotograph quality, and new
language learning tools utilizing voice and picture.
Many business uses of FM
TOWNS include computerized
information retrieval systems
with hugh databases such as
automobile parts, inventory,
various types of design consultation service systems (such as
hair styling and house designs)
and monitoring systems (Viking Surveillance System).
Moreover, FMR Series business
software, such as "Lotus 1-2-3"
or "Multiplan," can be run with
MS-DOS V.3. FM TOWNS users
enter the new computing
world opened up be CD-ROM
in addition to retaining familiar
MS-DOS applications—all in
one machine!
To provide our customers
with first-hand experience, Fujitsu held an FM TOWNS exhibition in March of this year at
the Tokyo Dome baseball stadium. The 3-day exhibition attracted 180,000 people, arecord-setting crowd for the Tokyo Dome.
FM TOWNS was also exhibited ( in March) at the CD-ROM
Conference held in Anaheim,
California. American software
companies, which are noted
for their high-tech capabilities,
gave rave reviews to FM
TOWNS and the outstanding
quality of CD-ROM software.
For example, Ms. Laura Buddine, president of Tiger Media
and an authority on CDI, said:
FM TOWNS combines the New

Media system of tomorrow
with the state of the art in both
productivity and entertainment
computers, and delivers it all
without sacrificing performance
or compatibility." Mr. Brad
Fregger, president of Byte Size
Note, praised the FM TOVVNS's
comfortable interface, which he
said "provides ease of use that
is reminiscent of the Macintosh.
(potentially even more friendly) while providing all the
power and flexibility of MDDOS." And Mr. Thomas M. Lopez, who is chairman of Mamnmoth MicroProductions and regarded as the father of CDROM, called FM TOWNS a
truly revolutionary personal
computer that will "delight children and adults in learning, at
play, and at work." Moreover,
Mr. Lopez said that "the implications for amachine of this
type in the U.S. market are
staggering."
In order to expand the world
of FM TOWNS still further, we
plan to expand both the product line and distributed software. It is our goal to promote
the availability of 100 CD-ROM
software products exclusively
for FM TOWNS as well as 500
MS-DOS distributed software
products by the end of this
year. And we have been receiving excellent responses from
software makers. In order to
give full cooperation to American software companies to develop FM TOWNS products,
we have established asupport
base in San Francisco.
We believe that FM TOWNS
will not only pioneer anew
generation of products, but will
also be astrong commercial
success, thanks to the enthusiasm of our customers and the
support of software makers. FM
TOWNS exemplifies Fujitsu's
commitment to develop products that contribute to the creation of anew computer culture and improve service and
customer satisfaction.
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Fujitsu declares,
"THE WORLD IS FLAT!"

CIRCLE NO. 45

640 X 400 dots Blue

640 X 480 dots Black & White

/5" (
1024 X 768 dots)

640 X 400 dots Black 8, White

18" ( 1024 X 816 dot ,,
,

Fujitsu's world of flat-panel displays:
highres plasma, page-white LCDs ... and more!
There's aworld of new applications for slim,
lightweight flat- panel displays.

Bigger plasma displays, brighter
LCDs

In portable computers. In low- profile
desktop workstations.

We have high- resolution, high contrast
plasma displays. In sizes up to aphenomenal 18 inches (46 cm).

In control panels thin enough to build
into your equipment. And light enough to
hang on your wall.
For all the applications you can imagine,
and for some you haven't dreamed of — yet
— Fujitsu announces aworld of flat- panel
display technology.

Plus what may be the world's largest
selection of high-contrast liquid crystal display
screens. Black-and-white or blue-andwhite. Back- lit or edge- lit.

And afew surprises
We even have some flat- panel displays
we'd like to show you, but we can't. Not
yet. But we will very soon.
So before you buy any other flat- panel
displays, we suggest you talk with Fujitsu. It
could make aworld of difference.

Every one embodying the kind of attention to detail in design and construction
that have made Fujitsu displays legendary
for quality and reliability.

co
FUJITSU
FUJITSU
FUJITSU
FUJITSU
FUJITSU

MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Stm())- 4.148 Arabella Center 9. OG/A, D-6000 Frankfurt Nederrad 71. FR. Germany Phone .069-66320 Telex: 0411963 Fax .069-6632122
COMPONENT OF AMERICA. INC.:
• 51ntlCb ,D, C ,Idom.a 950E4-3197, LI-GA Ph(mo. 400 562-1000 Telex 910-330 0130 Fux 400-727 0355
MICROELECTRONICS PACIFIC ASIA LIMITED: 805 Tsm Sha Tsul Centre. West WIng, 66 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong Phone 3-732(1100 Telex 31959 FUJIS HX Fax .3-7227984
LIMITED ( Electronic Components International Sales Support Div.): Furukawa Sogo Bldg. 6-1. Marunouchl 2-chome. Chlyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. Japan Phone Natenal ( 03) 216-3211

PRESERVATION
PLAN ON IT

Planning on restoring ahouse, saving alandmark,
reviving your neighborhood?
No matter what your plans, gain awealth of
experience and help preserve our historic and
architectural heritage. Join the National Trust for
Historic Preservation and support preservation
efforts in your community.
Make preservation ablueprint for the future.
Write:
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

KODENSHI

New technology for

anew age of Optoelectronics.

Optical semiconductor devices are vital components
in many of today's leading industries. To meet their
requirements, many customers throughout the world
are turning to KODENSHI, acompany renowned for
the originality and superb quality of its products.
The Company employs aflexible manufacturing system,
allowing it to produce adiverse range of products, from
small customized lots to large volume production.
Whatever the job, KODENSHI ensures that delivery is
prompt so that in this, the new Electronics Age, you get
the products you need, when you need them.
•KODENSHI's Major Product Lines
•Detectors
Photodiodes. laser Detectors, Phototransistors
•Emitters
Infrared Emitting Diodes (GaAs) (GaAlAs), Emitters for Optical Fibers (GaAlAs)
•Coupling Devices
Photocouplers, Photointerrupters
•Optic Receiver Modules
•Rotary Encoders
•Photo IC Sensors ( PICS)
•Hybrid ICs

ti M11
SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

¡rem KODENSHI CORP

•HEAD OFFICE 24.52 MAKISHIMA-CHO. UJI, KYOTO 611....-APAN

0774-24-1121 FAX 0774-24-1031
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Trends in
Japan's chip
Industry
DSPs, 32-bit MPUs, RISC processors, and
image processors follow DRAM demands
twas estimated that the
demand for semiconductors would expand during
the end of 1988, and level
off at the beginning of
1989. But the demand for
DRAM and MPU/MCU

SEMICONDUCTORS
chips is still on the rise. It was
influenced by expanding domestic demands and the growing market of computers and
office equipment inside and
outside Japan. It was also driven by ashift toward higher

functional equipment. At the
present rate, 1989 chip production will equal or exceed 1988
output.
However, production expansion in general-purpose 1-Mbit
DRAMs, aprincipal product
for larger chip makers, is now
being reconsidered. Toshiba,
one of the largest makers, will
maintain aproduction level of
roughly 10 million units a
month, and NEC intends to
produce 6million until the
end of the year. Also, other
leaders, such as Hitachi, Mitsubishi, and Fujitsu, set up apro-

Kodenshi eyes U. S. market

Kodenshi Corp. is one of the
largest photoelectronic semiconductor specialists in Japan.
With over $7million invested
in capital equipment and space,
the 17-year-old company has
recorded sales in excess of $48
million for the fiscal year ended
March 31, 1989.
Kodenshi's presence is still
largely based in Asia and the
Pacific Rim, but now the company is looking to North America for optical sensor and other
unique manufacturing markets.
Kodenshi boasts that its production facilities in Kyoto, Japan, are so versatile it can respond to orders as small as a
single custom unit or as large
as afull-scale production run.
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Kodenshi employs 2,000
workers in Kyoto and various
subsidiaries. Quality is empha-

HIROKAZU NAKAJIMA
President

duction ceiling of 5to 6million units monthly.
Such production adjustments focus on full-scale production of 4-Mbit DRAM chips.
To meet expected demands
for the product next year, leading makers have shifted capital
investment from vigorous expansion of mass production
lines for 1-Mbit DRAMs to
beefing up submicron lines, including 4-Mbit DRAMs. Another noteworthy trend in 1-Mbit
DRAM production is its diversification. Toshiba is focusing
on its application products, including video RAM. NEC intends to increase monthly production of high-speed 1-Mbit
DRAMs to nearly 2million.
The technological shift toward general-purpose products
can be attributed to the idea
that "systems on achip" have
been widely accepted by the
industry. It is also because development of precise processing technology has made possible new chips that meet
more stringent requirements
for electronics equipment. Because of such environmental
changes, chip suppliers will
have to depend on "design-in"
sized at every stage, from wafer
production to final shipping.
"Flexible manufacturing is our
forte," says Hirokazu Nakajima,
Kodenshi's president. "We are
able to supply products in
many different forms." Package
variety is especially important
for photodiodes, phototransistors, and LEDs. Kodenshi supplies these as discrete components and as preassembled
functional blocks.
"We have made remarkable
advances in products for TV
and VCRs," Nakajima says, "in
particular, light transmitter/detector units for infrared remote
controllers." These contain
light transmission and detection elements, plus ancillary
components, in asingle package. Kodenshi also makes tape
Electronics/September 1989
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TABLE 1. PRODUCTION BY
SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURERS
(unit: billions of dollars)
Manufacturer '87

' 88

' 89

CGR %

(Planned) ' 87 - ' 88

' 88 - ' 89

NEC

3.6

4.4

4.8

23.5

9.5

Toshiba

3.3

4.2

4.7

27.7

11.7

Hitachi

2.9

3.4

3.8

17.6

12.0

Mitsubishi

2.3
2.2

2.6

50.0

10.6

Fujitsu

1.5
1.7

2.5

25.5

12.9

Matsushita

1.5

1.7

2.0

11.6

16.7

TABLE 2. CAPITAL INVESTMENT BY
SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURERS
(unit: billions of dollars)
Manufacturer '87

'88

' 89

CGR %

(Planned) ' 87 - ' 88

' 88 - ' 89

NEC

282

493

563

75.0

Toshiba

493

634

634

28.6

0.0

Hitachi

282

493

598

75.0

21.4

Mitsubishi

113

317

331

181.3

4.4

Fujitsu

282

458

613

63.7

33.8

Matsushita

155

366

528

135.4

46.2

from the initial stages of design to finished electronics
equipment.

For Design-In

Design- in appeals to chip

end sensors and laser detectors
for compact and laser disks.
In office automation, Kodenshi provides index detectors
and rotary encoders for disk
drives for personal computers.
In factoy automation, it offers
high-precision photointerrupters, photo reflective devices, and photocouplers.
Kodenshi is also active in optical communications, supplying highly efficient light transmission/reception elements to
communications equipment.
Kodenshi is looking to the
future with advanced integrated
photosensors, subminiature
photonic switches, and other
technologies. Heading into the
1990s, Kodenshi will use its
strong research prowess to stay
on the cutting edge.
Electronics / September 1989
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makers in the sense that they
can achieve "pioneer gains" in
the future. But this must be
done carefully. If amaker enters into an existing chip market, where product development has already been terminated, it can merely find alimited niche as asecond or third
supplier and enjoy little gain.
Moreover, in the Japanese
market, where present demands are focusing more on
memory chips and consumer
custom-made products, foreign
makers should not go with design-in hastily. Within the next
five years, however, there will
be many areas they can design-in with technological
advantages.
In any case, chip makers
need to develop new markets
to inspire chip demand.

Market Evaluation
An overall understanding of
the electronics industry is indispensable to evaluate potential markets for design-in. Two

important factors that bring
about new opportunites for
business expansion in the electronics equipment industry are
technological innovation and
social change.
Technological innovation is
promoted mainly by software
and man-machine interface
technologies. Artificial-intelligence devices, pattern recognition equipment, and display
devices apply this technology
and can expect further business expansion.
Meanwhile, social change
will advance in accordance
with communications and new
media. Demand for information communication equipment will bring aneed for
new services.
We can illustrate four directions for the development of
new electronics equipment
that will stimulate chip demands: improvements in
man-machine interfaces, response to network systems,
orientation toward knowledge processing, and development of complex digital
equipment.
First, new electronic equipment focusing on improving
man-machine interfaces includes pattern recognition, image and speech processing,
and display technologies. Recently, these core technologies
have reached an unprecedented level of development owing primarily to advances in
support chips and software
technology.
New equipment includes
high-definition TV and OCR,
OLCR for office automation,
and robot vision in factory
automation. Moreover, they
will help formulate future
product concepts based on today's PCs and workstations,
facsimiles, copiers, and automotive electronics.
Secondly, expansion of new
electronics equipment for networks is very promising in
new industrial environments.

1
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The world's most up-to-date production
technology delivers leading-edge ULSI circuits

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

Sub-micron production in full swing, bringing the new age of
4M DRAMs
Oki's Miyagi Plant, benefitting from the latest advances in the company's
system technology, has already reached mass production and shipment of 1Mbit memories and has recently begun quantity production of 4M DRAMs. At
the Miyagi Plant, broad utilization of ultra-fine process technology and stateof-the-art automation combine to assure the high quality of these products.
Oki is already well underway with technological innovation enabling production of 16M- bit memories.
High-level automation with ultra-fine process production
Oki's 0.81/ process technology used in its second-generation 1M-and 4Mbit memories has been integrated into one of the world's most advanced production lines for reliable mass production of over 20,000 6-inch wafers per
month.
In 1988 Oki led the world with the first facility dedicated for production of
sub-micron devices. Today that lead is being extended with the latest advances in
automated manufacturing, such as sophisticated wafer tracking systems for improved
quality and production control monitoring.
From the transportation system, driven by linear motors, to individual production equipment in each process machine group, all are computer controlled.
To assure products of extremely stable quality, automation and every detail of
the production environment are maintained at the world's highest levels.
High performance and packaging flexibility support customers
in awide range of applications
Oki's Advanced System Technologies are dedicated to total customer satisfaction. Acomprehensive service system provides flexibility, quality, cost savings and quick turn-around times.

Oki's Mivagi Plant. featuring world-standard process technology and automation.

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
75.25 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
•Tel: 3-5386-8100
Fax: 3-5386-8110
•Telex: J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2, D-4040 Neuss 1,
VVest Germany
•Tel: 2101-15960 • Fax: 2101103539
•Telex: 8517427 OKI D

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, U.S.A.
au Tel: 408720-1900 u Fax: 408720-1918
•Telex: 296687 OKI SUVL
Oki Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 1801-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City 33 Canton Road.,
1ST KLN, Hong Kong
•Tel: 37362336 al Fax: 37362395
al Telex: 45999 OKI HK HX

OKI
Circle 88

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
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Common use of databases resulted from development of
digital information memory, a
shift from integrated information processing to dispersed
information processing, an improvement in digital communication technology, and standardization of communication
protocol.

New communication functions will be used in various
OA equipment including workstations, NC machines, MAP interface systems for CIM, industrial robots, and programmable controllers.
In the public environment,
electronics equipment for large
capacity communication sys-

tems is being installed. Optical
communication technology,
mobile communications, and
ISDN will play amajor role in
this area.
Thirdly, as we have already
witnessed, application of
knowledge processing technology based on artificial intelligence and post-binary elec-

At Old, the customer is the key to success

What makes acompany aleader in its markets today? What
makes the difference between
success and failure? Is it an extra nanosecond, gate, pin, package or product? Ido not think
so. Those things are important,
of course, but Ibelieve the
most significant differentiator
an organization can have is the
attitude its employees have toward the customers they serve.
If you wish to distance yourself
from acompetitor you simply
satisfy your customer.
It is therefore part of the strategic direction of Oki to constantly renew and strengthen
our commitment to the
customer.
Let me illustrate how we
have taken this abstract concept of customer satisfaction
and woven it into the fabric of
Old's plan. It simply starts with
strategic planning. Strategic customers and their resultant alliances are elements of our plan.
Our aim is to provide customer
satisfaction through the delivery of superior products and
services in away that the customer has not likely experienced before.
The success of strategic alliances is based on total customer satisfaction, so in essence,
Old's success is tied to that. I
would have it no other way. If
you neglect the needs of the
customer Idoubt that your stay
in the market will last long. So,
the success of the business
plan is based on strategic customer alliances, that success is
based on customer service and
120

that success, in turn, is based
on creating aculture in the
company.
You see it is afar greater issue than the term "customer
service" might limit it to. In the
cultural sense we strive to carry
the importance of the customer
to every level in the organization. If you do not serve the
customer directly then you
serve someone who is. When
the commitment to the concept
of customer satisfaction exists
at all levels of Old then it
touches at all levels of the customer's site.
It was only last month that I
was in the United States at a
press conference announcing
our latest manufacturing plant

MASAO NOGAMI
Senior Managing Director

in Portland, Oregon. My comments included, "the new facility and its output is avital link
in the overall Old strategy. The
ability to provide alocal source
of semiconductors to meet the
needs of Old's U.S. customers
and increase our service to
those customers is key to our
company's business plan. Our
decision to be here is critical to
the needs of our customers
and represents our commitment to superior customer service and is, by necessity, critical
to the needs of Old overall. We
are committed to this
direction."
Certainly your product and
its performance is important
but your performance in the
process of delivery is the test of
staying power. As another example, our wide range of capabilities, and ASICs through advanced board level products
provide customers with onestop shopping. While these capabilities are formidable indeed, they become the ingredients of market leadership when
mixed with aconcern for improving the customer's
product.
So, in conclusion, in today's
business environment it is not
enough to have the best technology, manufacturing automation and robotics, or excellent
quality. These are givens for
companies who simply stay in
business. To expand beyond
mediocrity, the delivery of all
these ingredients to the customer's total satisfaction is the
key to success.
Electronics / September 1989
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tronics (such as fuzzy and neural technologies) has reached
the stage of initial
commericialization.
in the meantime, expert
systems now are fully
introduced into various products, and speech recognition
devices, which apply fuzzy
technology, have been
commercialized.
R&D of neural technology is
vigorously conducted in the
U.S. Also in Japan, this technology, though at atrial stage,
is being applied to letter recognition devices and its availability is acknowledged. Like pattern recognition technology,
knowledge processing technology will significantly change
electronics equipment in the
future.
Finally, the issue of developing complex digital products is
more current than the other
three points illustrated above.
Development of the systemon-a-chip concept in tandem
with improving chip device
technology has contributed to
creating favorable conditions
for product technology,
such as facsimiles, TVs, and
VCRs.

Consumer Sales

In the consumer area, sales
of new digital audio-video
(AV) equipment, including enhanced definition TV ( EDTV)
and digital audio tape ( DAT),
plus microcomputer processing devices used for the white
goods industry are expected to
increase.
In other product areas featuring new chips, image processing devices, 32-bit MPUs,
RISC processors, DSPs, high
speed ADCs/DACs, and 4-Mbit
DRAMs also show promising
growth. Similarly, demand is
being driven by the automotive industry for avariety of
new semiconductor devices
such as high speed MPUs,
EPROMs, and CMOS gate
arrays.
Electronics / September 1989

Next generation
DRAMs drive
WI sales
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LSI testers, oscilloscopes, and spectrum
analyers account for market growth
1\11 arket growth of test
and measurement
equipment for the
whole semiconductor area tends to
lag half ayear behind silicon cycles.
For instance, deflated demands
in the 1985 chip market
caused anegative growth of
test and measurement equipment from 1985 to 1986. A
growth rate of 20% in 1988 for
chip manufacturing equipment
is expected to cause the test
and measurement equipment
market to grow by 20% for
1989. Total sales could be as
much as 110 billion yen.
Owing to capital investment
in setting up new production
lines for 4-Mbit DRAMs, the
test and measurement equipment market will continue to
be favorable until the second
half of this year when facility
investment reaches its peak.
In the chip area, markets for
optical linewidth measurement, SEM linewidth measurement, and wafer particle detection equipment are continuing
to grow both in scale and rate.
This growth is due to strong
demands for equipment in the
wafer treatment process. Noncontact and highly precise
measurement is realized by using lasers.
Markets for image processing and testing devices to measure two and three dimension-

al information, including vision inspection testers, image
testers, and location sensors,
topped 20 billion yen in 1988.
These devices have registered
agrowth rate of 30 to 40% in
these few years. Demands for
image processing for automated and electronics assembly
and processing lines will expand further.
The market size of three-dimensional measuring devices,
including contact measurements, reached roughly 20 bil-

TEST 8, MEASUREMENT
lion yen in 1988. This favorable growth is still going on at
an annual growth rate of
roughly 20 to 30%. Optical devices are emerging and are
considered to be in the mainstream of this area.

Electric Measurement
Equipment
The 1988 market of electron.
ic measurement equipment is
estimated at 300 billion yen
(14.8% growth). In particular,
LSI testers, which are installed
as electronic tubes, ICs, and
LSI analyzers, have recorded a
sizable 50% growth. Other major equipment, such as oscilloscopes and spectrum analyzers, have grown more than
10%.
Increased production of ICs
has contributed to the sharp
121
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growth of ISI testers. The demand for oscilloscopes originates in expanded applications
of digital equipment. Spectrum
analyzers are used increasingly
for satellite broadcasting, satellite communications, and measurement of electromagnetic
wave noise

Semiconductor Fabrication
Major applications for size
measurement devices are in
line width measurement and
lithography pattern matching
measurement. Devices for optical linewidth measurement
and SEM linewidth measurement are considered indispensable for further development
of precise semiconductor
processing.
More than ten major suppliers of optical linewidth measurement devices, such as Nikon, Hitachi Electronics Engineering, Ryokosha, Toho Electronic Indistry, Nanometrics
Japan, OSI, and ITP, have entered into sharp competition
for market share. Low price
competition together with
product specialization by function is adding fuel to the fire.
SEM linewidth measurement
devices are designed to precisely measure linewidth of
wafer patterns that are unmeasurable by optical methods.
Leading equipment suppliers,
such as Akashi Beam Technology, JEDL, and Hitachi dominate nearly 90% of the market.
While these big three have formulated amonopolistic situation in the SEM market, Akashi
Beam Technology is conducting joint development of new
products with Toshiba.
Wafer particle detectors are
designed to detect dust,
scratches, and other foreign
substances on wafer surfaces.
Hopes are that such detectors
will help eliminate production
line stagnation. Market participants include Hitachi Electronics Engineering, Tokyo Optical
Co. and Tencor Instruments.
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PRODUCTION OF TEST &
1
tF-ill;11„11, EQUIPMENT
(unit: in millions $)
1986

1987

1988

Semiconductor fabrication
Optical linewidth measurement

1.4

1.8

SEM linewidth measurement

2.7

3.4

3.8

Thickness measurement

1.1

1.3

2.2

Wafer particle detection

2.2

Wafer pattern defect detection

4.9

0.6

1.4

Mask/reticle defect detection

3.2

2.6

5.2

Flatness measurement

1.6

1.8

1.9

Assembly and manufacturing
Vision inspection testers

3

3

5.6

N/A

14.1

18.5

Location sensors

N/A

0.8

1.1

Image testers

N/A

1

1.2

Printed character readers

N/A

1

2.4

Three dimensional

N/A

N/A

2

Electrical testing
Digital multimeters
Oscilloscopes

7.6

8.4

8.5

18.8

17.1

19.5

Spectrum analyzers

8.4

8.2

9.1

Distortion testers

4.5

6.5

6.2

Logic analyzers

4

MPU development support system

2.5

3

Measuring system for audio-visual equipment etc.

9.4
10.5

8.2
12

8.7
13.4

IC/LSI testers etc.

48.5

58.9

80

SOURCE

However, this segment is characterized as monopolistic by
Hitachi E.E. that has 60% of
the market share.
Image processing devices
are increasingly being accepted by vision inspectors. Over
100 manufacturers have joined
the market. But no one is
dominating the market. Omrom Tateishi Electronics, Fuji
Electric Co., Hitachi, Nippon
Avionics Co., and Toshiba are
running ahead with market
shares by 5% or more.
Mitautoyo and Tokyo Setmitsu are enjoying a70 to 80%
share in all segments of the
three-dimensional measuring
device market. Since around
1986, Hitachi and Nikon have
been supplying products for
non-contact three-dimensional
measurement. Many manufacturers consider this segment as
apromising future market and
are targeting market entrees.
But no winning product has
been introduced.

NRI ITG FROM VARIOUS STATISTICS

Electric Measurement
Iwasaki Electric Co., Sony/
Tektronix, and Hitachi E.E.
are the major suppliers of oscilloscopes. The industry is expecting oscilloscopes to improve functionality by adding
MPUs, memory storage for
measured data, color display,
and portability, as well as 1
GHZ digital sampling.
Spectrum analyzers are
mainly supplied by Advantest
Corp., Anritsu Corp., Sony/
Tektronix, YHP, and Ando
Electric Co. With outstandingly
high performance, spectrum
analyzers can respond to
needs for measurement in satellite communications. High
frequency measurement of up
to 20 GHZ has been achieved
with internal mixers. External
mixers have made available
products up to 325 GHZ. Also,
in order to respond to weak
signals, ahigh performance
spectrum analyzer guarantees a
dynamic range of 110 dB.
Electronics/ September
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resently, many applications for neural network technology in
pattern recognition are
being actively pursued.
Today, neural network
technology is being actively applied in pattern recognition. In Japan, basic research
in neural networks has been
conducted since the 1960s.
Amari's neural network analysis, Nakano's Association, and
Fulcushima's Cognition represent major achievements in
this field. The study of neural
network technology has progressed even after Minsky-Papert's demonstration of the
limit in Perceptron.
Recent research and development activities in the application of neural networks for
pattern recognition are shown
in Table 1.
Optical character recogni-

Image processing
moves into
third generation
tion ( OCR) is one of the most
widely used techniques for
pattern recognition technology
today. Recent OCR applications are found in financial
sectors such as banks, insurance companies, and credit
card companies. And these

Company

Research Theme
• Character recognition of printer fonts
• Character recognition of handwritten
numbers
• Voice recognition of words of unspecified
speakers by use of dynamic programming
neural netwcrk models and neural prediction
models

Hitachi

• Voice recognition by combining neural networks and fuzzy technologies

Toshiba

• Character recognition of handwritten numbers by combining neural networks and statistical ch3racter recognition technologies

Matsushita

• Character recognition of handwritten alphabet and numbers
• Voice recognition

Canon
NHK,ATR

• Visual image recognition
• Character recognition of numbers by use of
Neo Cognitron

NTT

• Voice recognition by collective implementaticn of existing knowledge in neural networks to achieve high speed learning

Sokisul Chemical,
NTT Technology Transfer

Electronics / September 1989
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Banks use character recognition
to process remote transactions

TABLE 11. THE APPLICATION OF
NEURAL NETWORKS FOR
PATTERN RECOGNITION
NEC

1
A

• Spe3ker matching by use of 3- layer neural
retworks

businesses are presently involved in the development of
third generation online
systems.

OCR Andlcitlies

Input of data in vouchers for
transfer payments, public utility charges , payment of various tax payments, and domestic exchange are major applications of OCRs in banks. Both
life insurance and nonlife insurance companies as well as
credit card companies are also

PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY
introducing OCRs for data
input.
The characteristics of new
OCRs used in financial sectors
are as follows:
•Small desktop type OCRs
priced under $70,000
•Distributed processing with
OCRs introduced in branch offices instead of central
locations
•Introduction of OCRs in bulk
(several hundred units per
company) to be located in
branch offices nationwide
•Optical function to recognize
hand-written Kanji characters.
The vendors in this field are
Toshiba, Hitachi, Fujitsu, NEC,
Mitsubishi, Oki and NTT.
Another development in
OCR technology is the introduction of alow-end peripher123
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TABLE 2.
IN VOICE
RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY
Company
NEC, Sharp

Products/applications
• Japanese language word processors with voice recognition interface for input

Toshiba

• Telephone equipment with voice recognition interface for
dialing
• Elevators with voice recognition interface for specifying
destination floor ( Prototype)

Matsushita

• Machine translation system ( Japanese to English) with
voice recognition interface for input ( Prototype)

Kinki Nippon • Train ticket vending machines with voice recognition interRailway

face for specifying destination station ( Pilot test)

al unit to personal computers.
The products in this field use
OCR software based on PC
scanners to read printed characters. The vendors are software houses such as BIRDS
and System Quality. BIRDS's
recent products accommodate
printed Kan ji characters.
Human machine interfaces
are becoming increasing becoming important in the de-

sign of various electronics
products.
Voice recognition technology is utilized to provide userfriendly human machine interfaces. Recent developments
are shown in Table 2.
In the commercialization of
the products listed, the miniaturization of voice recognition
products is most important.
Accordingly, development pro-

Facsimile-phone
seen as new
home appliance
Banking services move into homes
with improved telecommunications

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
evelopment of atelecommunications infrastructure is greatly
changing the business
environment in Japan.
Table 1illustrates the
characteristics of several telecommunications appli124

cations and their impact on
various sectors of the
economy.
In the financial sector, such
as banks and security houses,
improvements in operational
efficiency and service quality
are expected through implementation of online transaction systems. The network simplifies and accelerates the cum-

grams for specialized voice recognition ICs and boards are
being vigorously conducted.

Machine Translation
Telephone
One 01 the important targets
for long-term research and development in pattern recognition technology is the machine
translation telephone. This device will make use of both
realtime machine translation
and voice recognition
technology.
Although there are many difficulties involved in development, machine translation telephones are one of the key features in universal intelligent
communication networks conceived by the Ministry of Post
and Telecommunications.
These telephones are to be
constructed in the early 21st
century, after broadband
ISDN is completed. In addition, NU, KDD, and ATR are
involved in the basic
research.
bersome tasks of fund transfer,
inquiry and interest calculation. Moreover, customers can
enjoy improved service quality
in terms of expanded service
points and reduced waiting
time.
In addition, home transaction services are available by
simply attaching acommunication interface to agame machine's "Famicon" port. Users
can participate in stock dealing
like playing acomputer game.
Home services take full advantage of the utility that the Famicon has provided in more
than twelve million Japanese
households in the past several
years.
Meanwhile, facsimile has
been introduced as home information equipment. Its applications include responses to
TV programs and the collection of catalogue information.
Accordingly, telecommunications now influence home life
Electronics / September 1989

Crossing the technical barrier with
Murata's human technology. Vol. 1.

A technician — in pursuit of
causes behind tombstoning
phenomenon — inspects results
aller passing mounted chip
components through the renew
oven unoer variable conditions

Tombstoning
A phenomenon
attributable to surface
tension of solder,
causing the mounted
chip component to
break free from the
solder and stand on end

IN THE PURSUIT OF
ZERO SOLDERING DEFECTS.
Continuious technological ¡ novations
for ever changing Market needs. — Murata.

Murata - aleading chip manufacturer and astrong advocate of
component miniaturization - is also deeply engrossed in the
improvement of chip mounting technology.
Recently reporters interviewed Murata engineers about the
latest mounting techniques.
0: What Is the importance of
mounting technology?

0: What were the results?
A: These tests proved that the

O. How do you intend to
solve alese problems?
A. We are working to solve all

component is, it would be

defective ratio could be
reduced to a mere fraction of

useless if it couldn't be

one percent by adjusting

through concerted

mounted properly. For any

both the land dimensions

coordination between

chip product to exhibit its

and the preheating

fullest characteristics, a

temperature to optimum

material manufacturers, set
manufacturers, and placer

compatible mounting system

conditions.
Furthermore, by feeding

A: No matter how good a chip

must be available.
0: Could you be more specific?
A: Of course. Practical
packaging, placing, and

back this know-how to
product development, we are
now in avery good position

soldering techniques are
necessary for error-free chip
mounting. One example of

these outstanding problems

manufacturers.
0: What are Murata's future
plans with regard to chip
mounting?
A: We intend to continue

to manufacture chip

developing and applying new

components that are less
susceptible to tombstorvng.

mounting process.

our work is our research on
appropriate measures to

technology relating to the
As one of the leading
manufacturers of chip
products in Japan, it is the

prevent tombstoning - a
frequent problem during the

firm policy of Murata to
contribute our technology to

soldering process.
Tombstoning occurs when

society and to meet the
requirements of our

chips break free from the
solder and stand on end,

customers.
Chip toinbstcoeng in rellow

resembling tombstones.

soldering process

0: How extensively have you
studied tombstoning?

CI: Are there other soldering
problems?

A: We've been doing research

A. Yes. Solder bridging, solder

for several years.

balls, ana solder migration

Lengthy experiments had to

are three others.

be repeated in various types

These types of soldering

of reflow ovens to determine
the origin and formation of

defects are liable to cause
short circuits in the finished

the tombstone effect. Tests

product; so one of the major

included minute analysis by

requirements is for high

high-speed photography,

quality in the solder itself.

influence of land shape and

Just as important, special

size, and influence of

attention must be directed

application amount of solder

towards precision during the

cream. Tests were also
performed to determine the

printing of solder cream.

Test PCB used in trials
Soldering defects NO two were
ever alike

'Mee,

most suitable pre-heating
conditions.

*so
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MURATA'S CHIP PRODUCTS

26.10. Tenn, 2-chorne. Nagackake, BIrdlo 617 -410.1
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA, INC lu SA CANADA,
2200 Lake Park Dove. Smyrna. Georgia 30080-7604 U S
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. LTD Canadian Operations

Phone 075-951-9111
Phone 404-4384300

Tem. 64270 MURATA J
Tele, 542329

Phone 813-392-2581
Fhone 011-21)94310

Tee, 6622/9

Phone 0911-68870

Teie, 623763

MUFIATA ELECTRONIJUE. SA 1Fennel
MURATA ELETTRONICA S PA. Wahl .

Phone 03-024-6767
Phone 02-95743000

no., 699954
Tears 330385

MURATA ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD. ( Enemas:II
MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE IPIE ) LTD iSingsporei
TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO . LTD ( Taiwan,
MURATA ERIE NA . INC (Taman Branch)

Phone 0252-523232
Phone 2584233

MURATA AMAZONIA INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO LTDA ( BRAZIL)
MURATA ELEKTRONIK GMBH ( West Germany)
Hiebeinstrasae 21.23 8500 Nurnberg 70, West Germany

MURATA COMPANY LTD ( Hong Kong)
MURATA MFG Co . Lid Seoul Branch (Korea)

Phone 042-914151
Plsone 02-582-4218
Phone 0-4992020

Tem. 858971
Telex 11127
Toles 27571
Tema 27571

Phone. 730.7805,730.7321

MURATA
MURATA
Telex 56208
To., 25858
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in addition to the business
environment.

TABLE 1. CHANGES IN
u1111(11_11 1L11•1 TION

Current Conditions

Features of teleSector

communication use

Manufacture - Production automation

Impacts
- Rapid improvement in

(CAD/CAM)

productivity

- Establishment of networks

- Geographical decentralization ( satellite offices, job

(communication between
factories, research insti-

at home) by making most of

tutes, and offices)

features of each activity
(research, manufacturing,
and sales activities)

Finance

- Establishment of in-house

- Development of immedi-

networks ( letter transmissions between the main of-

ate and organizational acti-

fice and its branches)

vites of business services
- Promotion of a 24- hour

- Establishment of a global

business system

network

- Business synergy with other industries ( tele shopping

- Exchange of financial information by conjunctive
networks of different

and sending/receiving
orders)

industries
Distribution - Diffusion of POS and
EOS systems in retail selling

- Automation of clearance
and sending/receiving

- Exchange of users' infor-

orders

mation by conjunctive networks of different industries

- Business synergy with other industries ( telemarketing,

- Sales through telecommunication networks

- Augment sales without

etc.)

- Use in home trading ser-

- Development of new en-

vice through a Famicon

tertainment area using
communications

- Use in multifunctional ter-

- Development of communi-

minals with a telephone

cations taking advantage

and facsimile in

of non- telephone calling

combination

media

TABLE 2. MARKET SHARE OF THE
FIRST COMMON CARRIERS
(unit: billions of dollars (%))
1987/4 - 1988/3

1988/4 - 1988/9

NTT

32.2 ( 100.0)
32.0 ( 99.7)

16.2 ( 100.0)
16.1 ( 99.9)

NCCs

.091 (

Proprietary network service

2.1 ( 100.0)

NTT

2.0 ) 98.0)
.042 (
2.0)

NCCs
Paging service
NTT
NCCs
SOURCE

126

0.3)

. 183 (

1.1)

1.2 ( 100.0)
1.1 ( 97.0)
. 035 I 3.0)

.661 ( 100.0)

. 373 ( 100.0)

.655 ( 98.0)

. 345 ( 97.0)

.007 (

. 035 (

1.1)

by simply attaching
interlace to agame
machine's "Famicon"
port. Users can
participate in stock
dealing like playing a

SOURCE: NRI/ITG

Telephone network service

Home transaction
services are available
acommunication

stores
Home

Nippon Telegraph & Telephone (NTT), Japan's largest
common carrier, is now providing various services through
networks (see the figure, p.
128).
Besides telephone networks,
its communication network includes facsimile, data communication and videotex. NU is
constructing ISDN as an integrated and intensified form of
these networks.
The number of NTT subscribers reached 49 million as
of December, 1988. More than
70 million telephones, 2.2 million facsimile terminals, and 1
million data terminals, such as

8.4)

MINISTRY OF POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

computer game.
personal computers, are connected. Through the telephone
networks, NTT provides not
only telephone service but other services including message
handling, toll-free dialing and
call screening.
Facsimile networks make
available further services, such
as transmission of image,
simultaneous transmission to
multiple facsimile terminals,
and output of computer
text information through terminals. The daily use of facsimile comunications
services amounts to
approximately 400,000
Electronics/September 1989
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TABLE 3. SHIPMENT OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

A

(unit: millions of dollars)
1985

1986

1987

1988

Telephone

706.3

719.7

783.8

1,087

Telephone and

Standard

359.8

269.0

223.9

189.4

data switching

Multi-funtion

166.2
N/A

204.2
N/A

278.1
N/A

364.8
242.9

Public

1,23 1

Wireless

Private

579.6

Others

180.3

246.5

281.7

289.4

Others

281.0

Telephone
related units

Transmission
equipment

1985

1986

1987

1988

2,091

2,300

2,764

3,237

1,272

1,694

2,017

719.0

729.6

847.2

308.4

340.8

372.5

2,363
826.0

2,419
750.0

3,350
1,559

3,585
1,606
486.6

1,871

1,753

1,405

1,187

1,442

1,283

973.2

867.6

Telephone recorder

147.9

225.3

192.9

109.8

Coded aata
Broadband terminal

433.8

471.1

442.2

Others

281.0

244.4

238.7

209.8

Modem

307.7

302.8

484.5

581.0

Others

795.1

895.1

864.1

911.2

519.7

470.4

42.7

491.5

2,641
1,413

2,722
1,465

3,132
1,539

3,522
1,547

Key telephone

Broadcast equipment

Image
2,308

1,534

2,673

3,380

Wireless communication

2,205
N/A

2,135
N/A

2,569
N/A

3,280
19.7

equipment

High speed

N/A

N/A

N/A

3,030

Mobile station

1,063

1,101

1,351

1,663

Medium speed

N/A

N/A

N/A

229.6

Automobile

581.7

597.9

711.3

945.1

102.8

102.8

104.2

100.0

Portable

267.6
213.4

281.7
220.4

407.0
232.4

479.6
238.0

165.5
1,337

157.7
1,481

241.5
1,644

312.7
1,806

transmission terminals
Facsimile
Very high speed

Others

Fixed station

Others
Personal stations
Wireless related units

A
N

SOURCE, MINISTRY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE INDUSTRY

MASS PRODUCTION 5' 4
(130mm) WORM DISK

Available

Any Quantity, Any Time
"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and electronic
technology.

Our unique chemitronic technology produces

optical recording disks with high reliability and low cost
volume production, and is used at our ultramodern Harima
plant to manufacture the optical recording disks (WORM).
We recently constructed the semi- production plant of MO
disk (
ERASABLE) and started to supply the engineering
samples.
These laser-road large-capacity storage disks have many
information storage applications ranging from external memory
for computers to office automation to video recording and
herald a new stage in the information revolution.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Heed Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: [031507-3112 [Optical Disk Diyisionl
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL J Facsimile:103)593-2708
Oak& [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017. U.S.A. Phone: [213] 629-3656/3657
Deicel [Europe] GmbH: konigsallee 92e, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Gennany Phone [0211] 134158
Circle
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EXISTING TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS IN NTT
MOBILE
FACSIMILE COMMUNICATION NETWORK

100

280,000

200,000

itjfe?.

17,000

N.

/

VIDEOTEX NETWORK
68,000

TELEPHONE ...
...
72,000,000 ...
.

I

I

ISDN / TELEPHONE NETWORK
FAX
2,200,000
VOICE

DATA
1,000,000
SDN
950
(JAN 1989)

._

i4

DDX-P (
PACKET SWITCHED NETWORK)

DATA
4
93,000 (»mm
DATA
8,200

49,000,000

BULLETIN BOARD

41

93,000

7
DDX-C (CIRCUIT SWITCHED NETWORK)

TELEX
33,000
DEC 1988

'
i
-

_

SOURCE

NIT

pages.
Data networks are
divided by packet
switched and circuit
switched data networks. The number of
subscribers are 93,000
and .41,000, respectively. The latter is mostly
used for telex services.
Mobil communication services are one
of the most promising
services in Japan's
telecommunications.
N'ITs users of cellular
telephones ( including
portable types)
amount to more than
200,000. Telephone
services in trains,
ships, and airplanes
are also provided
through cellular
networks.
Videotex service is
also provided through
telephone networks.
The number of subscribers is about
68,000.
Since its liberaliza.

WORLD MARKETS
FORECAST
This reprint from 1989 issues of
Electronics Magazine contains
valuable market information for
the years 1987 through 1989.
U.S. market data is organized by
eleven major product areas.
Overseas sales history and projections covering the same period
are included for: Japan, West
Germany, UK, France, and Italy.

Copies are still available. Circle 162 for more information.

Newly Released
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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Tenryu Tedinics

Automatic Surface Mounter
tion in April, 1985, the telecommunication market is welcoming new common carriers
(NCCs). As of the end of 1988,
the NCCs consist of three longdistance telephone companies
(Daini Den Den, Japan Telecom, and Teleway Japan
Corp.), four local companies
(Tokyo Tsushin Network,
Chubu Telecommunications,
Osaka Media Port, and Lake
City Cable Vision), Tokyo Bay
Marinet Telecommunication,
and 24 paging companies.
Table 2shows acomparison
between NTT and NCCs regarding service income of the
first common carriers. The
telecommunication market has
experienced new diversified
participants and has implemented price reductions several times.
In terms of telephone service, which is the current major communications service,
NTT is enjoying an overwhelming market share of
99.7%. In proprietary circuits
or paging services, however,
NCCs have gained shares of
3.0% for proprietary circuits
and 8.4% for paging services.
And NCCs are offering inexpensive services to their
customers.

--Develop this Warrior to be a Part of Giant

Ready to meet any demanding requirements of SMT placement with
res, and flexible to allow daily widening applications.
ATC (
automatic

tool changer)

Choice from maximum 8 pairs of tools ( bits 8,
positioners ) allows placement of complex component mixes.

THIRD HEAD

Ah extra head either for solder glue dispensing or
precision mounting •equired to accurately place
OPP, PLCC, SOP or such large size components
is available added to current two standard heads
and promises you of further higher throughput.

PART PACKAGES
Not only 8,12,16,24 and 32mm tapes but sticks,
bulk, magazines and trays are available.

COMMUNICATION
Off-line programming is backed up by up- and down- load communication features through RS- 232C
port. Instead of RS- 232C, data programmed off
line can be tranferred via a 3.5 floppy medium,
too.
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CO. LTD

525 Zaimoku-cho, Hamamatsu-city,
• Shizuoka-pref 435 JAPAN
I TEL: 0534-22-1110 FAX 0534-22-1232
TELEX 4225277 TENRYU J
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TECHNICAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO

•
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Expansion Of ISDN

N"1 -1has been providing a
circuit switching service called
"INS Net 64" with basic-rate interface, since May, 1988. As of
April, 1989, the number of
subscribers and circuits stood
at 300 and 1,500, respectively.
NTrs service area covers 28
cities including Tokyo, Osaka,
and Nagoya. Additional services available at present are
identification of acalling number, notification of service
charges, sub-addresses, and
dial-in services.
Furthermore, NIT has implemented acircuit switching
service with the primary-rate
interface, which is called "INS
Net 1500." Since the end of

TENRYU

For years, Nippon Chemi-con has continuously been developing totaly new products to help miniaturization, low
cost, high reliability and performance of consumer application as well as of industrial.
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always reflecting trends
of customers demands.

NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORP.
NIPPON
CHEMI-CON

'67-1, Higashi Ohme 1-cnome. Ohme-shi, Tokyo 198
n0428(22)1251 TLX 2152-069 KAIGAI J

Japan

NIPPON CHEMI-CON SALES CORP.

Takanawa Bldg 14-13, Higashi Gotanda 3-chonte. Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141, Japan
ftTokyo (448)1251 TLX 28387 KEMICON J
UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.
9801 West Higgins Road
Rotemont, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.
ft(312)696-2000
TLX(230)283557 CHEMICON ROSM
PAO( 259102532964
EUROPE CHEMI-CON
(DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH
Trautskirchener Strasse 6, 8500
Nurnberg 80, West Germany
ft(911)326470
TLX(41)(17)9118288 CHEMI D
TTX (26270118288 CHEMI D

SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE) LTD.
17, Joo Yee Road, Jurong Singapore 2261
ft(268)2233 TLX (872)26391 SPOCHM
TAIWAN CHEMI-CON CORP.
7th Floor, Jiing-Lum Trade Building No 415
Sec. 4, Hsin-Yi Road, Taipei, 106
Taiwan, R.O.C.
ft(2)709-1795 TLX ( 785)25326 TCC TPE
ASIA CHEMI-CON LTD.
Room 1007, Harcourt House. 39, Gloucester Rd., Wanchai, Hong Kong
ft(5)8650671 TLX (802)81149 ACON HX
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June, 1989, ten companies
have subscribed to this service
for 21 circuits.
While the main targets of
the basic-rate interface are
small offices, office branches,
or homes, the primary-rate interface is focusing on organizational use by large offices and
manufacturing lines. The implementation of the primaryrate interface will introduce a
new era for ISDN.
As can be seen in Table 3,
total production of telecommunication equipment in Japan in 1988 amounted to 18.3
billion dollars. The average
growth rate in the past three
years ( 1985-88) was 9.8%, ow-

ing much to afavorable
growth in local switches,
PABX, and facsimile
equipment.
The switches are considered
necessary in new equipment
used for NTT digital telecommunication networks and inhouse communication networks. NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi,
and Oki are the major equipment suppliers. Given that the
range of equipment is expanding due to ISDN, the design of
PABX is predicted to change
in order to satisfy new needs
for data transmission.
Japanese manufacturers of
facsimile machines, such as Ricoh, Matsushita Graphic Corn-

munication Systems, NEC, Toshiba, and Canon, occupy the
greater part of the world market. Their production scale on
an installed base amounted to
4.3 million units in 1988.
Because more than three
million facsimiles have been
sold in Japan, we can conclude that facsimiles are a
very promising segment of
telecommunication equipment
second only to telephones. A
new type of facsimile combined with atelephone has already been introduced as
home information equipment.
Further development of this
new facsimile market is very
feasible.

OK leads quartz crystal industry

NDK ( Nihon Dempa Kogyo
Co., Ltd.) is currently ranked as
the top manufacturer in the
world of quartz crystal units
and related products. Our
quartz crystal units and related
products are currently being
used in awide range of computer and audio-visual products
including communications
equipment such as car telephones and other similar
applications.
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the founding of
NDK. Over the course of those
forty years, we have been successful in substantiating both
our sales and production bases.
With the establishment of NDK
Europe Ltd. last year in London, we have been able to set
up anetwork of directly-controlled sales bases outside of Japan in the U.S., Singapore and
Europe. In the U.S. in particular, we have gained aconsiderable level of trust and confidence from major computer
and automotive manufacturers
in the ten years that have
passed since the establishment
of our subsidiary there.
With respect to our produc130

tion base, we currently have 5
plants in Japan and 2additional
plants in Malaysia. In particular,
we established Hakodate NDK,
located in Hakodate, Hokkaido,
in April of this year in an effort
to respond to the current demand for products related to
mobile communications.
Based on our slogan of
"Crystallizing Confidence,"

TOSHIAKI TAKEUCHI
Vice President

NDK is currently undertaking
various challenges. The complete discontinuation of the use
of freon gas is one of the tasks
we have undertaken. The use
of freon gas has become aserious concern throughout the
world as aproblem which
threatens the destruction of the
environment.
At NDK also, we are using
freon in the cleaning of our
quartz crystal units. However,
as early as July of last year, as a
result of experiments on curtailing the amount of freon used
and establishment of effective
countermeasures to deal with
such reduced amounts, we
were successful in the spring of
this year in reducing the
amount of freon used to half of
its former level. Moreover,
NDK had firmly decided to
completely eliminate the use of
freon by 1992.
At NDK, we take pride in not
only the reliability of our products and our high level of technical expertise, but also that we
are able to maintain atrusting
relationship with local communities as aresult of our contributions to society.
Electronics/ September 1989
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T

he Japanese electronics
component industry,
boasting aproduction
scale of 21.1 billion dollars, has been experiencing agrowth rate of
16% ayear, overcoming
astagnant period from 1985 to
1987. Japan is supplying more
than 40% of the world's demand for electronics components. Above all, it occupies
more than a50% share among
numerous segments of the
consumer equipment market.
On the other hand, its share in
the U.S. market for industrial
equipment, the largest in the
world, is at alow level.
World depreciation of the
U.S. dollar has shifted up local
currency rates in newly industrialized economies ( NIEs),
such as the Korean won and
New Taiwanese dollar. Consequently, Japanese manufacturers, particularly consumer
equipment manufacturers,
have shifted their off-shore
production to ASEAN counterparts, such as Thailand and
Malaysia.
Production in the U.S. and
Europe is being substantially
increased in order to meet local content laws. Being affected by these factors, domestic
growth of consumer equipment is estimated to be no
more than 1.1% ayear. On the
other hand, aproduction

Modest profit for
components
and materials
growth of industrial equipment is expected to approach
8.1% and stimulate growth of
components to this area.

Hybrid-lCs

Use of hybrid ICs is expandng because of the need to
minimize product size and
build complex functions into
today's electronic products. In
the hybrid area, thick-film hybrids account for 95% of total
production. The total market is
1.27 billion dollars. Major
firms in the industry are Taiyo
Yuden, Sanyo Electric, Sanken
Electric, and Matsushita Electronics Components.
Shipments of CRTs consist
of 65% TVs and 35% computer
displays, accounting for roughly 1.13 billion dollars and 563
million dollars, respectively.

(unit: billions of dollars)
1984

1985

1986

1987

19.2

20.1

20.4

20.9

Passive components

7.9

7.9

7.6

7.8

Functional components
Mechanical components
Tubes

1.9
5.0
4.1

2.6
5.3
3.9

3.0
5.3
4.2

2.9
6.0
4.2

Semiconductors

4.3

4.0

3.9

3.9

ICs

13.9

129

12.5

13.5

Total

56.3

56.7

56.9

59.3

SOURCE: MITI STATISTICS
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Foreign component makers are serious
competitors forjapan's industry

CHANGES IN PRODUCTION
COMPOSITION OF ELECTRONICS
COMPONENTS
General

A

The CRT industry is expected
to grow, driven by large CRTs
for TVs and HDTV in the future. Major firms in this business are Hitachi, Matsushita
Electronics, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Sony.
Liquid crystal displays
(LCDs) are used as displays
for laptop PCs, word processors, and as screens for small
TVs. A number of display manufacturers have introduced col-

COMPONENTS & MATERIALS
ored liquid displays in the STN
format. In terms of an active
matrix format, the MIM format
is adopted by Seiko Epson and
the TFT format by NEC and
Mitsubishi.
Other multi-color display devices such as plasma display
panels ( PDRs) and light emitting diodes ( LED) are currently supplied by several Japanese
manufacturers.
Fluorescent indicator panels
(VFDs), based on anew thinfilm display technology using
the tunnel effect, produces displays with contrast and resolution as high as CRTs. A fluorescent display can be illuminated
by as little as 10 volts. NEC,
Futaba Electric, and Canon are
the main makers of VFDs.

Passive Components

Because of well-established
production overseas, resistors
131
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Thanks
to the Library,
American dance
has taken great
leaps forward.
American dance is more
popular than ever, and one of the
reasons is The New York Public
Library's Dance Collection.
Choreographer Eliot Feld
says the Library at Lincoln Center is "as vital a workroom as
my studio." Agnes de Mille says,
"the revival of any work is dependent on access to the Library's Dance Collection."
And they're not the only
ones. For dancers and choreographers everywhere, over 37,000
volumes, 250,000 photographs,
and an enormous film archive
have been essential elements in
the renaissance of American
dance.
That's just one way The
New York Public Library's resources serve us. The Library
offers plays and puppet shows
for children, programs for the
elderly and disabled, extensive
foreign language and ethnic collections, and scientific journals
vital to the business community.
Again and again, the Library enriches our lives.

The New York Public Library
WHERE THE FUTURE IS
AN OPEN BOOK
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experienced zero growth, but
accounted for 1.83 billion dol
lars. Chip resistors for high
density mounting and network
resistors are promising products for the future. Matsushita
Electronics has already implemented mass production of cylindrical metal film chip resistors with asize of 1.6 mm x
1.0 mm and aweight of 4.5
mg. Besides Matsushita, Rohm
and KOA are enjoying dominant market shares.
Transformers and inductors
for consumer equipment are
increasingly produced in offshore locales, and domestic
production is decaying. With a
rapid growth of switching
power supplies and inverters
for industrial components,
however, demands for high
frequency transformers and inductors are expected to burgeon. While ferrite cores are
largely being used for all highfrequency transformers, amorphous core is being used for
high-frequency chalk coils or
transformers for mag-amps.
The major suppliers are TDK,
Toshiba, and Tohoku Metalse.
Led by the demand for fixed
capacitors, the capacitor industry is expected to reach aproduction level of 3.38 billion
dollars or more. Meanwhile,
chip capacitors are another
promising type for the future.
For example, in terms of both
tantalum and ceramic capacitors, chip-type capacitors have
gained a50% share. Also, aluminum electrolytic capacitors
are being used as chip capacitors for vertical chips, parallel
chips, and cubic chips. Matsushita Electronics, Nippon
Chemi-con, ELNA, Murata
Manufacturing, and TDK are
the market leaders.
Shipments of quartz crystal
oscillators, represented by oscillators and filters, are going
to expand to 915 million dollars. Particularly, mobile radio
applications are very promising. Major suppliers are Kyocera, Nihon Denpa Kogyo, and
Kinseki.

Mechanical
Components
While switches for computer
keyboards are suffering from
stagnant growth, general
switches, such as mini-slide
switches and DIP switches, are
experiencing an annual growth
of 11%. Many new participants
in the switch industry share
the market with major companies, including Alps, Tateishi,
and SMK.
Connectors are astrong
growth segment in the mechanical component industry
with ahigh annual growth rate
of 14%, amounting to roughly
1.58 billion dollars ayear. Given that this market is dominated by overseas manufacturers,
Japanese competitors will have
to develop new products with
narrower pitches or modify
their products to be adopted
to surface-mounted technology
(SMT). Nippon AMP, Japan
Aviation Electronics, Hirose
Electric, and SMK are the main
suppliers.

Electronics
Materials
Electronics materials are becoming increasingly diverse,
especially in such segments as
magnetic materials, resin engineering plastics, and ceramics.
Because of their versatility and
cost-effectiveness, these materials are increasingly replacing
traditional materials.
The term "electromagnetic
disaster" is not new to our
ears, and electromagnetic environments are getting increased
attention. In order to solve
EMI/RFI problems, applications for electromagnetic absorbing materials are using ferrite, rubber, carbon, and amorphous alloys. In addition,
amorphous alloys are playing
asignificant role in noise filter
applications. Major suppliers
of amorphous alloys include
Nippon Steel, Hitachi Metals,
and Nihon Ferrite. Processed
products are supplied by TDK,
Tohoku Metals, and Fuji
Electrochemical.
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Car phone performance
demands top crystal products:
We've got your number.
Some of the numbers we can recommend confidently are the NDK
5100/5200 Series. SmaH Temperature- Compensated Crystal Oscillators.
NDK small monolithic crystal filters in a variety of types. And NDK
subminiature monolithic crystal filters in different series. NDK crystal
products pack reliability into car phones designed for compactness and
lightweight, low power consumption and wide- range
frequency stability. Meet the demand for
crystal
reliableproducts
car phone
from
communications
a leader. Call with
us at

<,›
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a number below for more information:

DEMPA KOGYO CO.,LTD.
flic.
shihara 1-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151, Japan
•.*0
03-460-2111 Facsimile: 03-485-3287
.Ove
Sales Office
6th Ff r, Odakyu-Nishishinjuku Bldg., 47-4, Hatsudai 1-chome, Shibuya-ku,
Tokyo
1, Japan
Phone: b-377-2101 Facsimile: 03-375-9963 Telex: J24893 NDKCOLTD
OVERSe SUBSID
NDK Alitérice,
20300 Stevens Creek
H Ste. 400, Cupertino, CA 95014-2210, U.S.A.
Phone: 408-255-0831
NDK Electronics
No.4 Leng Kee R
&
•

Pte. Ltd.
#02-07 Thye Hong Centre, Singapore 0315

urbiton, Surrey KT6 7EL, England.
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Space to Think
Graphtec
helps produce creative moments
in your life.

Th•arrn1
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GP2002 La -ge Format Plotter

KL4300 Back- lit Digitizer

People don't normally equate equipment reliability with creativity. But, stop and think about it. With the benefits of easy to
use controls and every feature working just as advertised, yet without the worry of breakdowns, you're free to do what you do best.
To create. That is why at Graphtec we consider our family of quality test equipment, plotters, and digitizers a contribution to creativity.
We can proudly say that our 40 years of design and manufacturing experience have made Graphtec a global leader in test and
graphics equipment. We have built our reputation on the simple fact that we're competitive. Features, performance, compatibility,
and price, it's hard to find a better deal. From Auckland to Oakland, Kuala Lumpur to Kiev, thousands of satisfied customers
use and rely on a Graphtec for their daily work. They can tell you... don't be afraid to put your head in the clouds.
With a Graphtec on hand, you've got space to fly.
Note
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GRRPHTEC CORPORR110N

LJ

ANNIVERSARY

Mita 43rd Mori Bldg., 13-16, Mita 3-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: (03) 453-0511
Telex: 02422687 ) GRAPH-J)

U.S.A.: American Graphtec, Inc.

United Kingdom: Graphtec ( UK) Ltd.

17942 Cowan, Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: (714) 261-7568 ( 803) 654-7568
Fax: ( 714) 833-7568

Southern Graphtec Systems Pty Ltd.

Environ House, Welshman's Lane,
Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 6AB, England
Tel: (0270) 625-115 Fax: (0270) 626-733

2 Wetherill Street South
Silverwater N.S.W. 2141 Australia
Tel: ( 02) 748-4888 Fax: ( 02) 748-4882

Graphtec digitizers not available in USA

or Canada

U.S.A.: Western Graphtec, Inc.
11 Vanderbilt, Irvine, Calif. 92718-2067, U.S.A.
Tel: Inside Calif. (800) 624-8396, ( 714) 770-6010
Outside Calif. (800) 854-8385

Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH
Borsteler Chaussee 85-99A 2000 Hamburg 61,
F.R. Germany
Tel: ( 040) 511-5059

Telex: 218F)830 (GTEC D)
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
HERE'S ONE GaAs STARTUP
THAT HAS FOUND ITS NICHE
In Anadigics' analog IC market segment, GaAs is actually alow-cost option
WARREN, N. J.

bloom may be off the rose for a
number of semiconductor outfits in
New Jersey's Gallium Gardens, but for
Anadigics Inc., gallium arsenide sales
just keep growing.
The Warren-based company's revenues,
which doubled in 1988, will double again
this year and are expected grow even more
rapidly in 1990, says president Ronald Rosenzweig. Although that sort of performance is expected of astartup, Rosenzweig points out that other GaAs hopefuls,
including Microwave Semiconductor Corp.
of Somerset, N. J., and Gain Electronics
Corp. of Somerville, N. J., have dropped out
of the market while Anadigics has thrived
[Electronics, July 1989, p. 102].
The reason for Anadigics' success,
says Rosenzweig, is that the company
found aniche in analog circuits and stuck
with it. "The few merchant competitors
left in GaAs have all carved out aniche
that they think they can dominate," he
says. "There is now very little competition between them." In the analog business, Anadigics is competing against vendors of high-performance discrete components, where "GaAs is actually the lowcost option," Rosenzweig notes.
Anadigics, which was founded in 1986,
is still privately held and declines to reThe

veal actual sales figures. While the digital GaAs successes— Vitesse Semiconductor Corp. of Camarillo, Calif., and
GigaBit Logic Inc. of Newbury Park,
Calif.—lead the pack in gate speeds and
array size, Anadigics' analog orientation
means it primarily creates devices with
ever higher bandwidths-500 MHz and
up. "The movement of markets to broadband has made this possible," says Rosenzweig. These markets include fiberoptic telecommunications, direct-broadcast satellite, cable TV, graphics, and, in
the future, high-definition TV. "We've always felt comfortable with the choice of
analog," he says, "and now the market is
starting to get there."
Customers in these markets are not
necessarily numerous, but the volumes
needed by asingle customer, such as a
telecommunications company, can be
enormous. "Our major market will grow
from circuits that are custom designed,"
says Rosenzweig. The market for acustom chip in the cable TV arena, for example, may be in the millions. " If you're
looking at fiber-optic cabling into the
home, there will be one [chip] for every
dwelling," he says. Anadigics recently
won alarge contract to supply satellite
communications chips in the UK—awin
that bodes well for its future in the indus-

try, says John Day, president of Strategies Unlimited Inc., aMountain View,
Calif., market research firm.
Anadigics has one major advantage
over competitors that offer hybrid circuits. Manufacturing hybrids with 20 to
30 discrete components in the package is
highly labor-intensive, Rosenzweig says.
"We can integrate 50 to 100 components
on a [GaAs] chip," he adds. Pricing remains atricky issue, however. "We can't
sell chips in the $1to $10 range because
the material costs more than silicon," he
says. Also, the fragility of GaAs means
that chips must be made thicker, using
more material.
LOOKING TO HDTV. With HDTV's arrival
expected to be staged in incarnations
such as intermediate-definition and enhanced-definition TV, Anadigics is birddogging that technology as well. "Anyone in the business of making high-performance, leading-edge chips is always
interested in the top of the `food chain,'"
Rosenzweig says. HDTV will require
components with much more bandwidth,
speed, and processing power than are
available today.
Rosenzweig also sees great opportunity
in the reconstruction of the world's communications infrastructure—amassive
task now just under way. Conventional
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broadcast systems will be replaced by fiber-optic cable run into the home or by satellite broadcasts, he says.
"The telephone companies talk more
about video than anything else," says Rosenzweig. Bell South Corp. of Atlanta set
up afiber-optic channel for arecent space
BRISTOL, ENGLAND
shuttle launch, for example. "There's alot
ew owners could make all the differat stake for the U. S.," Rosenzweig says.
ence to Inmos Ltd. Before becoming
"Europe and Japan have ongoing HDTV
part of the French-Italian SGS-Thomson
projects, and the decision on what compoMicroelectronics Group earlier this year,
nents go into HDTV is heavily dependent Inmos limped along for years with "for
on where the engineering work is done."
sale" signs posted outside its fab
1.11ORTAUTY RATS. Although the mortality
Now, with an infusion of "unlimited fundrate among GaAs vendors has abated
ing" from its corporate parent, the Bristolsomewhat, the shakeout in the GaAs in- based company can follow up marketing
dustry has not run its course, says anaand product-development strategies that it
lyst Day. GaAs merchant chip makers
couldn't afford on its own.
must learn how to handle competition
"The company will not, in the future,
from large companies—such as AT&T,
be held back by lack of financial or marBell Northern Research, and Texas Inketing muscle," says Pasquale Pistorio,
struments. "There's still another contrac- president and chief executive officer of
tion ahead," says Day, "particularly in
SGS-Thomson. The first new initiative is a
the military sector, where there are too
range of system-level products built
many companies in the Mimic [Microwave around Inmos's self-contained paralleland Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits] processing computer chip, the Transprogram for economic survival."
puter, and marketed by anew division,
For Anadigics, success is keyed to the
Inmos IQ Systems.
needs of the end user. It is not so much a
Already Inmos has taken advantage of
standard-parts business as an applicaits parent's abundance of wafer fabrication-specific business, says Rosenzweig.
tion lines to ramp up output of the TransBut one generality holds: "We're inter- puter and fast static random-access memested in any application that chews up
ories. This month, observers expect deep
bandwidth."
Jack Shandle price cuts across its product line, the IQ

AS PART OF SOS-THOMSON,
IIIMOS PUTS ON A NEW FACE
N

MOUSE-TRAK.
THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL IN THE WORLD
Your hand rests on asoft wrist pad
while your fingers operate the trackball.
eliminating arm and wrist movement

2* polished phenolic ball

Stainless steel shafts

Models are available in
atwo or three button version.
User definable input keys.

Speed control button for Instant
change in cursor velocity

Stainless steel ball bearings.

•Built For Accuracy And Precision Control.
•Stationary. Eliminating aim and wrist movement.
•Engineered For Total Compatibity.
•User Definable Keys.
•Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity.
•Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can
be selected for Momentary or Alternate Action.
•Complete with cable, instruction manual,
software and aOne Year Warranty.

dies-

1mouse
Order aMouse-trak risk free for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied, return it for acomplete refund!
ITAC Systems, Inc. Call toll free 1-800-533-4822 / FAX (214)494-4159

Ira

Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc. with distributors in the following countries
FRANCE
1.0.D. Electronique
Tele. 33 ( I) 30.64.70.80
FAX 33 ( 1) 30.64.71.46

SWEDEN
Specma Specialmaskiner
Tele. 46 (31) 89.16.00
FAX 46 (31)45.60.53

WEST GERMANY
The Chameleon Group
Tele. 49 ( 211) 379 057
FAX 49 (211) 365 499

ENGLAND
Electrone Ltd.
Tele. 44 01 429-2433
FAX 4601 429-3530

BELGIUM
Delron N.V.
Tele. 32 (02)466.94.91
FAX 32 (02)466.62.75
lured is • %Ord mind, d110rOm..«1«ed
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SWITZERLAND
Datacomp AG
Tele. 41 01 740 51 40
FAX 41 01 741 34 23

AUSTRALIA
Hypec Electronics Pty., Ltd.
Tele. 61 (02) 808 3666
FAX 61 (02) 808 3596

Systems launch, enhanced Transputers,
and arange of algorithm-specific digital
signal-processing circuits.
Set up with British government funding in 1978 to develop the advanced microprocessor that became the Transputer,
the semiconductor company has had a
checkered history. In the early 1980s, Inmos was bought by Thorn EMI plc, which
soon changed its view of high technology
and put Inmos's plants and design centers in the UK and the U. S. up for sale.
First to go, in early 1988, was its Colorado
Springs wafer fab line, which was closed
down (Cray Research Inc. bought the
plant's clean room facilities for its gallium arsenide program). Finally, early this
year, the whole company was disposed of
in acomplex interchange of paper, promises, and cash to SGS-Thomson.
FIRST PROFIT. Nevertheless, through the
semiconductor market downturn of the
mid-1980s and against an uncertain business background, Inmos managed to
achieve some of its technology goals. It
launched advanced circuits, including
fast static and dynamic RAMs, specialized color lookup chips—and, of course,
the Transputer. The company even made
aprofit for the first time in 1988, resulting mostly from aworld shortage of
memories, boosting sales to $125 million,
a33% increase over the preceding year.
But one target it has not managed to
hit is the objective stated clearly in its
startup business plan 11 years ago, when
it set out to become aworld leader in
VLSI. Its products performed well: the
original T200 Transputer offered 10 million instructions/s in 1985, and the latest
32-bit T800 delivers 2.5 million floatingpoint operations/s. Moreover, the Transputer has found its way into more than
1,000 systems worldwide. But Inmos consistently failed to follow through with a
coherent marketing effort and adequate
new product development, analysts say.
With SGS-Thomson's takeover, all that is
changing. Inmos belongs to acompany
whose senior executives are real semiconductor people, "with silicon in their blood,"
as one insider puts it. Apart from having
management that seems to understand
them, what has put the spring back in the
steps of Inmos workers is Pistorio's willingness to give them in effect ablank
check to go ahead with plans forced onto
the back burner. The first action of Inmos's
chief executive, Mike Wright, was to
launch a crash recruitment program.
About 150 engineering development, applications, and marketing people will be added to the payroll before year's end.
Signaling the new determination to put
Electronics/September 1989

Their way.

Our way.

Here's how to turn arelay
with 2changeover contacts into one with 4.
The MT4, our new relay with 4 changeover con-

I'm interested in the new MT4 relay. Please send me

tacts, hardly occupies more board space than the

your literature.

MT2, our relay with 2changeover contacts.
So if you need 6 twin changeover contacts on

Company

your board, simply install an MT2 and an MT4.
Two relays of virtually identico! size.

ELE 1-9

Name

And the expensive space you formerly needed
for athird MT2 is now free for other important func-

Address

tions.
Plus: less testing, less component cost, less assembly effort, greater reliability.
What more can you want?

Telephone

(The new MT4: Power consumption at 20°C 300 mW.

Dr Juchlo 924 STR

Temperature range - 55°C to 85°C. Space occupied per contact 12 M2.)

Standard Telephon und Radio AG
CH- 8055 Zurich/Switzerland, Friesenbergstrasse 75

ALCATEL
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Contact-free
soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in amatter of seconds with the Leister- Labor " S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.
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Ask for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: ( 707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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Fast & Clean Pulses
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Auto Insertable

IM 5 NS to 500 NS Pulse- width Control
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Inmos and its products on the international marketing map is the appointment of
Ian Pearson as director of system products, marking Inmos's entry into the systems and board market. Pearson has
formed Inmos IQ Systems, which is slated to open its doors this month. Also this
month, Pearson and his marketeers will
start afour-week global tour. Beginning
in Boston at the Buscom East exhibition,
the team will fly on to Korea and Japan
for customer meetings and finish in midOctober in West Germany at the Munich
Systems Fair.
What Pearson will be showing is acomplete range of board-level products based
around the Transputer plus DSP and
graphics chips. "For around $10,000, and
the time it takes to plug eight small modules onto asingle motherboard, engineers in ahurry can build aparallel computer capable of sustaining around 100
mips and 12 megaflops on astandard
VMEbus card," says Pearson. And they
can play "mix and match" with arange of
processor, memory, DSP, peripheral and
graphics controller, and input/output interface modules to arrive at the optimal
configuration for any embedded or standalone processor based on arange of industry-standard bus system boards.
IQ SYMMS. With the launch of IQ Systems, Inmos intends to build acatalog of
modules and motherboards with which
designers can build complete systems.
Pearson divides systems functions into
what he describes as "seven layers." His
first layer, or class of functionality, assumes that asystem needs to communicate with other systems. To this end, IQ's
class 1modules will ultimately include
units to interface with avariety of localarea-network standards.
Looking inside asystem, layer 2products will comprise arange of what Pearson describes as " general-purpose I/O
modules providing interfaces for such
standards as RS-232-C, the IEEE 488 general-purpose instrumentation bus, analog-to-digital conversion, and so on."
Processors come next, at layer 3in
Pearson's strategy. At this level in asystem's architecture, Pearson includes 16and 32-bit integer and floating-point scalar processors, along with vector processors—all of them containing memory. Peripheral controllers and interfaces such
as graphics modules and controllers to
drive the small computer systems interface define Pearson's fourth layer, followed by amore advanced set of products
he calls "application-specific modules."
Prices for IQ Systems' offerings vary
depending on function. The VME motherboard costs around $2,000, and a "size 2"
module—with a12.5-mips T800, 2Mbytes
of DRAM and 128 Kbytes of SRAM—
works out to around $1,000. A 100-mips
VMEboard comprising eight modules
adds up to $10,000.
-Peter Fletcher
Electronics/September 1989

Prepare for Tomorrow's
Technology Today
INITIONLII ELECTRONIC PACKAGING AND PRODUCTION CONFERENCE

WDMMW
SOUTHEAST '89
This Fall in Orlando, Florida
Three- Day Conference,
November 14-16, 1989
Two Day Exhibition,
November 15-16, 1989

It's been three years since we've out on ashow for you in Orlando.
We feel the time is right for the nation's leading electronics
manufacturers and experts to assemble again in this important
growth area of the U.S.

trends for tomorrow. If you register before October 27, 1989, you'll
be admitted FREE to the exhibits, plus earn substantial discounts on
the conference. For more information, call ( 312) 299-9311, or mail in
this coupon.

If you're an engineer responsible for circuit and systems design,
packaging, board fabrication, assembly or test, then you know the
challenges of bringing acompetitive product to market. Here's your
chance to evaluate and test out the industry's newest technology ir
your own back yard.

Clip and mail to:
Nepcon Southeast ' 89 Cahners Exposition Group
1350 East Touhy, P.O. Box 5080, Des Plaines, IL 60017-5080
Please send me pre- registration materials for Nepcon Southeast ' 89.

Led by experts in their fields, Nepcon Southeast's full conference
program explores the future trends of electronic technology, from
design through final test and assembly, while addressing practical
solutions to important here and now issues. The exhibition
encompasses the complete product development cycle, including
computer-aided technology, packaging products, and production
and inspection equipment, offering hands-on demonstrations from
the industry's top suppliers.
Plan now to visit NEPCON Southeast this fall. It may well be your
only opportunity all year to keep pace with today's technology and

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

My company is interested in exhibiting at future Nepcon events. Call me at:
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ADVANTEST® has
what it takes
for optical device
and
communications
measurements.

The age of optical-fiber cable communications is here.
High-capacity optical fiber cables have low attenuation and
are extremely light. But this exciting field presents some
tough test and measurement problems. And ADVANTEST
is right there with the answers. One of them is an OTDR
(Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer) used to detect and
locate faults and measure fiber loss when laying and
servicing fiber cables. Another is aseries of highly stable
high-output laser-diode and LED light sources. Add to this
an optical power meter with excellent sensor-to-sensor
correlation, a high-speed optical spectrum analyzer
with excellent wavelength accuracy, and an optical wave
meter with high resolution and accuracy. In short, the
ADVANTEST commitment to deliver optical measurement
performance for applications ranging from optical communications to device and optical components is clear.
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IIDVANTEST
ADVANTEST CORPORATION
Advantest America, Inc.

Shinjuku-NS Building, 4-1, Noshi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163.
Phone:(03)342-7500 Facsimile : (03)342-7410 Telex:232-4914 AOVAN J

300 Knightsbridge Parkway, Lincolnshire, IL 60069, U.S.A.

Japan

Phone:(312)634-2552 Facsimile:(312)634-2872

Advantest UK Limited CI Tower, St. Georges Square, High Street, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4HH, U.K. Phone:(01)336-1606 Facsimile:(01)3361657
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
SEIKO HOPES AN R&D DUO
CAN CATAPULT IT TO NO. 1
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

eiko Instruments Inc., No. 2
in the worldwide computeraided chip-design market, is
aiming for the top. To get there,
the Tokyo-based company is entering the U. S. market in abig
way. Seiko sees the developmeld of asouped-up version of its successful SX8000 design system as the key
to its success. That effort, to be undertaken at the company's new research and development department in San Jose, is being led by two R&D heavyweights: David
Hightower and Kazuya Shinozuka.
Both come with impressive credentials.
Hightower developed the algorithm that
revolutionized routing technology in the
late 1960s, and Shinozuka led ateam of 40
developers to produce Seiko's first design-automation tool set.
Now they're working together on a
standard cell-and-block place-and-route
tool for the SX8000, to be renamed the
SX9000 and shown at next year's Design
Automation Conference. Seiko believes
that the revamped system will let it overtake the world leader in computer-aidedengineering chip design, Cadence Design
Systems Inc. of San Jose.
Hightower's expertise in routing dates
back to 1967, when he worked at AT&T
Bell Laboratories, his first job out of the

Stevens Institute of Technology
in Hoboken, N. J. At Bell Labs,
FEghtower was assigned to develop a printed-circuit-board
router that could handle large
boards. " Computers in those
days had small memory and
were slow," Hightower says. To
work around the limitations, he created a
general-purpose algorithm that used
rules to solve the routing problem; it was
"the first rules-driven router, as well as
the first gridless router," he says. Hightower's algorithm, published in 1969, was
50 times faster than the best method of
the time. It ran in minutes on circuits
that took hours to execute on routers
then available.
Hightower moved from Bell Labs to
Texas Instruments Inc. in Dallas in 1976,
leaving five years later for General Electric
Co.'s Microelectronics Center in Research
Triangle Park, N. C., where he created
gate- array tools. In 1986, Hightower and
five others were assigned to GE's Calma
Division in San Jose to develop astandard
cell-and-block place-and-route tool as part
of Calma's GDS- II full-custom chip-layout
system. By the time the project ended, GE
had sold Calma to Valid Logic Systems
Inc.. also in San Jose.
It was at Calma that Hightower, now
45, first met Shinozuka. The 40-year-old
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DC-DC Converter
Transformers
and Power
Inductors
These units have gull wing construction which is compatible with tube
fed automatic placement equipment
or pick and place manufacturing
techniques. Transformers can be
used for self- saturating or linear
switching applications. The Inductors are ideal for noise, spike and
power filtering applications in Power
Supplies, DC- DC Converters and
Switching Regulators.
• Operation over ambient
temperature range from
—55 C to + 105 C
• All units are magnetically
shielded
• All units exceed the requirements of MIL- T-27 ( + 130 C)
• Transformers have input
voltages of 5'/, 12V, 24V and
48V. Output voltages to 300V.
• Transformers can be used for
self- saturating or linear
switching applications
• Schematics and parts list
provided with transformers
• Inductors to 20mH with DC
currents to 5.4 amps
• Inductors have solit windings
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Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10552

David Hightower, director of product development, and Kazuya Shinozuka, product manager
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bring R&D clout to Seiko's effort to revamp its SX8000 chip-design system.

800-431-1064
914-699-5514
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TEXACTLY
THE WORLD'S
ST POWERFUL AND
XPANDABLE PC DO?

INTRODUCING THE COMPAQ DESKPRO
386/33 PERSONAL COMPUTER.
Never before has so much performance,
expandability and storage been put into one
desktop PC. And never before has one PC been
capable of so much.
Inside its new system

standard slots free to customize the system to the
demands of the application you're using.
If your job is particularly demanding, you can
use up to five high-performance

ANYTHING
IT WANTS.

unit, you'll find that our
engineers have redesigned
just about every component
to deliver aminicomputer
level of power with unmatched PC flexibility.

its power to work on the most demanding
CAD/CAE, financial analysis, database management and personal productivity applications.
Or you can spread the power around,
using the COMPAQ DESKPRO
386/33 as the driving
force for anetwork or
multiuser system.
At the
heart of the
system is the
Intel 386TM

and UNIX® operating systems.
Access memory over 640K under
DOS with the COMPAQ
Expanded Memory Manager
that supports Lotus/Intel®/
Microsoft ( LIM) 4.0.
And speed through
calculations
Built-in
with 33-MHz
interfaces make
it easy to connect pointing
Intel 387'
devices, printers, plotters or
and Weitek

neered into the COMPAQ DESKPRO
386/33 deliver an unmatched level of
power, expandability and storage. To
do anything you want.
To find out more, please call

IiIiI

1-800-231-0900, Operator 97. In Canada,
1-800-263-5868, Operator 97. We'll
send you afree brochure and give you
the location of your nearest Authorized

And the exclusive COMPAQ Flexible
Advanced Systems Architecture.
This high-performance combination
delivers a35% performance improvement in CPU-intensive applications
over 25-MHz 386 cache-based PC's.
Or said another way, nothing will
slow you down. No matter what you
want to do. You can expand the 2MB

other peripherals without using
an expansion slot.

3167 coprocessor options.
All the new advancements engi-

aseries of technological advancements.
with 64K of high-speed static RAM.
Interleaved memory architecture.

data. And if that's not enough,
bring total system storage to
2.6 gigabytes with the optional

There's more. You can run MS-DOS®, MS® OS/2,
Microsoft' Windows/386 and the XENIX'

microprocessor.
Running at a
blazing 33 MHz,
it works in
concert with

Like a33-MHz cache memory controller

internal storage devices to
hold up to 1.3 gigabytes of

COMPAQ Fixed Disk Expansion Unit.

So you can use it as astand-alone PC, putting

A total of
eight expansion slots
let you customize the system
to your needs by expanding
memory and choosing from
thousands of industrystandard expansion boards.

of standard RAM up to 16 MB using the highspeed 32-bit slot. That leaves up to six industry-

COMPAQ Computer Dealer.

High-speed VGA graphics
are built in. And for greater
graphics capabilities, add the
optional COMPAQ Advanced
Graphics 1024 Board.

COMPAQ It simply works better" Registered U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. Inter Intel 386 and Intel 387 are trademarks
of Intel Corporation. Microsoft MS" XENIX' and MS-DOS' are
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. MS' Windows/386 and
MS' OS/2 are products of Microsoft Corporation. UNIX' is a
registered trademark of AT&T"' 'Registered U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. Product names mentioned herein may be
trademarks and/or registered trademarks of other companies.
©1989 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.

It simply works better°

COMPAil

InterTools

Time Saving Software
For Embedded System Development
68000/010/020, 8086/186/286

68HC11, Z80, V Series

C Cross Compilers
•Global Optimization
Features
•Produce Re-entrant,
ROM-able Code

•Utilities include
Linkers, Locators,
Formatters, and Unique
ROM Processor

Cross Assemblers
•Full Macro Capabilities • Support Relocatable,
•Include Complete
Combinable, and
Utilities Set
Absolute Segments

XDB Cross Debuggers
•Debug at C or Assembly
Source Code Level
•User-Friendly Interface
and Command Set
InterTools are available
for VAX, SUN, Apollo,
HP, IBM PC, and other
engineering computers.

•Powerful Assertion,
Breakpoint Commands
•Direct Command
Interface to Emulator
Intermetrics, Inc.
Software Products Division
733 Concord Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-0072

Demo Disks available.

Toll-Free: 1-800-356-3594

Intermetrics
144
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Japanese national joined Calma after
working at GE Industrial Automation
Ltd. in Tokyo, aGE division that has since
closed. At GE, Shinozuka wrote Venus, a
microcomputer-based integrated-circuitlayout system, which stirred interest inside Calma in 1984. "In November 1984,
right after the project had been completed, Calma asked me to make apresentation on Venus to its R&D group," says
Shinozuka. In March 1986, Shinozuka
joined Calma. "Iwas responsible for making Venus look like GDS-II and porting it
to the Sun [Microsystems Inc.] work station," he says. Venus ultimately became
the basis for the new EDS-III, launched
last December.
Venus was the second IC-layout system written by Shinozuka. His first was
the SX8000 for Seiko, where he was hired
in 1978 as the company's first software
engineer. He started the SX8000 software development from scratch; he and
his team spent five years developing the
first version. Seiko Instruments, one of
four operating companies in the Seiko
Group, is already amajor CAD/CAE player, with revenues of $1.1 billion in 1988.
The SX8000 is the reason for its success,
says Ron Collett, senior market analyst
at Dataquest Inc. in San Jose.
LIVELY BUSINESS. "Seiko is different
from other Japanese players in the market," Collett says. " Most Japanese, as
well as many U. S., application-specific IC
companies use their tools to leverage
their foundry business. They look at tools
as ameans of getting and keeping the
customer." Seiko isn't using tools to leverage its ASIC business, Collett says;
rather, the company has alively business
selling design tools against the likes of
Cadence, Mentor Graphics, and Silicon
Compiler Systems.
Worldwide, Seiko holds 14.5% of the
CAE chip-design market, with Cadence's
share at 15.6%, according to Dataquest.
Seiko leads in the Asian market for workstation IC-layout tools with 34.7%, against
secondplue Cadence's 11.2%.
Seiko began marketing its SX8000 in
earnest when the commitment of Mountain View, Calif.-based Daisy Systems
Inc., now Daisy/Cadnetix Inc., began to
wane. Seiko, which had distributed Dazix's Chipmast,er product in Japan, moved
to fill the vacuum left when Dazix retreated from the IC-layout business.
In joining Seiko, both Hightower and
Shinozuka have crossed personal thresholds in their careers. For Hightower,
Seiko is the first company in which he and
his wife, a mathematician, have not
worked together. And Shinozuka is one
of the few Japanese workers who have
rejoined aprevious employer. " It is unusual for aJapanese to leave acompany
and later rejoin it," he says. "In Japan, if
aworker leaves acompany, he usually
never returns."
—
Jonah McLeod
Electronics/September 1989
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Born yesterday, and already
talking 20 megabytes asecond.
The new SV Series IPI-2 VME disk
controllers from Xylogics. . . aprodigy
of data rate performance.
Xylogics announces the SV7800 and SV6800 singleboard disk controllers for VMEbus systems that will
more than triple the disk data transfer rate currently
available. With internal data paths up to 80 MB/sec,
the SV Series controllers can sustain adata rate
across the VMEbus of more than 35 MB/sec. This
more than doubles the rates of current controller
solutions. And our SV Series features anew
"Universal Bus Silicon" architecture that sets the
stage for future generations of controllers.

imaging and electronic publishing. And RISC users
will find the SV Series eliminates major disk I/O
bottlenecks.
For acomplete list of features and specifications
on the newest, most remarkable members of the
Xylogics family, the SV7800 and SV6800 controllers,
call or write today.

Addressing acritical market need for faster higher
capacity disk storage at an affordable price. the
SV7800 and SV6800 IPI-2 controllers are the new
standard for data-intensive applications such as
supercomputing, real-time data acquisition, graphics,
Circle 43
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Your Partner For Performance
Corporate Headquarters:
Xylogics, Inc.
53 Third Avenue
Burlington. MA 01803
(617) 272-8140

International Subsidiary:
Xylogics International Ltd.
2A Cofferidge Close
Stony Stratford
Milton Keynes MK11 1BY
United Kingdom
(908) 569444

YOU ALREADY HAVE
32 GOOD REASONS TO ADVERTISE
IN PENTON PUBLICATIONS.

NOW YOU HAVE 6MORE.

These electronics magazines are now
Penton Publications. We give them strength,
stability, and quality. They give you a
great way to reach your customers.

Penton Publications

1100 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44114

DIRECT

87C51 PROGRAMMER $125
The UPA87C51 converts general purpose programmers to
8751/87C51 programmers. Select 2732A on your programmer,
plug in the UPA, and you have an 8751/87C51 programmer.
With the UPA87C51 you can also program the 8751 and 87C51
security bits and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple
and VERY cost effective.
Price $125.00 including UPS ground shipping. Adapters are
also available for the 63701VO, 63705V0 and 8751 and are
priced at $65.-$95.
LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORP. PO Box 6184, Syracuse NY
13217-6184 USA • (
315) 478 0722 • Telex 6725617 LOGS

FAX ( 315) 475-8460

87C51 PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 501
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NETWORK SWITCHING MATRICES
FOR RJ TYPE DATA CIRCUITS

8051 Emulator - $ 1250

The RJ Series of Switching Matrices for Networking and Data Communications using
FCC-68 connectors. Expandable Systems
using prewired Mainframes and plug in Switch
Modules with LED Display of Matrix Status.

d2 ICE is a low cost, Full Speed, real time 8051
Emulator.. Powerful user interface for Hi- level
multi-window source code debugging. Uses
IBM-PC COM1/2. No Slots! Portable, fits in
shirt pocket. Assembler and test bed included.

• Bandpass from DC to 30 Megahertz
• RS232, IEEE488 or Printer Port Control
•Two, Four or Six Pole Switching Modules
•Call Toll Free 1-800/346-3117
CYTEC CORP.

CIRCLE 536

Cybernetic Micro Systems

tri

Box 3000 • San Gregorio, CA 94074
(41 5) 726-3000 • Telex: 910-350-5842

CYBERNETIC MICROSYSTEMS

CIRCLE 502

68HC11

* * *

"The Beat 8051 Emulator"

PC-based emulator for 68HC11

5 n cable

8051

YUKITA ELECTRIC WIRE CO, LTD.
Our company has been engaged in the ma.
nufacture of Electric Wires Power Supply
Cords and Wiring Harness since its establishment in 1923 We have varieties of produ-

Conran,

Contest sensdHe nalo and

On•Screen Coing oi data

ELECTR

Source

Level 0•Oug to, PLIM•51 and 5-51

SymisoM 0•Coggong Olin . n•l.ne asmsOper

PRICES: 32K Emulator for 8031 $ 1790

0,010,00

4E Trace 51495'

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Ask about our demo VIDEO!

WIRE CO.. L311

CIRCLE 503
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From Schematic!.
Entry through

SPICE
Simulation to
st Processing
PICE $95,
th
replete
SPI
program, runs on

PC's.
loSpece386 $386, The fastest PC based SPICE program
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.

SPICENET $295, a schematic editor for any SPICE

CIRCLE 504

simulator. Generates a complete SPICE netlist.
licruScops $ 250, a graphics post processor that
performs all the functions of a digital oscilloscope.

PFIESPICE $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo
analysis, and parameter sweeping.
Please Write or Call
P O. Box 6607 ( 213) 833-0710
San Pedro, CA
30 Day Money
90734-6607
Back Guarantee
CIRCLE 506

Tango - sets the pace in PC-based circuit board design
with an easy- to-use, pop-up menu interface and
powerful features including Imil resolution.
full SMT support. DRC. Gerber and
PostScript'" output, fast high.
completion autorouter, and phi>
toplot previewing. Configure
00)
your personal PCB design station
from our selection of entry-level
•
and expert tools, starting at
just S595.

0

oo

o
tite,

See for yourself ohs engineers rated
Tango the " Best Value" in PCB design at CID
Showdown '89. Rich functionality. une year's
updates, free tech support and BÉS. plus our 30-day
guarantee. Call today .
.

FREE EVALUATION MOUSE
433-7801 619 55 9.1000

• Up to 3.3m1-12 real time

ing ireline assembler
and disassembler.

68HC11 's resources

PRICES: 64K Emulator and pod $2590:
4K Trace $ 1995*

noHau
NOHAU CORP.

CIRCLE 507

DISK!

(408) 866-1820
Only

CIRCLE 505

For $ 1595 the 280 gives you.
•8sockets for gang/set programming.
•Support for EPROM ,.
and EEPROMs
up to 512K,
•Full after-sale
support from
Data I/0'.
Order a280 today and get aFREE
UV eraser — a $40 value. The Datarase
erases up to 4 EPROMs in 3minutes.

1-800-247-5700
Ext. 893

619 55 4.1019 F
as

To Advertise Call: Brian Ceraolo ( 201) 393-6478

-US

FREE DEMO

E. Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX (408) 378-7869
51

FREE UV ERASER
WITH DATA I/O'S 280
SET PROGRAMMER.

DATA I/O

.iCCEI.'" Technologies • 6825 Flanders Drise• San Diego. CS 921211 51
International prides one ''Sr, E111110C1 Ns for the diNtrrhomr ovare.t

ACCEL TECHNOLOGIES

•Symbolic and C Source
Level Debugging. includ-

emulation

CORPORATION

(
408) 866-1820

NOHAU

• 48 bit wide 16K deep
trace. All functions usable
without disturbing emulation Time stamping
Two level trigger

• Pull.down menus with
full window support.
combined with command.
driven user Interface

CALL OR WRITE FOR

51 E. Campbell Avenue
C.ampbell, CA 95008
FAX ( 408) 3787869

"Best Value" in PCB Desi

Analog Circuit Simulation
Completely Integrated CAE from $95

noHau

CORPORATION

sualTS EWE,. e

• PC plug-in or RS-232 bon.

• No intrusions to the

0011, 100P [OUnlpf

and, of course.

'06 ,933 5811

SOFTWARE

•

and deamemeler
•lain ernuieldin memory • Execeon inn* wormer
•Se Ist bocle 16« Oiled nace Ouner • dace ca• Ce
00.09

no',

YUKITA ELECTRIC WIRE CO.

WHI.E
•

•20 Roc mal iln,e onn.laton

10. Fi!r11',,M.

YUKITA
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PC based emulators for the 8051 family
1.051/SIFA/52/31/32/44/152/451/452/535/552/8XC751 • CMOS • more
•PC pl ug dn boards of RS-232 Sox • Prog•an. Periormence aneiyze/
•Pun-down menus codo.ned win • Powado1 Macros min IF- ELSE REPEM
Command- Dom, User Interlace

cts all approved by major safety standards
of the morn UL of the USA.CSA of Canada.
VUE of West Germany. etc
JIS of Japan

See EEM 88/89

Corporation

DATA I/O
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SEND YOUR PC
FAR AWAY

target over 30
microprocessors

I

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS

Sret7600[1,

"111..

SCROVIZNOER '
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Universal Linker, Librarian

micro VAX, VAX VMS, PC/MS DOS
VGA EXTENDER remotely locates your
PS/2 VGA monitor, keyboard and mouse
up to 500 feet away from your computer!
Works with any VGA based PC, too
Crisp, clean displays
$795, less cable
Communications Specialties, Inc.
Tel: ( 516) 273-0404 FAX: ( 516) 273-1638
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES

CIRCLE 509

•Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
•Binary or ASCII Hex file output
•fast Version 2.2
•Universal Linker for all targets
•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery

ADS
EPROM PROGRAMMER
✓ Programs 2764 in 8
sec 27512 in 44 ser
e Reads programs
arid copies over 475
E/EPROMS from 35
manfacturers including 2716-27513.
27011. 68764. 68766.
2804-28256
e Automatically uses
the fastest recommended algorithm
as specified on the
manfacturer sdata sheets to ensure reliable data storage
▪ Corrects to RS-232 on any computer. PC. XT. AT. PS/2. Mac. etc
e Supports XMODEM/XMODEM CRC protocols & ASCII Re kfers
✓ Optional microcontroller heads support 874, and 87C51 series
✓ Supports Intel. Motorola. straight her. hex- space & binary files
• Engr support team for fast uates e 8baud rates to 38400
ie I -year warranty (ports & labor)
e Gold Textool socket
I Tom- free techniccd support
e Collates 16- & 32- bit
I 30-day money bock guarantee
e Same day shipment
e Checksums supported
e UV erasers from 539.95
e Thousands of scrtisilied customers attest to the EP-1'sgreat value
e Low price. $349. includes IBM compatible communications
program user's manual and two free update coupons

The En • ineer's Pro • rammer

CALL TODAY 800/225-2102
rLJLJLJLJ
BP MICROSYSTEMS

ENERTEC INC., 811 W. Fifth St.,
Lansdale, PA 19446 • 215-362-0966
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

CIRCLE 510

10681 Haddington, Suite 190, Houston, TX 77043
713/461-9430

FAX 713/461-7413

EPROM PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 511

New, Gridless, 100% Autorouting
PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
With smARTWORK(M, create double- sided printedcircuit boards in afraction of the time hand taping
requires. It features continual design- rule checking,
automatic pad shaving, and text for all 3 layers.
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 ( without. $495)
and comes with a 30- day money- back guarantee.
Credit cards welcome.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St.. Lafayette. IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428.
WINTEK

CIRCLE 512

6809 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
6809 MPU, 2 serial ports, 4 parallel ports, RAM.
EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog timer, 44- pin
4.5X6.5" PCB.
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM.
EPROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I,O,
parallel I/O, counter/timer, IEEE- 488. EPROM progiammer. floppy disks, cassette. breadboard, keyboaredisplay.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or ( 800) 742-6809
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

CIRCLE 513

HiWIRE-Plue lets you quickly create and revise
schematics and PCBs on your IBM PC. With the
new, gridless, multilayer autorouter (AR) for
HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed-circuit layouts is
even faster. AR and HiWIRE-Plus are each $ 895
and come with thirty-day money- back guarantees. Credit cards are welcome.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428
WINTEK CORPORATION

HOW MANY

JUMPER WIRES

PROM/PLD
PROGRAMMER

CAN YOU COUNT?

SPECIAL
OFFER!!
$1295.00

NEW IDEA INVITED
for Gas Sensors

NONE?

Application examples:
•Gas/C0 Detectors
•Tobacco Smoke Monitors
•Ventilation Control
•Breathalyzers

PROM PRO- 8X
Stand alone/Intelligent
Take advantage of this special offer valid only to
Oct. 1 1989. Includes all supported devices to date.
Call today and ask for further details.

(Reserved for

1-800-331-7766

YOUR NEW PRODUCTS)
FIGARO USA, INC.
1000 Skokie Blvd., Suite 555, Wilmette, IL 60091
Tel. (
312) 256-3546
Fax: ( 312) 256-3884
FIGARO USA, INC.

CIRCLE 514

CIRCLE 515

LOGICAL
DG VICES, INC.

LOGICAL DEVICES

1201 N.W. 65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Tel 305-491-7404
Fax 305-491-6956
CIRCLE 516

ASI's patented, automated and UL recognized process has
replaced the wires on this board!
"WIRELESS ECO'S" OFFER:
* Higher quality, greater reliability
* Reduced handling, touch up & test
* Higher yields as bare boards are test
certified prior to assembly
* Customer appeal through better appearance
* Superior electrical performance
* Assembly cost reductions
AVAILABLE FOR: BARE PCB's, SMT BOARDS
AND PC ASSEMBLIES
Jumper Wires aProblem? CALL:
ADDITIVE SERVICES, INC. 210 Tyngsboro Road,
N Chelmsford, MA 01863 • 617-251-4931
WIRELESS ECO's
CIRCLE 517

To Advertise Call: Brian Ceraolo ( 201) 393-6478
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Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.
THE SOLUTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD YM
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
3

POWER UP WITH — — —

4w

j

i

Z .j. NE'

PC BASED DSP AND DATA ACQUISITION

•

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay TM circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI & AFL that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
All Pulizzi Engineering MTD T. controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $
436 TO $305

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!
PCLIZZI ENCINELHINC INC
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (
714) 641-9062
Z- LINE TPC 115-10 MTD

CIRCLE 518

DSP products for the IBM PC/XT/AT based on the TI
TMS320C10 and TMS320C25. Up to 12 MIPS operation. Designed for applications in communications, instrumentation, speech, audio, and numeric processing.
Offered with 12 bit A/D and DIA. Software includes
Assembler, Debugger, Signal and Spectrum Display,
and continuous, no gap sampling to/from disk at high
rates. From $595.

DALANCO SPRY

89 Westland Avenue. Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 473-3610
DALANCO SPRY

CIRCLE 519

Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers

Programming Instruments
•Stand-Alone or PC- Based

Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquisition • VISA & M/C Accepted

e

•Engineering / Development
•Production / Field Service
•EJEE PROM / PAL EPLD Bipolar
•Single-Chip Microcomputers
•Simulator / Erasers / Surface- Mount

adams•macdonald
eNTERPRISES
INC
Road

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite B-13 •

Riverside, CA 92507

m. ,,,reres.(.ald...a.ese
¡AO/0171.1Sr

Tel: (714) 781-0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 521

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II

CIRCLE 520

SC/FOX SBC ( Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60
MIPS burst, stand-alone or embedded operation, Eurocard size, 1serial, 1printer port, 64K-512K bytes memory. From $ 1495.

Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signal Processing • Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •

Professional Software

RMF

SC/FOXTM
High Performance
Embedded System Controllers

AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter

Engineering

LOW cost plastic bezel and filter assemblies for
digital readouts provide attractive finishing for
panel cutouts. Slide-in non-glare filters and
snap-in bezels permit fast installation without
tools. 13/s", 2", 3", 4", 5", 6" and 8" sizes are
available in standard and custom color combinations. Complete units are priced as low as
$1.05. RMF Products, Inc., P.
O.Box 520,
Batavia, IL 60510, 312-879-0020.

PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

SC/FOX PCS ( Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS,
50 MIPS burst, general purpose PC/XT/AT/386 plug-in
board, 64K- IM byte memory, multiple board operation.
From $2295.
Both boards use the Harris RTX 2000Tm I6-bit, real-time
CPU with 1-cycle multiply, 1-cycle I4-priority interrupts, two 256-word stacks, 3 I6-bit timer/counters, 8channel 16-bit I/O bus. Both have 250-pin user connectors, 0-wait state static RAM memory, and both are ideal
for embedded real-time control, signal and image processing. Development software included. OEM pricing.

Telex 882141
Fax Hi>) 171.16.L.

600-777.1202

CIRCLE 522

SMA ADAPTORS

SILICON COMPOSERS, INC. (
4/5)322 8763
210 California Av e.. Suite K. Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS

IC

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

QIP

SAME DAY SHIPPING ( USUALLY)
cie,)
S Stow, for AUG 20

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

••••

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER

Schematic Capture $ 100, PCB Layout $250. Auto Router $250
FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N W 65 Place - Fl Lauderdale. FL 33309

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 524

1909

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM ( i) 256Kx36
80 ns $400.00
SIMM
1Mx9
70 ns 190.00
SIMM si
1Mx9
80 ns 150.00
SIMM '
256Kx9
80 ns
70.00
1Mbit
Imo 100 ns
12.90
41256
41256
25610,1
60 ns
7.25
2561<x1
80 ns
6.25
41256
41256
256Kx1 100 ns
4.15
25610,1 120 ns
3.50
4464
64Kx4 120 ns
5.00
41264 1 / 54KX4 120 ns
11.95
EPROM
27C1000 1281<x8 200 ns $22.00
27512
64Kx8 200 ns
9.50
27256
321(x8 150 ns
7.25
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.50
STATIC RAM
62256p-to 32ka 100 ns $20.95
6264P-12
8Kx8 120 ns
5.95
6116Ap-12 2Kx8 120 ns
4.50

‘7
,
?,

3

EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers.

30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or ( 305) 975-9515

CIRCLE 523

Prompt delivery on these and SMA connectors o
ready made cables in standard or custom lengths.

Lcom,
L-COM DIRECT

1755 Osgood St, N Andover, MA 01845
Orders 800 343-1455. FAX 508 689-9484
Inquiries 508 682-6936

CIRCLE 525

To Advertise Call: Brian Ceraolo ( 201) 393-6478

e. 8
Let
8

OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 730Am-10pm SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT
/
SAT DEL I
VERY
Maste ,Card VISA or UPS CASH COT
INCLUDED ON
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED INC
FE D-Eu ORDERS
RECEIV ED BY
Tele1A.
Belle
it Al
11223

(918) 267-4961

24 000 S Poona Ave
BEGGS. OK 74421
No minérnenl Order. vymee

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

.
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Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters

Complete Line of Debug Tools

PAL/PROM Programmer Adapters

• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in
minutes, with these easy- to- use adapters.
• Emulator:logic analyzer users: Adapt- a- Pod " converts
one package type to arother (LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DiPs).
• Emulator pods and adapters are available in all standard
pin counts, with ribbor or ribbon cable headers.
• Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator
pod converters. Free catalog.

• Far ous Bug Katcber" makes it easy to attach test leads
to ICs in LCC, PLC, FGA, PQFP, and DIP packages.
• Eliminates need for noisy castes; reduces capacitance
and inductance in your test set-up.
• You can also quickly isolate and reconnect sections of
your socketed IC with our Bug Isolator.'" (All packages.)
• Quick renewer' on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Any EPROM programmer designed for DIPs can be
converted to accept LCC, PLCC, and SOIC sockets in seconds!
• To program, just insert an Adapt-A- Socket" between the
programmer's DIP socket and the druid to be programmed.
• Designed to fit all types of EPROM programmers, including
Data I/O 120/1214, Stag, Logical Devices, etc.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Wals`i Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408 - 982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

EmLlation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

EMULATION PODS 8 ADAPTERS

CIRCLE 527

Now you can connect
any VLSI or surface
mount circuit to any
other type of circuit—
or test equipment—
thanks to our complete
line of adapters,
connectors, and test
clips. Solve your "
wrong
prong" problem—
contact us today for a
free catalog!
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 530

DEBUG TOOLS

CIRCLE 528

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters ( Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips (Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC:
* 150 Typos of Prototyping Board Adapters
* l Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much. Much More...
bIrja

ADAPT- A- SOCKET"

CIRCLE 529

Wrong
Prong?

Emulation Technology. inc.

2368.8 Wale Ave • Bldg D • Santa Clara. CA 96061
TEL 14081 982-0660 • FAX i4081982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY
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Quick, Fast Socket Conversion

Quality Debugging Accessories

Over 150 Prototyping Adapters

• Convert- A- Socket" makes it asnap to convert aproduction socket to atest socket and vice-versa.
• Complete hoe of male/female sockets for LCC, PLCC,
PGA, FOFP, and DIP circuits.
• A must if uou're inserting circuits repeatedly in low
insertos force sockets.
• OLliCK turnarcund on custom eng neering services, If
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Protect
ICs from damage Insert and extract LCC,
PLCC, PGA, and PQFP packages with the right tool.
• Use rece ptacle boards to build test fixtures, and mount
your test equipment, in half the time.
• Get the right production sockets, burn- in sockets, test
leads, and test clips for SMT, SOIC, or PLCC circuits.
• Quick turnaround on zustom engineering services, if
needed. Fc-r afree catalog, contact:

• Adapt-A- Boards'" make it easy to adapt standard or
high- density prototyping boards to avariety of packages.
• For all package types: LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, SDIP
(shrink DIP devices), SOIC and more!
• Bottom configurations adapt to wire wraps or solder tail
pins. Boards conform to Mil- C-45204.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-9132-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
DEBUGGING ACCESSORIES

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation
2368-B
Walsh
Technology,
Ave. Santa
Inc.Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
SOCKET CONVERTERS

CIRCLE 533
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ADAPT-A-BOAFtDS"

To Advertise Call: Brian Ceraolo ( 201) 393-6478

CIRCLE 535

o.

When Bob Lawrence began his career on the railroad nearly
changed. " My wife and Iaren't worried about ourselves any30 years ago, he began something else, too. Investing in U.S.
more. Now we're tninking of our grandkids. We give them Bonds
Savings Bonds— the Great American Investment. It U.S. SAVINGS BONDS as gifts: Savings Bonds come in avariety of denomwas my wife that got me started. She wanted us to put ,„„,„ ' nations, are free from state and local income tax,
something away for our retirement: he says. Today,
and you can buy them at work or where you bank.
Bob is ready to retire with quite anest egg. And '-' = For more information, call us, or write U.S. Savings
while he still buys Savings Bonds, his reasons have
,_,
, N ,\,.,... Bonds. Dept. 892-M, Washington, D.C. 20226.
«Mr r

1800-US-BONDS
Apublic service of this publication
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Accel Technologies

148

Emulation Technology
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Additive Services
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Enertec

149

Advanced Microcomputer Systems

150

•*Epson Semiconductor

AMO

6-7

Figaro USA

AMP

42-43
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Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc.

140

Advantest America, Inc.

86

Anacad Computer Systems

70-71

Anritsu Corp.
Asahl Kesel Microsystems Co., Ltd.

60

Astro-Med, Inc.
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149

BP Microsystems
BV Engineering
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'Barbados Industries Devel. Corp.

32E

Cahners Exposition

139

'Capital Equipment

32H
57

Clearpoint

149

Communications Specialties
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148

Cybernetic Micro Systems
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'Mill Max Mfg.

149
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23
125

Murata Mfg
NCR

Excellent opportunity to gain a wide
range of exps and be part of the " A
Team". Must have a degree and be
willing to relocate.

72
94-95

NEC Corporation
'Netherlands Foreign Investment

In- Circuit Test Engineers
nostic test software for testing 286/
386 based PC's.
Functional Test Engineers
Responsible for Digital and Analog
fixture design, and knowledgeable in
"C" and Assembly languages programming.

40

Nihon Dempa Kogyo Co., Ltd.

133

Nippon Chemi-Con Corp.

129

Nohau

148

Noise Labs

You will develop fixtures and diag-

2
69

Intermetrics

148

NMB

108
32B-32C, 102-103

Oki Semiconductor
Orbit Semiconductor
P-Cad
Penton Publishing
**Philips Components
”Philips IE

118-119
79
77
146-147
23
32E, 40

Photo Research

24

Pico Electronics

141, 153

Promac Division

150

Hardware Design Eng•neers

Pulizzi Engineering

150

to 60.K (doa)

RMF Products

Project leader for Digital H/W engi-

**Rohde & Schwarz

150
12-13

neering including Image Processing,

*SGS Thomson Microelectronics

Computer H/W (CPUs), I/0 Control-

"Siemens AG

lers, Mass Storage, Gata Array and

Silicon Composers

150

ASIC Technology.

Standard Telephone

137

send your resume
in complete confidence to:
Analog Circuits Intl
National Search/ Placements
5330 Griggs Rd. Suite A102
Houston, Texas 77021
Fax's: 713-641-3853

Thomas Rice, Jr., CPC

Electronics design specialist: multichannel
matrixed special effect lighting fixtures and
sound systems for hotel/nightclub industry.
Create necessary computer hardware/software. BS in electronic/computer engineering;
4yrs exp. in computer controlled I/O interfacing. Familiarity with intel. 808X integrated circuits, peripheral support devices and VLSI
modules. Ability to program in " Basic", " C",
"Assembler" and " Machine Code". 40 hrs/
wk: 9-5 p.m. $28,400/yr. Apply: Job Service,
2005-B S. Elm- Eugene St., Greensboro, NC,
27406, or nearest Job Service office. Job Order # NC4090178; DOT Code 003.061-034.
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Harris Semiconductor

Cytec Corp.

ENGINEER'S

32F-32G

•*Fujitsu Microelectronics

Over 600 sandard
PICO Ultra-Miniature
rtrs
DC-DC Conve Oe
NE WEEK

*Teledyne Relays
Tenryu Technics Co.
Teradyne Inc.

38-39
17, 32C

hum .
3" ht.

1to 20 Watts
• Input Voltages of 5, 12, 24,
28 and 48V DC Std.
• 129 New Wide Input Range
Units ( 5to 60V DC)
• Single and Dual Output
• 1to 30 Watts Output Power
• Isolation,500V DC input/output
• New High Voltage Models
100-250 Volt Output
• Over 100 Models with 28
Volt Inputs and Outputs
• 180 Regulated Models
• Ultra- Miniaturized Encapsulated Package (. 3" height)
• Ambient Temp. Range
—25°C to + 70°C with
No Heat Sink or
Electrical Derating
• Optional Environmental
Screening per MIL-STD-883
• Expanded Operating Temperature Range Available
(-55°C to + 85°C ambient)

7
129
COV 2, 1

Texas Instruments

33-36

*Toshiba America
Electronic Components, Inc.

64-65

Toshiba Corp.

98

Varta Batterie AG

92

Delivery—

Wendel & Goltermann

81

stock to
one week

Wintek

149

Xylogics Inc.

145

Yukita Electric Wire
'Zehntel
Zycad Corp.

148
12-13
31
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*" International only
The advertisers' index is prepared as an additional
service. ELECTRONICS does not assume any liability for errors or omissions.
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IN NEW YORK CALL 914699-5514
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UPDATE: TESTING MARKE1
TAKES A SLUGGISH TURN

A

sophisticated windowing systems such as X Windows
are all driving the demand for larger amounts of RAM.
That means the long-term outlook is better than that
for the short term. "With abook-to-bill ratio among
memory manufacturers of 1 [$ 1worth of orders received for every $1worth of devices shipped], there is
sufficient testing capacity to meet current demand,"
says Jim Mulady, sales and marketing manager at Ando
Corp. in San Jose. Memory tester customers tend to buy
alarge number of systems at once, then leave the market for several quarters as they absorb the equipment
they purchased, Rogas explains.
Mulady says memory makers are not currently buying testers to increase production capacity, but to test
faster. Hutcheson concurs, observing that the 100-MHz
memory tester is starting to sell well. One factor fuel„, let vet.
ing this growth is the advent of

fter awildly successful 1988, the roller coaster
that is the automatic-test-equipment business has
reached aplateau, almost as if it were pausing to
catch its breath. The question for 1989 is: which way will
the market go now?
But, oh, that 1988! The market was in the midst of a
major boom, with American companies duking it out
with Japanese competitors both in the U. S. and overseas [
Electronics, September 1988, p. 89]. VLSI Research Inc., amarket researcher in San Jose, Calif., listed stellar growth for every segment of the component testing
central proccessing units with
«toes SPORT OPENS IHE DOOR
business. Total sales for logic,
clock speeds over 20 MHz. "Bememory, linear, discrete, and
yond 20 MHz, you start requir- burn-in test equipment last year
ing high-speed SRAM for cache,"
came to $1.395 billion. Logic teshe says. "The high-speed SRAM
ter sales surged 30% and those
business is beginning to grow,
of memory test systems—drivwith companies such as Internaen by sales in the Japanese martional Device Technology and
ket—grew 71.5%, exceeding the
Cypress Semiconductor both
predictions handily.
selling large amounts."
Now comes the lull. G. Dan
Beneficiaries of this growth in
Hutcheson, president of VLSI
sales are Advantest, Ando, and
Research, predicts total 1989
Teradyne, all of which offer
sales will reach $1.465 billion, up
memory testers with 100- MHz
barely 5% over last year. Nearly
capability. Ando showed its 100/
all revenue growth will come
200-MHz Model 9047 memory
from continued sales increases
testers for the first time late
in memory testers, which Hutlast month at the International
cheson says will reach $327 milTest Conference in Washington.
Memory testers are a
lion in 1989, up 22% over the
In other segments of the combright spot, with sales
$268 million achieved in 1988.
ponent ATE market, the picture
Though the growth rate is imis not as bright. Logic testers esexpected to rise 22%
pressive compared with the flat
pecially are suffering. Hutchegrowth in other segments of the
son of VLSI Research predicts
ATE business, it's still amuch
their sales will reach $701 milmore modest uptick than last year's market explosion.
lion in 1989, down from $705 million in 1988.
One U. S. company benefiting from this business cyLogic tester customers are all demanding high pin
cle is Teradyne Inc. of Boston. Ed Rogas, general man- count—typically, 512 pins—and test speed of 100 MHz,
ager of Teradyne's Semiconductor Test Division, says
Mulady says. He sees Ando's biggest competitors as
his company is selling testers for 4-Mbit dynamic ran- Tektronix Inc. of Beaverton, Ore., and Advantest, with
dom-access memories in the U. S., Japan, and South Ko- Tektronix coming on faster. One reason is that the Tekrea. In addition, there is demand from manufacturers of tronix LS1011 512-pin machine, with an average selling
static RAMS and video RAMs.
price of $2.3 million, is averitable bargain beside the $3
Rogas believes that the memory tester business is be- million to $5million of an Ando or Advantest unit. Huting driven by the insatiable appetite for computer speed
cheson says Tektronix's tester-per-pin architecture has
and the increased use of more sophisticated operating significant advantages over earlier designs.
systems and graphical user interfaces. There is arule of
One unexpected market for the LT1201 is testing
thumb, he says, that every million instructions / sof new-generation CMOS and emitter-coupled standard
computer performance demands 1Mbit of RAM.
logic. "Signetics has anumber of LT1201 systems for
The emergence of operating systems such as IBM
their standard logic products," says Mike Kondrat, marCorp.'s OS/2 will drive the demand for memory even
keting manager at Tektronix's Semiconductor Test Syshigher. A minimum configuration for OS/2 is 2Mbytes
tems Division. "Newer CMOS and ECL standard logic
and a more typical configuration is 4Mbytes. In addi- components offer significantly higher performance, so
tion, graphical user interfaces such as Open Look and demand is on the rise again."
Jonah McLeod
154
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Minimum effort.
Maximum ND.

If you want the logic equivalent of up
to fifty 7400 series devices or twenty PLDs
on asingle chip...
And you want it to run at 50 MHz
and beyond...
Just say no to gate arrays.
With their big- buck NRE charges, long
lead times, and complex development cycles.
Find out about our 7C340 EPLD
Family — an impressive new generation
in programmable logic.
New, high density 28,44 and 68 pin
PLD devices whose innovative Multiple Array
MatriX (MAX") architecture gives you the
speed and capacity of agate array.
But you program our 7C340s like PLDs.
Only easier. Our MAX+PLUS" development
system turns an AT-class machine into an
astonishing development platform.
Input aschematic, truth table, state
machine, Boolean description— or any
mix — and get automatic synthesis, that
fits your design to the right sized device.
Verify with asophisticated but
easy-to-use timing simulator and
input waveform editor.

Program your PLD right on your PC,
using our QuickPro II" programmer.
Or use other industry-standard programming systems.
Reprogrammability provides you design,
prototyping, and manufacturing flexibility.
Maximum logic replacement gives you
board space and component cost savings.
Proven, one-pass design gets you to
market before your competitors can get
out of the gate.
So why mess around with gate arrays
or imitation gate arrays when PLDs can
do the job with so much less effort?

Free Brochure Hotline: The
1-800-952-6300* 7C340 MAX
Ask for Dept. C9D EPLD Family
1111111•160.11111•1»..
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CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR

'1-800-387-7599 In Canada. (32)2-672-2220 In Europe. 01.989 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134 Phone:
(408)943-2666, Telex 821032 CYPRESS SNJUD, TWX 910-997-0753. Trademarks: QuickPro II - Cypress Semiconductor Corporation; MAX,
MAX+PLUS - Altera Corporation.

THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super- efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

<zyz>1-800-361-4903

V

ast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

B

uild high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process
control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.
The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.
See us at Booth # 1025
Electronic Imaging East

m

October 3-5, 1989

In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.

Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Mass.
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